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ABSTRACT

This thesis describes the development of a free standing, maintenance free

anemometer which has no rotating parts. The principle of operation is based

on the \-vind drag/force around a hollow P.V.c. pipe. The aim is to

demonstrate how the strain occurring in the P.V.C. pipe, due to wind

drag/force acting on it, can generate an electrical signal which can be

mathematically manipulated to determine wind velocity and wind bearing.

OPSOMMING

Hierdie verhandeling beskryf die ontwikkeling van 'n VT}' staande, onderhoud

vrye windmeter sander eruge roterende onderdele. Die wind se clrukkrag

veroorsaak 'n spanning in die PVc. pyp. Hierdie spanning word in 'n

eleh.uiese sein omgesit wat wiskundig gemarupuleer word om die \vind spoed

en wind rigting aan te dui.

NOVEl\lBER 1992
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CHAPTERl

L."'TRODUCTION

This thesis describes an investigation into the design and implemenration of a reliable no

rotating parts wind velocity and direction indicator.

The most common "'find velocity and direction indicatOrs are the conventional Cup

Anemometer and hinged/pivoted Wind Vane. The most notable disadvantage of these

meteorological instruments is that they comain rotating mechanical elemems which require

periodic lubrication a.tld maintenance.

~1r. D.N. De Beer from The School of Electrical Engineering at [he Cape Technikon

comInissioned this project with the following major objectives.

i) To design a solid state Anemometer unit with no rotating parts.

ii) The unit should be maintenance free.

iii) The unit should be suitable for data logging interfacing.

iv) The unit should be designed to gather data on wind velocity and

wind bearing for the display read-out.

:"105"[ of the relev3...1"J.t information for the umt deslgned lxas obt21ned trom :echnical

literature, provided by \'anous Tecr,-_nical Insrirulions as \\'ell as the Research a,.'1d

Developmem Cenrre. TELKONL Cape Town

18



Telephonic and written correspondence with vanous individuals involved with similar

design projects as well as specialist Electronic Component Manufacturers, provided

relevant data and application notes on related research projects. Funhermore various

Marine Development Companies presented useful applied application documentation

relevant to fulfilling the design criteria for the unit required

The objectives of this thesis report are therefore: -

i) To provide background information on the various Anemometer

units that were investigated.

ii) To provide a detailed description and analysis of the proposed

Anemometer unit.

iii) To provide field test results.

iv) To draw conclusions regarding the feasibility and practicality of

the completed unit.

The repon commences with Chapter 2 by providing background information on the

various systems and transducers researched in the literature SUi\-ey. This chapter also

provides a basic schematic description of the actual proposed sysrem.

Chapter 3 covers an investigation into the concepts involving wind and turbulent transfer

and describes the method of manipulating the onhogonal wind vector components to

translate \vind pressure into \vind velocity and \'vind bearing.

Chapter 4 pro\'ides a study into the fluid dynamics/mechanics and behaviour of the

P.\~.C. pipe anemometer unit \vhen subjected to \vini/air tlo~x. The dimensional design

19



Chapter 5 describes the strain gauge transducers, strain gauge bridge configuration and

orientation considered for the design in conjunction with the 'wind induced stress/strain

sensing' P.V.c. pipe Anemometer unit.

Chapter 6 describes the analogue signal conditioning of the PV.c. pipe mounted strain

gauge bridges. This chapter also describes the analogue method of obtaining conditioned

'cle2-n' analogue wind vector vollages for the digital conversion and microcontroller

manipulation process.

Chapters 7 and 8 cover the hardware design. implementation of software digital

interfacing, microcontroller and suppon circuitry, display read-out and 'data capmre'.

Chapter 9 describes the power supply circuit designed for svstem power suppon.

Chapter 10 outlines the problems encountered during (he implementarion of the svstem

and recommendations proposed for lIll.prO\,'ement of the design. This chapter continues to

describe the environmental effects on the operation of the designed arremomerer unit.

Chapter 11 provides Inronnauon on the test proceaures as ,,:veil a3 the tabulared test

results.

Chapter 12 covers the conclusions Thar were dra'ATI and recommendations proposed for

funher application of the system

• • • • • + • • • • • • •••••• + •••••••••••• +•••••••••••• • • • • • • • •

20



CHAPTER 2

THE SYSTK\ISrrR,,-NSDUCERS n".rVESTIGATED

This chapter describes the basic arrangement of the proposed system It is necessary to

lncorporate mechanical moving part anemometry in this survey since substantial

information on geometric design parameters and on the measurement of wind

velocity/bearing has been ex,racted for use in the design of solid state anemometry Basic

diagrams of the anemometers investigated are included in APPE'o"DLX A.

The major types of anemometers mav be classified as mechanical, thermo-electric,

pressure and acoustical.

In order to meet the requiremem:s the follov-,"ing anemometers v/ere investigated They are

split into distinct categories: -

i) The Ventimeter :\IechanicaJ

ii) The Cup-Anemometer "Iechanical

iii) The Hot-wire Anemometer Thermo-electric

Iv) The Sonic Anemometer Acoustical

v) The Pressure-sphere Anemometer Pressure

vi) The Drag Anemometer Force/Pressure

vii) The Strain Gauge Anemometer Force/Pressure

viii) The Piezo-electric Anemometer AcousticaLPressure

21



Funhermore, the following transducers were investigated: -

i) Foil-strain gauges

ii) Semiconductor-strain gauges

iii) Piezo-electric transducers

iv) Pressure transducer integrated circuits

Research also incorporated a study of stress/strain-sensirivity and elasTic behaviour

exhibited by meral-alloy and PVC pipe members. A comprehensive investigation into the

fluid dynamics/mechanics of strucrural pipe members relared to air-flow was undenaken

and is covered in detail in Chapter 4 The metal-alloy and PVC pipe anemometer umts

constructed were: -

i) Stainless-steel Anemometer Prototype 1

ii) Aluminium-alloy Anemometer Prototype 2

ii i) Aluminium-alloy Anemometer Prototype 3

iv) P.V.c. pipe Anemometer Final design

Based upon the above survey the unit \vas designed ana constructed according to a

strategy derived from the method employed by the Drag Anemometer (vi) and the Strain

Gauge Anemometer (vii).

The fluidi'dynamics,...mechapics of these anemome::ers and the proposed anemometer urnt

are closely related. The method of employing strain gauge :ransducers for the translation

of \vind-induced stress/strain force intO \.,ine velocity and bearing is therefore used in the

.'-.' '2-in.. d;:o-rer~..".:on. ~1"'...~···tn·.~. _,-, __ • \...d\..Wid}. The "vino vector si~'1ais

22
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manipulated using appropriate C and Assembler language software programs for the data

capture process and the display read-out.

2.1 Principle of operation. advantages and disadvantages of

the Anemometers investigated

2.1.1 The Ventimeter [ 1]

This insuumem is the simplest instrument for measuring wind velocity. The opening is

directed into the wind. Wind force causes a disc to rise up the body of the instrument The

height to which it rises is proportional to wind velocity.

The exterior of the tube is graduated so that wind velocity can be read off directly. It is

primarilv a hand-held mechanical device.

Conflicting with thesis objective: -

1) The mechanical moving disc.

Advantages: -

i) Modular application.

ii) Robust construction.

iii) Portable unit

lV) Easiest to use.



Disadvantages: -

i) Not accurate; it can seldom be exposed to areas of clear wind and the readings

obtained are not necessarily those of true 'Wind velocity.

ii) It only measures Mnd velocity.

2.1.2 The Cup Anemometer [ 2 & 3]

This system employs the use of three revohing cups. The most common units employ the

use of a reed switch to translate the rotation of the cups into a 'Wind velocity.

The generalOr system is also fairly simple The cup assembly drives a small dynamo and

the magnitude of the voltage generated is directly proportional to the wind velocity.

.\fore modern methods employ the use of a cup assembly rotating a tOOIhed wheel which

interrupts the light path between the light and pholOcell. These pulses are counted at fixed

time intervals and are convened into wind velocity.

Conflicting with thesis obj ective : -

i) The mechanical rotating cup assembly

Advantages: -

i) .'vfodular application.

ii) RobuSt construction.

iii) .\fost reliable method of measuring wind speed.



Disadvantages: -

i) Intended for use in the horizontal position only.

ji) Tend to overspeed due to non-linear response to

ilucruating winds.

iii) Has a rotating mechanical cup assembly which requires periodic lubrication and

maintenance.

2.1.3 The Hot-wire Anemometer [ 4 ]

This is a solid SLate wind speed sensing Sy'stem using a variation of the Kelvin Effect. ~An

element is electrically heated to a temperature JUSt above the ambient air Iemperarure The

\vind is then directed rhrough holes in the transducer casing over the element causing it to

be cooled and a compensation current is needed TO bring the element back to its original

remperarure. The amount of current dra"n is proportional to the wind speed blmving

over the element

Advantages: -

i) Solid stare, no moving pans

ii) Sets of Hot-\vlres can be oriem:ed so as to measure the three direc:lonal

components of \\ind movement.

ill) ~Jaintenance free.

Disadvantages: -

i)

calibraled in the fluid in which it is used.

T >.,.,
1 emperature sensmg IS compllcateC
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2.1.4 The Sonic Anemometer [ 5 ]

This anemometer is among the newest developments in anemometry. Extensively used at

Athletics Spans meetings for determination of wind assistance in track and field events.

The principle of operation is based on the theory that sound travels faster from an emitter

to a receiver in the direction of the wind and, conversely, lravels more slowly against the

wind.

The main componems of the insuument are transmitters and receivers tor the 2enerated. ~

sound \vaves and circuitry for measuring phase shifts and for frequency adjustments. The

speed of sound varies with factors such as air temperature. water vapour pressure and

atmospheric pressure.

\Vith three sets of eminers and receivers oriented in the x, y and z directions, it is possible

[0 determine three onhogonal components of \vind velocity s:mulraneousl!".

Advantages: -

1) Xo moving parts.

ii) .\lainrenance free.

iii) Robust construction.

1V) Relari\'ely lol..\' po\ver consumption.

v) Accurate.

Disadvanrages : -

') Requires accurate caEbrancn Cv. ccrreet tre::ruencv ,esponse 2nd ror en:;: or-

aIlemOmeter outDU! a: zero -x1nd \:eloclt:

26



ii) Sensor configuration, clrcUltry and set up procedure lS exiremely critical for

accurate correlation of v,1nd velocity.

iii) Expensive ultrasonic transducers are required to eliminate zero reading variation

v,1th temperature.

2.1.5 The Pressure-sphere Anemometer [ 6 ]

This anemometer is also referred to as the anemoclinometer. It can be used to measure

do\vn\vind, cross\vind and the venical components of wind velocity simultaneously

h consists of a small metal sphere with electronic pressure sensors placed in holes facing

directly into the v/ind and at 90;: angles to the main axis_ Pressure differences bervieen the

vanous selS of holes are used to calculate the three dimensional \vind velOCity· vector

components.

Advantages: -

1) -:;0 moving Pill"lS

ii) ~Jaintenance free.

Accurate electrical outputS of the pressure transducers can be analvsed to lZl',;e

orrhogonal components of the \vind vector.

Disadvantages: -

1) Expensive transducers are required

11) Complicated design of transducer asserr:biy housing.



2.1.6 The Drag Anemometer [ 2 I

Rapid fluctuations of wind speed in three dimensions can also be measured with the Drag

Anemometer. The drag force of the wind on an aerodynamic shape is proportional to the

square of the wind velocity.

This force can be measured by the deflection of a strain gauge attached to an object held

perpendicularly to the wind. Since the wind is not constant in direction, three mutually

perpendicular wind sensing elements with strain gauges attached can be used to resolve

the instantaneous wind velocity and direction.

Advantages: -

i) No rotating parts.

ii) Maintenance free.

iii) Accurate.

iv) Measures wind velocity and direction

Disadvantages: -

i) Critical signal conditioning is required to convert small signal variation into wind

velocity.

ii) Requires adequate temperature compensation and remote sensmg of the

anemometer output at zero wind velocity.

iii) Cumbersome transducer assembly housing.

iv) Not easily transportable as the frame mounting and wind sensing elements make

this an extremely bulky anemometer.

28



2.1.7 The Strain Gauge Anemometer [7]

A feasible and inexpensive strain gauge anemometer was researched by the Georgia

Institute of Technology. This anemometer, however, was never developed. This is a

highly specialised design and involves a system where wind vector components are

manipulated to determine wind speed.

The unit consists of a vertical steel rod, one end of which is connected to the intersection

of two horizontal paper-thin steel beams and the other end has a sphere attached.

The force of the wind generates a drag on the sphere which is resolved into North-minus

South and East-minus-West displacements of the thin steel beams. These displacements

are sensed by strain gauges and vector voltages Vn-s and Ve-w are produced, which are

proportional to the drag on the sphere. Since the drag on the sphere varies with the

square of the wind velocity, Vn-s and Ve-w are proportional to the square of wind

velocity. This squared relationship assumes a constant Drag Co-efficient on the sphere.

Analogue multiplier integrated circuits, summing and logarithmic amplifiers then condition

and manipulate the wind vector voltages to determine true wind velocity for the analogue

display meter.

Advantages: -

i) Solid state.

ii) No rotating parts.

iii) Maintenance free.

iv) Accurate.
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Disadvantages: -

i) Measures wind velocity only.

ii) Analogue electronics used demands/requires extensive calibration techniques for

signal conditioning and manipulation.

iii) Mechanical design of the anemometer unit is delicate.

2.1.8 The Piezo-Electric Anemometer [ 8 1

This anemometer was researched but according to Syrinx Innovations Ltd. of Edinburgh,

Scotland, was not feasible for development.

The device consists of a solid wind deflector cylinder which has four smaller identical

hollow tubes equispaced about the wind deflector column. Each tube is open at the top

but closed at the bottom by a film of polymeric piezo-electric material.

Wind blowing across the open end induces Helmholz resonance of the air column within

the tube and hence movement of the film at the bottom The average output of the four

films is a function of v.ind speed, and the relationship of the output amplitudes from the

several films indicates wind direction.

Advantages: -

i) No moving parts.

ii) Maintenance free.

iii) Solid construction of hardware unit.

iv) Good design
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Disadvantages : -

i) Requires accurate a.c. signal conditioning.

ii) System needs crucial protection from environmental elements such as rain and

snow, to prevent tubes from filling with water.

Other wind indicators researched were the conventional pivoted wind-vane for measuring

wind direction as well as a variety of propeller anemometers. Although these systems have

rotating parts, the research material provided valuable insight into the orthogonal and

geometric properties of wind-flow and the measurement thereof

The second part of the initial research covers the important aspect in convernng

mechanical displacement of the wind detection unit into electrical signals as a function of

the wind vector components imposed on the hardware unit. A literature survey,

substantiated by experiments with various transducers used in air-flow measurement was

conducted.

2.2 Principle of operation. advantages and disadvantages of the

transducers investigated

2.2.1 Foil Strain Gauges [ 1 J

A resistance strain gauge is a de\~ce which experiences a change of electric resistance

when it is strained. It is almost always connected in a bridge configuration.

The strain gauge measures force indirectly. The resistance strain gauge IS a resistive

element which changes in length hence resistance. as a force applied to the base on which-- :::: '

it is mounted causes stretching or compression. It is perhaps the most well knovm
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transducer for converting force into an electrical variable. The foil strain gauge consists of

a thin wire of conducting film arranged in a coplanar pattern. (Refer to Chapter 5 :

Figure 5.2)

The gauge is cemented to a base or carrier and is mounted so that as much as possible of

the length of the conductor is aligned in the direction of the stress that is being measured.

Foil type gauges are produced by photo-etching techniques.

The resistance change with strain of a single strain gauge is small compared to the initial

impedance value of the strain gauge. Strain gauges are therefore connected in a

Wheatstone bridge configuration.(Refer to Chapter 5 : Section 5.3 : Strain Gauge

Bridge Configurations)

Strain gauges are low-impedance devices. They require significant excitation power to

achieve reasonable output voltage levels. A typical strain gauge bridge will have a 350 n

impedance and is specified as having a sensitivity in terms of millivolts per volt of

excitation at full scale.

The maximum excitation potential, as well as the recommended potential, will be

specified. For a 10 Volt device with a rating oD millivolt per volt (3mViV), 30 millivolts

of signal will be available at full-scale loading. The output can be increased by increasing

the drive to the bridge, but self-heating effects are a significant limitation to this approach.

They can cause erroneous readings or even device destruction if prolonged (Refer to

Chapter 6: Section 6.2.5 : Bridge Excitation Programming of the IB32 AN)
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Advantages: -

i) Inexpensive.

ii) Extensive range available.

iii) Linear response to measured strain.

iv) Accuracy.

v) Durability, uniform quality, large current capacity.

vi) Self-temperature compensated.

Disadvantages: -

i) Small differences m the temperature co-efficients of the bridge elements are

responsible for temperature sensitivity thereby limiting the performance of the

strain gauge. This necessitates the control of the excitation current to

prevent thermal drift.

ii) Requires high quality, low level signal conditioning

2.2.2 Semiconductor-Strain Gauges [ 1 I

These devices have been derived from foil-strain gauges. Bridge types are pre-assembled

from individual gauges and output a voltage They have outputs that are ten rimes higher

than those of the foil variety and impedances in the order of Kilo-ohms. It is often

necessary to use a current source for excitation so as to minimise temperature induced

effects.

Advantages: -

i) Sensitivity is fur Qfeater than that offoil-strain gauges.. ;::, ~ -'
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Disadvantages: -

i) Expensive.

ii) Fragile.

iii) Lack of ductility.

iv) Increased non-linearity and sensitivity to temperature.

2.2.3 Piezo-electric transducers [ 1)

Piezo-electric force transducers are employed where the forces to be measured are

dynamic (continually changing over short period - usually of the order of milliseconds)

These devices utilise the effect that changes in charge are produced in certain materials

when they are subjected to physical stress

Piezo-electric devices produce substantial output voltage in instruments such as

accelerometers for vibration studies. Output impedance is high. Thus charge amplifier

configurations with low input capacitance are required for signal conditioning.

The output of a piezo-electric transducer may be modelled as a voltage source in series

with a small capacitor. Step inputs of physical force result in an effective capacitance

change.

Advantages: -

i) Inexpensive.

ii) Suitable transducer for vibration studies.
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Disadvantages: -

i) Requires low bias-current charge amplifier configurations for signal conditioning.

ii) Responds to a.c. signals only.

2.2.4 Pressure transducer integrated circuits [ 2 & 3 I

Pressure transducer types measure flow by monitoring the change in pressure between a

static reference pressure and a flow induced pressure, or pressure drop across a

constriction.

There are three general categories of pressure measurement - absolute, gauge and

differential.

Absolute pressure devices measure pressure with reference to zero pressure, (vacuum).

Gauge pressure is measured in relation to ambient (sea-level atmospheric pressure, or an

arbitrary level). Differential pressure transducers measure the difference between two

pressures and, of the three types, were most suitable for use as a sensor for wind

measurement.

Advantages: -

i) Accurate.

ii) Robust.

iii) Temperature compensated.

iv) Low power requirement.
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Disadvantages: -

i) Very expensive.

ii) Response is non-linear.

2.3 The Structural Pipe Members investigated

Three prototype anemometer units were constructed and tested before the final P.Y.c.

pipe anemometer unit was designed. A brief description of the design of prototypes 1, 2

and 3 and their limitations is provided in the following paragraphs.

The fluid mechanics/dynamics of the P.Y.C. pipe member chosen for the final design is not

discussed here but is covered in Chapter 4. Furthermore the properties of the materials

used are provided in Appendix B.

2.3.1 The Stainless-steel Anemometer unit

A prototype stainless-steel hardware anemometer unit was constructed by bonding eight

active strain gauge transducers to the circumference of a stainless-steel pipe (height = I

metre; diameter = 25 mm).

Manual stress/strain experiments were conducted on the pIpe The stainless-steel

anemometer unit was subjected to considerable tensile/compressive stresses. The stainless

steel pipe member was subjected to a considerable amount of "finger tip" induced

force/pressure (which is far in excess of hurricane wind pressure), before a bridge output

swing of 1 mV p-p was achieved.
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Considerable strain gauge bridge output signal amplification was necessary (gain in excess

of 5000). This caused amplification of small signal offset and inaccuracy at smaller strains

(or generally, at lower wind velocities).

Advantages : -

i) Resistant to corrosion.

ii) Robust, high tensile strength and elastic limit.

• Stainless-steel has a tensile strength of 1295 MN/m2

(Refer to APPENDIX B : Properties of materials)

• Mean "ind pressure at hurricane "ind velocity is 1.388 KN/m2

(Refer to Chapter 3 : Figure 3.1)

• Hence, the elastic limit of the Stainless-steel pipe was never in danger of being exceeded.

(Refer to Chapter 5 : 5.1.4 : Elastic Limit)

iii) Natural heatsink for transducers. Has a high thermal conductivity property.

(Refer to Chapter 10 : 10.6 : Thermal dissipation of the strain gauges)

iv) Change in length of the pipe in the environmental temperature range (OOe to 40°C)

for this design is negligible: -

(Refer to Chapter 10 : 10.7.2 : Effect of temperature on the stainless-steel anemometer unit)

Disadvantages: -

i) Too rigid, not elastic enough for tra.11Slation of strain-related wind pressure:

(Refer to APPENDIX B: Properties of materials: Young's Modulus)
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ii) Metal structure, good conductor of electricity. Has a low resistivity property.

Susceptible to lightning strikes.

(Refer to Chapter 10 : 10.7.5 : Susceptibility of the pipe members to lightning strikes)

2.3.2 The Aluminium-alloy Anemometer units

Prototype anemometer units number 2 and 3 were constructed from aluminium-alloy.

Physical dimensions of prototype 2 were identical to the prototype I stainless-steel unit

and comparative tests were conducted.

Prototype 2 employed an alternative strain gauge configuration using four active strain

gauge elements and four temperature compensating dummy gauges for the bridge

completion circuitry. The dummy gauges were bonded to the aluminium pipe to control

temperature induced strain. Stress / strain experiments yielded an improvement in strain

sensitivity but signal amplification required a gain of 5000 which distorted small signal

offsets.

A prototype 3 Aluminium anemometer unit was constructed, with physical dimensions (h

~ 1.8m d ~ 25mm), with eight fully-active strain gauge transducers bonded to the

circumference of the pipe. A slight improvement in strain-sensitivity was realised but

limitations in the elastic nature of aluminium proved that considerable signal amplification

was necessary for successful translation of strain related wind pressure from the aluminium

pIpe.
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Advantages: -

i) Resistant to corrosion.

ii) Robust, high tensile strength and elastic limit.

• A1uminium-allov has a tensile strength in the range 320 - 550 MN/m2.

(Refer to APPENDIX B : Properties of materials: Tensile Strength)

• Mean wind pressure at hurricane wind velocity is 1.388 KN·/m2.

(Refer to Chapter 3: Figure 3.1)

• Hence. the elastic limit of the Aluminium-alloy pipe was never in danger of heing exceeded.

(Refer to Chapter 5 : 5.1.4 : Elastic Limit)

iii) Natural heatsink for transducers. Has a high thermal conductivity property.

(Refer to Chapter 10 : 10.6 : Tbennal dissipation of the strain gauges)

iv) Change in length of the pipe in the design temperature range (O°C to 40°C) for

this design is negligible : -

(Refer to Chapter 10: 10.7.3: Effect of temperature on the aluminium anemometer unit)

Disadvantages: -

i) Too rigid, not elastic enough for this application: -

(Refer to APPENDIX B : Properties of materials: Young's Modulus)

ii) Metal structure, good conductor of electricity. Has a low resistivity property.

Susceptible to lightning strikes.

(Refer to Chapter 10 : 10.7.5 : Susceptibility of the pipe members to lightning strikes)
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2.3.3 The P.V.c. Pipe Anemometer unit

A final P.YC. ptpe anemometer unit was constructed. Eight fully-active strain gauge

transducers were bonded to the circumference, near the base of a P.V.C pipe (height I

metre; diameter 40 mm).

The design was supported by moderate strain gauge bridge signal amplification (333.3)

and required a bridge excitation of 4 Volts. The P.V.C pipe was subjected to a constant

air-flow ranging from 0 m/s to 40 m/s, in the experimental wind tunnel at Stellenbosch

University.

Recorded results proved that the unit operated ""ith efficient linearity throughout the

tested wind velocity range. (Refer to Chapter 11 : TEST RESULTS)

Advantages: -

i) P Y C is resistant to corrosion.

ii) Robust, high tensile strength.

• P. V.C. has a tensile strength in the range 30 - 70 MN/m2

(Refer to APPENDIX B : Properties of materials).

• Mean "ind pressure at hurricane wind velocity is 1.388 K.."N"/m2.

(Refer to Chapter 3 : Figure 3.1)

• Hence, the elastic limit of the P. V. C. pipe was never in danger of being exceeded.

(Refer to Chapter 5: 5.1.4 : Elastic Limit)
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iii) Improvement in elasticity over Aluminium and Stainless-steel units previously

tested. (i.e. improvement in linear tensile or compressive stress for P.Vc.)

(Refer to APPENDIX B : Properties of materials: Young's Modulus)

iv) P. VC. is a good insulator. The resistivity ofP. VC. exceeds those of metals by a

factor of 1022 Therefore it is not as susceptible to lightning strikes as aluminium

or stainless steel.

(Refer to Chapter 10 : 10.7.5 : Susceptibility of the pipe members to lightning strikes)

v) The change in length of the pipe in the design temperature range (O°C to 40°C) is

negligible. P.Y.C. has a lower Co-efficient of thermal expansion than Stainless

steel and Aluminium-alloy.

(Refer to APPENDIX B : Properties of materials: Co-efficient of thennal expansion)

Therefore, the change In length of the P. V C. pJpe with temperature changes

is smaller for pv.c. than for the Stainless-steel and AJuminium-alloy pipe

members.

(Refer to Chapter 10 : 10.7.1 : Effect of temperature on the P.V.c. pipe anemometer unit)

Disadvantages: -

i) Aluminium and stainless-steel have higher thermal conductivity factors than PV.C.

This characteristic allows them to operate as a natural heatsink for resistance strain

gauge transducers bonded to them.

(Refer to Chapter 1lJ : 10.6 : Tbermal dissipation of the strain gauges)
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ii) Bridge excitation supply voltage in excess of 5 Volts can be applied to the strain

gauge transducers without effecting the perfonnance of the transducers. The

same does not apply for the P.v.c. pipe.

(Refer to APPENDIX B : Properties of materials: Thermal conducthit)·)

Bridge excitation in excess of 5 Volts will cause temperature-induced apparent strain as a

result of unstable transducer perfonnance due to temperature rise in the gauges (I2R loss).

This is a potential source of error but can be controlled by reducing bridge excitation

supply voltage to 4 Volts or less, and by correct selection of strain gauge transducers and

transducer bridge configuration, which is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5.

2.4 Proposed Design System

This section covers a basic description of the proposed design system. Figure 2.1 is a

schematic representation of the designed anemometer unit and support devices.

2.4.1 The Anemometer

A hollow PV.c. pipe, with height = 1 m; diameter = 40 mm mounted vertically and

solidly fixed at the bottom end.

2.4.2 The Transducers

Strain gauge transducers mounted equidistantly at Nonh, South, East and West points on

the pole circumference monitor changes m stress at precise sections on the pole

cirCUmference.
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The gauges are self-temperature compensated and specifically dedicated for the type of

material that they are attached to. The gauges are effectively 120 Ohm precision resistors.

The gauges, when attached to a specimen will exhibit a change in resistance when the

specimen is strained.

Resistance change with strain is small when compared to the initial value of the strain

gauge resistance, thus strain gauges are connected in a bridge configuration.

Two strain gauge bridges are provided on the P.V.C. pipe, a North/South Channel bridge

and an East/West Channel bridge. Two separate excitation voltages are applied to each of

these channels and each channel is monitored separately.

2.4.3 Signal Conditioning

Two high quality low-level analogue signal conditioning channels are required to provide

excitation over long leads to the remote pole mounted N/S and E/W channel bridge

configured strain gauges.

The signal conditioning allows remote sensing over these long leads for fixed excitation.

The N/S and EIW channel bridge outputs are then amplified, chopped and filtered before

the clean signal is applied to two separate ND converter channels (2.4.4), one for the

N/S channel and one for the EIW channel.

2.4.4 Analogue-to-Digital Converters

The clean signal is applied to two separate AiD converter channels, one for the N/S

channel and one for the EiW channel, and a digital voltage output is derived.
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It is essential to note that an analogue offset voltage of 19.53 mV represents 1 least

significant bit for the ADC stage as frequent reference to this design criterion is mentioned

in proceeding chapters.

2.4.5 Manipulation of conditioned signals

The conditioned digital ADC wind vector signals are then applied to an INTEL 80C32

!l.1icrocontroller and support circuitry for mathematical manipulation to determine wind

velocity in the range 0 m/s to 35 m/s and wind direction for the display (2.4.6).

2.4.6 The LeD Display

The display provides a read-out of bridge offset adjustment, wind velocity in m/s, wind

direction (8 compass positions) and wind anglelbearing in degrees.

2.4.7 RS-232 Serial Port

An RS-232 Serial Port is also provided for data logging of the wind velocity information

to an mM P.C. for recording purposes.
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CHAPTER 3

WIND TURBULENCE AND TRANSFER

This chapter describes an investigation into the concepts involving wind and turbulent

transfer. It is beyond the scope of this work to discuss the many large scale and local

seasonal patterns of winds that prevail in different climatic regions of the world.

A brief outline of the orthogonal components of wind pressure transfer is provided and

related to the proposed design.

3.1 The Beaufort Scale f.!l

Of the many scales used to express wind strength, that devised by Admiral Sir Francis

Beaufort in 1805 and now known as the "Beaufort Scale" has been most widely adopted

internationally. This scale, which divides wind velocities into 17 strengths, is given in

Figure 3.1 (overleaf).

As for the wind direction, this is usually expressed in terms of points of the compass, but

is often convenient to express it as a bearing in degrees (00 to 3600 ) reckoning north as

zero and measuring the angle in a clockwise direction.

The P.v.c. pipe Anemometer unit was designed to record wind velocities in the range 0.9

m1s (Light air, Beaufort number = I) to 39.2 mls ( Hurricane vvind speed, Beaufort

number = 13). Refer to Figure 3.1 : THE BEAITFORT SCALE OF WIND FORCES.

Funhermore, the unit vvas designed to record 8 wind compass bearing positions. They are

- North, South, East, West, "iorth-East, South-West. '.'onh-West and South-East
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DESCRIPTION l\.IEA..N AVER
BEAU- OF LI7\IITS OF7\fEA1'i WIND SPEED AT 10 metres \\'L''D- WIl'o"J)

FORT WJrI,U
abo"'e &t ground in an open situation

FORCE VEL
NO.

B WIND COi\i"DITION Knots M.P.H. KmIh mls N/m~ mls

• CAL'!: <1 <1 <1 <0.3 .... 0

1 LIGHT AIR It03 It03 1.6 to 4.8 03 to 1.5 0048 0.9

2 LIGHT BREEZE 4 to 6 4t07 6.4 to 11.2 1.6 to 3.3 3.83 2.5

3 GENTLE BREEZE 7to 10 8to 12 12.8 to 19.2 3.4 to 5.4 13041 ~A

4 MODERUE BREEZE 11 to 16 13 to 18 20.8 to 28.8 5.5 to 7.9 32.10 6.7

; FRESH BREEZE 17 to 21 19 to 24 30.4 to 38.4 8.0 to 10.7 62.72 904

6 STRONG BREEZE 22 to 27 25 to 31 40.0 to 49.6 10.8 to 13.8 110.12 12.3

7 MODERATE GALE 28 to 33 32 to 38 51.2 to 60.8 13.9 to 17.1 172.37 15.5

8 FRESH GALE 3-' to 40 39 to 46 62.4 to 73.6 17.2 to 20.7 258.55 19.0

9 STRONG GALE ·n to 47 41 to 54 75.2 to 86.4 20.8 to 2..sA 368.68 22.6

I. WHOLE GALE 48 to 55 55 to 63 88.0 to 100.8 2-1.5 to 28.4 502.7~ 26.5

11 STOR~1 56 to 63 I 64 to 72 102.4 to 115.2 28.5 to 32.6 670.32 30.6

I
12 HURRICAN<: 64 to 7t 73 to 82 116.8 to 131.2 32.7 to 36.9 861.8~ 3~.8

13 ............•.... i2 to 80 83 to 92 132.8 to 147.2 37.0 to 41.4 1101.2~ 39.2

14 ••............... 81 to 89 93 to 103 148.8 to 164.8 -'1.5 to 46.1 1388.52 ~3.8

IS ....•••••.......• 90 to 99 104 to114 166.4 to 182.4 46.2 to 50.9 1675.80 ~8.6

16 ................. 100 to 108 115 to125 18-tO to 200.0 51.0 to 56.0 2058.8~ 53.5

17 ................. 109 to 118 126 to136 201.6 t0217.6 56.1 to 61.2 2~89.76 58.7

Figure 3.1 : THE BEAUFORT SCALE OF WIN1) FORCES
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3.2 Design parameters: Necessary points to note

The proposed wind measunng instrument will translate the wind-induced drag/force

subjected to a hollow P.Y.c. pipe into wind velocity and bearing. Although the proposed

system will be capable of accurate operation over a wide temperature range, conservative

temperature range limits between OOC and 400C were chosen for the design. Hence, the

proposed system must be able to operate as efficiently for example at the North Pole as it

should at the Equator.

3.3 Wind Vector Analvsis: Wind Velocity [11

This is best explained by the fact that wind behaviour can be seen as a current of air which

produces an augmentation of pressure on portions of fixed or constrained bodies, in this

application, a hollow P.V.c. pipe. This wind force can be divided into North-minus-South

(N-S) and East-minus-West (E-W) wind vector components.

Figure 3.2 is a graphical representation of these wind vector components.

For the design, 'Nind velocity readout will be 0 mIs when both these vectors are zero. As

soon as the wind measuring instrument detects wind pressure and translates either a N-S

or E-W digital voltage offset for the analogue to digital converter stage of one least

significant bit a resultant wind velocity and wind bearing is registered.

The resolution for the analogue to digital conversion stage is 19.53 mY. The ADC0820 is

an 8-bit analogue to digital converter integrated circuit (Refer to Chapter 7: 7.2.1).
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The resolution for the ADC0820 is calculated as follows: -

ADC0820 Resolution = 8 bits <::> 28 = 256 discrete digital voltage levels

ADC0820 analogue input voltage range ( selected) = + 0 Volts to + 5 Volts

Therefore : -

5 + 256 = 19.53 mV = one least significant bit for the ADC0820

Wind pressure is proportional to the square of wind velocity. In this design, a resultant

wind vector (wind pressure) can be derived from the N-S and E-W vectors. The

relationship for this would be : -

Resultant Wind Vector = [{Wind Vector N-S)2 + {Wind Vector E-W)2)112

The Wind Velocity relationship is : -

Wind Velocity = [{Wind Vector N-S)2 + (Wind Vector E-W)2 ]1/4

And the True Wind Velocity is: -

True Wind Velocity =[ {Wind Vector N-S)2 + {Wind Vector E-W)2)114 x C.
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The Calibration Factor ( C. ) is a constant and is a combination of the following physical

properties incorporated in the designed system: -

Gauge Factor

Strain-Sensitivity

Resistivity

Young's Modulus

: property of Strain Gauge Transducers

: property ofP.V.C. pipe material

: property ofP.V.C. pipe material

: property ofP.V.C. pipe material

Thermal Expansion Co-eIT. : property ofP.V.C. pipe material

Reynolds Number : primarily dependant upon dimensions ofP.V.C. pipe

The Calibration factor is primarily influenced by the physical propernes of the pipe

material used as well as by its physical dimensions. Initially, a Calibration factor value of

10.0 was chosen for the design.

Wind tunnel tests upon a hollow PVc. pIpe with a cross-sectional area of 0,04m2,

proved that the wind velocity results were linear and in accordance with theoretical

computations and formulations. The Calibration factor value was reduced from 10.0 to

4.0 for calibrated wind velocity display read-out.

3.4 Wind Vector Analvsis: Wind Bearing fJ!

The North-minus-South and East-minus-West wind vector components are mathematically

manipulated using appropriate software to provide a wind bearing display read-out. The

mathematical representation of this is . -

v Wind Vector (:'{ -S)
.tane =~ =------'---'-1
i x Wind Vector (E-W)
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e = tan-1 I = Wind Vector (N - S)
x Wind Vector (E- W)

where e is a bearing between 00 and 3600, on the circumference of the P.V.C pipe.

(Figure 3.2 refers )
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CHAPTER 4

FLUID DYNAMICSIMECIIAL~CS

Fluid dynamics/mechanics is the science that deals "'~th the action of forces on fluids.

Aerodynamics is a particular category of fluid dynamics/mechanics that deals with the

flow of air past or around solid objects.

This chapter describes the fluid dynamics/mechanics and behaviour of the P.v.c. pIpe

Anemometer unit when subjected to wind-flow. The geometric and dimensional

parameters of the P. V. C. pipe Anemometer unit are analysed. This chapter also describes

the terms : Drag, Reynolds number, Co-efficient of drag, Vortex shedding and Strouhal

number related to air-flow around a two-dimensional cylinder.

4.1 Drag

A body subjected to a flowing fluid such as wind/air is acted on by pressure and viscous

forces from the flow. The sum of the forces (pressure, viscous, or both) that acts parallel

to the free stream direction is called the drag.[l] The P.V.c. pipe Anemometer unit

designed, when exposed to wind-flow in the velocity range of 0 m/s to 40 m/s, is subjected

to drag.

The unit designed had the following dimensions: -

Height
Diameter
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4.2 Laminar and Turbulent air-flow

The layer of air near the surface of the P. V. C. pipe that undergoes a change in velocity

because of wind-induced shear stress at the surface is called the boundary layer. The fluid

particles directly adjacent to the surface circumference of the pipe have zero velocity. The

tendency is for the layer of reduced velocity to grow in thickness in the direction of the

air/v.ind-flow. However, because the main stream of air outside the boundary layer is

accelerating in the same direction, the boundary layer remains quite thin up to the mid

section of the p.v.c. pipe [2].

The patterns of Figure 4.1 are typical of streamline or laminar air-flow around a circular

cylinder in which adjacent layers of fluid (air) slide smoothly past each other. At higher air

flow velocities the boundary layer causes abrupt changes in velocity and the air-flow

becomes irregular.

This is called turbulent air-flow [3]. The nature of the wind-flow (0 m/s to 40 m/s) around

the PVC pipe is important for the determination of linear operation of the wind sensing

unit.

4.3 Revnolds number

The P v.C. pipe anemometer unit can be regarded as a circular hollow cylinder. When the

velocity of a fluid (such as air) flowing around a two dimensional cylinder exceeds a

certain critical value (dependant on the properties of air and the diameter of the cylinder),

the nature of the flow is either laminar or turbulent.
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Experiments show that a combination of four factors determine whether flow of a fluid

(such as air) around a two dimensional circular cylinder (p.v.C. pipe) is laminar or

turbulent. This combination is known as the Reynolds number, Re, and is defined as : _

[4]

where p is the density of the fluid (Kg/m3), V the average forward velocity (m1s), 1] the

viscosity of the fluid (N.s/m2), and d the diameter of the pipe (m). An important point to

note is that the Reynolds number is not dependant on the height of the pipe but on its

diameter.

The Reynolds number of a system forms the basis for the study of the behaviour of real

systems through the use of small scale models. A common example is the wind tunnel in

which the aerodynamic forces on a scale model of an aircraft wing are measured. The

forces on a full size wing are then deduced from these measurements. [5]

If the Reynolds number is large (Re> 2000), then the flow will be turbulent and if the

Reynolds number is smaller (Re < 2000) the flow will be laminar. There are many

reasons for flow classifications as certain types of problems (e.g. : steady flow problems

and unsteady flow problems) require different methods of solution. [6J

4.4 Co-efficient of Drag for cYlindrical two dimensional bodies *

• ROberson and Crowe - "Engineering Fluid Mechanics: - 4TH EDITIO",""

"Determination of the dracr around three dimensional bodies which have angular form ( e.g.
a c)linder) is calculated fr~m a two dimensional projection. Thus Roberson and Crowe
refer to a c)·Hnder as a cylindrical two dimensional body".
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The Co-efficient of drag on the P.V.c. pipe can be calculated if the total drag on the pipe

is measured by means of a force dynamometer in a wind tunnel. [1]

If the pressure and the shear stress distribution around the P.Y.C. pipe are known, the Co

efficient of drag, Cd on the pipe can be calculated using the following equation: -

Cd= Fd [ 1]
V2

Apxpx-
2

Where Cd = Co-efficient of drag

Fd = the total drag force acting on the P.V.c. pipe ( N )

Ap = the projected area of the P.V.c. pipe ( m 2 )

p = the fluid density of air (Kg / m2 )

V = the free-stream velocity (wind velocity in m/s)

The projected area Ap is the silhouetted area that would be seen by a person looking at

the P.V.c. pipe from the direction of flow. The projected area of the PV.c. pipe with its

axis normal to the flow is d x h. Cd is a function ofReynolds number, Re.[l]

The Co-efficient of drag versus Reynolds number for a two dimensional cylinder IS

illustrated in Figure 4.2. [1]

The P. V.c. pipe Anemometer unit has the following dimensions (Refer to paragraph 4.1

: Drag) : -

Height (h)

Diameter (d)

= 1000 mm

= 40mm
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The properties of air at normal atmospheric pressure and room temperature of 20°C are :-

Viscosity of air (T) = 1.81 x 10-5 N.s/m2

Density of air (p) = 1.2 kg/m3 [1]

The ffiaxJ.mum and minimum wind velocities chosen for the calculation of Reynolds

number are:-

V min = 0.9 m/s (light air-flow)

V max = 39.2 m/s (strong hurricane wind)

Revnolds number is calculated as follows: -

hence:

and

Re = 2.39 x 103 at Y min = 0.9 m/s

Re 1.04 x 105 at Y max = 39.2 m/s

[ 4 ]

Fd

The Co-efficient of drag is calculated as follows: -

I
Cd '"

y 2
Apxpx

2
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Cd = 0.99 at V min = 0.9m/s and wind force (min) = 0.48 N/m2

Cd = 1.19 at V max = 39.2m/s and wind force (max) = 1101.24 N/m2

The Reynolds number is in the range 103 to 105. Figure 4.2 illustrates the relationship

between Reynolds number and Drag Co-efficient.

The Co-efficient of drag, (Cd) is reasonably constant between Reynolds numbers of 103

and 105.

The Reynolds number at these wind velocities is greater than 2000 for the designed P. V.c.

pipe Anemometer unit and the wind-flow is therefore turbulent. In this design the

Reynolds number range is only dependant on the diameter of the P. V. C. pipe

Anemometer. The Density and Viscosity of air at Normal Atmospheric Pressure and

Room Temperature are constants and the wind velocity range was chosen. The effect of

increasing or decreasing the diameter of the pipe is explained later in this chapter.

Then, from Figure 4.2., showing the Co-efficient of drag vs. Reynolds number for two

dimensional bodies, it can be seen that Cd lies in the range 1.0 to 1.2 for this design.

The total drag force acting on the P.V.c. pipe anemometer unit was calculated as

follows: -

[ 1 I

lAp - h x dl • projected area of the P.V.c. pipe
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Where Fd is the total drag force (N), Cd is the Co-efficient of drag and Ap (m2) is the

projected area of the P.v.c. pipe. The density of air is p (Kglm3) and V (m/s)

represents the wind velocity. Thus total drag force acting on the P. V. C. pipe at minimum

and maximum wind velocities were computed as follows: -

Fd (min) = 0.019 N

Fd (max) = 44.05 N

: at Vmin

: at Vmax

= 0.9 m/s

= 39.2 m/s

4.5 The relationship between Wind force and the Beaufort Scale

Table 4.1 has been extracted from the Beaufort Scale of Wind Forces, courtesy of the Air

Ministry Meteorological Office. [7]

Type of wind Average wind Average wind
velocity pressure

m/s (N/m2)

Light air 0.9 0.48
Light breeze 2.5 3.83
Gentle breeze 4.4 13.41
Moderate breeze 6.7 32.10
Fresh breeze 9.4 62.72
Strong breeze 12.3 110.12
Moderate gale 15.5 172.37
Fresh gale 19.0 258.55 I
Strong gale 22.6 368.68 I
Whole gale 26.5 502.74 I
Storm 30.6 670.32
Hurricane 34.8 861.84
*:It:**:It:ill::Il:****** 39.2 1101.24

I
I

! Table 4.1 : The Beaufort Scale of Wind Forces (extract)
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The Projected Area (Ap) of the P.v.c. pipe is 0.04 m'.

The wind force acting on the projected area of the pipe was calculated as follows: 

Fd =P x Ap where P =Average Wind Pressure

Fd(min) = 0.48 x 0.04 = 0.019 N : at Minimum Wind Velocity 0.9 m/s

Fd(max) = IlOI.24 x 0.04 = 44.05 N : at Maximum Wind Velocity 39.2 m/s

Table 4.2 is a comparison of Wind DragIForce calculations. The left hand column of the

table represents drag/force calculated from the Reynolds number and Co-efficients of drag

and the right hand column represents the drag/force calculated from the wind pressure

values extracted from the Beaufort Scale of Wind Forces.

Average REYNOLDS Co-efficient of \Vind Force calculated Wind Force calculated

'''ind NUMBER drag from REYNOLDS NO. from the Beaufort Scale
Velocity

m/s Re Cd NEWTONS (N) NEWTONS(N)

0.9 2.4 1.00 0.019 Lower limit 0.019
2.45 6.5 1.10 0.15 0.15
4.4 11.7 1.15 0.54 0.54
6.7 17.8 1.16 1.28 1.28
9.4 ro 1.18 2.51 2.51-).

12.3 "'76 1.20 4.41 4.41j-.

15.5 41.1 1.20 6.89 6.89
19.0 , 50.4 1.20 10.34 10.34
22.6 59.9 1.19 14.75 14.75
76 - 70.3 1.19 20.11 20.11- .) I I

30.6 81.2 1.19 26.81 i 26.81 I
34.8 92.3 1.19 I 34.47 I 34.47
39.2 104.0 I 1.19 44.05 i Upper limit 44.05 I,

,I Figure 4.2: Wind drag/force actin!!. on the P.V.c. pipe (diameter = 40 mm) I
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Hence, the diameter (40mm) of the P.Y.C. Anemometer unit chosen in this design is

suitable for accurate and linear translation ofwind pressure into wind velocity.

4.6 The wind pattern behaviour around the P.V.c. pipe

The P.V.c. pipe Anemometer unit can be represented by a cylindrical two-dimensional

body. This sub-section covers the relationship between Reynolds number and Co-efficient

of drag and explains how this affects cylindrical bodies.

4.6.1 Discussion of Cd for two-dimensional bodies

Refer to Figure 4.2 ;- Reynolds no. vs Co-efficient of drag.

At lower Reynolds numbers, Co-efficient of drag (Cd) changes with the Reynolds number,

(Re) The change is due to the relative change in viscous resistance. Above Re = 104, the

flow pattern remains virtually unchanged, thereby producing constant values of Pressure

Co-efficient (Cp) over the body. Constancy of Cp at high Reynolds numbers is reflected in

constancy of Cd. This characteristic, the constancy of Cd at high values of Re, is

representative of most bodies that have angular form. [1]

However, certain bodies of rounded form, such as circular cylinders (the P.Y.c. pIpe

Anemometer), show a remarkable decrease in Cd with an increase in Re trom about 105

to 5 x 105.[lJ

The P.Y.c. pipe Anemometer unit of diameter 40 mm, when exposed to wind velocity (0

to 40 m/s), exhibits a constancy of Cd of approximately 1.0 since the calculated Reynolds

no. range is between 103 and lOS, However, practical wind tunnel tests on the PV.C.
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pipe (d = 40mm) proved that results were linear up to 45 m/s, far in excess of Hurricane

wind velocity.

The reduction in Cd at Reynolds numbers of approximately 105 is due to a change in flow

pattern triggered by a change in the character of the boundary layer around the

cylinder. [1]

For Reynolds numbers less than 105, the boundary layer around the circumference of the

pipe is laminar, and separation occurs about midway between the front and rear of the

cylinder/pipe. ( Refer to Figure 4.3 )

Hence the entire rear half of the P.Y.c. pipe/cylinder is exposed to a relatively low

pressure, which in turn produces a relatively high value for Cd.

When the Reynolds number is increased to approximately 105 , i. e. in this design, if the

PVc. pipe diameter is increased other parameters were selected (Wind Velocity range,

Viscosity of Air, and Density of Air at room temperature are constants), the boundary

layer on the surface of the cylinder becomes turbulent which causes higher velocity fluid to

be mixed into the region close to the wall of the cylinder. [1]

As a consequence of the presence of this high velocity, high-momentum fluid in the

boundary layer, the flow proceeds further downstream along the surface of the cylinder

against the adverse pressure before separation occurs as represented in Figure 4.4.

Hence, the flow pattern causes Cd to be reduced for the following reason with the

turbulent boundary layer, the streamlines downstream of the cylinder mid-section diverge

somewhat before separation. Thus the pressure of the point of separation and also in the
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zone of separation occurs further upstream. Therefore the pressure at the point of

separation and also in the zone of separation is significantly greater under these conditions

than when separation occurs further upstream. [1J

The pressure difference between the front and rear surfaces of the cylinder is thus less at

high values ofRe, yielding a lower drag and a lower Cd.

4.7 Vortex shedding from cvlindrical bodies

In this design it was necessary to investigate the vibration effects of the P.V.C. pIpe

anemometer unit when exposed to wind-flow.

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the average (temporal mean) flow pattern around a cylinder. A

further phenomenon of air-flow around a cylinder is the formation of vortices at Reynolds

numbers above Re = 50. These vortices are shed periodically downstream at the P. V.c.

pipe. Hence, the detailed flow pattern might appear as in Figure 4.5.

In this figure a vortex is in the process of formation near the top of the cylinder. Below

and to the right of the first vortex are two other vortices, which were formed and shed a

short time before. Thus the flow process in the wake of a cylinder involves the formation

and shedding ofvortices alternately from one side and then the other.

This phenomenon is of major importance in Engineering design and is of particular

importance in the design of the P.Y.c. pipe Anemometer unit. The alternative formation

and shedding of vortices creates a regular change in pressure with consequent periodicity

in side tmust on the P.V.C. pipe [1]
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If the frequency of the vortex shedding is in resonance with the natural frequency of the

P.V.C. pipe that produces it, large amplitudes ofvibration with resulting large stresses can

develop. The operational frequency range as a function of the Reynolds number range of

the designed P.V.C. pipe Anemometer had to be determined. Experiments prove that the

frequency of shedding is given in terms of the StrouhaJ number, (S), and this in turn is a

function of the Reynolds number.

The Strouhal number is defined as : -

Is=n;Odl [1]

where n is the frequency of shedding ofvortices from one side of the P.v.C. pipe, in Hz, d

is the diameter of the pipe (40 mm) and Vo is the free-stream velocity (rnls). The free

stream wind velocity range for this calculation was chosen as 0.5 m/s (minimum) to 40

mts (maximum).

The relationship between the Strouhal number and the Reynolds number for Vortex

shedding is illustrated in Figure 4.6.

Reynolds number at 0.5 mts and 40 mts are respectively :-

Re (min) =1.33 x 103

Re (max) = 1.06 x 105
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Therefore Strouhal number from Figure 4.6 is :-

S (min) = 0.222

S (max) = 0.222

Therefore at wind velocity 0.5 m/s (min) n is:-

n = 5.55 Hz

and at wind velocity 40 m/s (max) n is:-

n =222 Hz

Thus the frequency range of vortex shedding for the design is between 5.55 Hz and 222

Hz for the chosen wind velocity range 0.5 mJs to 40 m/s.

The frequency range of vortex shedding of the P V. C pipe calculated for these wind

velocities could be translated to measure wind velocity. However, although this method

was considered, the wind pressure-ta-wind velocity translation relationship was preferred.

The ANALOG DEVICES IB32 AN Signal Conditioner, discussed later in Chapter 6,

incorporates an integral three-pole low-pass filter (fc = 4 Hz). The vortex shedding

frequencies above 4 Hz are filtered by this 1.C package.
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CHAPTER 5

THE STRAIN GAUGE TRANSDUCERS

In this chapter an investigation into resistance strain gauge transducers related to the fluid

dynamics/mechanics in tandem with the behaviour of the hardware P.V.C- pipe

anemometer unit is conducted.

No solid object is perfectly rigid and when forces are applied to any object, changes in

dimension occur. These changes of dimension are sometimes imperceptible to the human

eye and occur in things that appear as rigid structures.

The changes in value of the dimensions of a P.V.C. pipe, divided by the original value of

the dimension is a ratio called the strain and is what shall be measured. The strain

occurring in a hollow P.Y.C. pipe, with base rigidly mounted, and erected perpendicular to

the approach flow of the wind, can provide an electrical signal which is a measure of the

strain in the pipe. [ 1 1

5.1 Explanation of some basic Strain Measurement terms

5.1.1 Stress

When forces act on a body, reactive forces are induced within the body. These reactive

forces are distributed throughout the body, and the density of these forces that is, the

force per unit area, is called the stress.
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IStress ( (J ) = ~I

5.1.2 Strain

[ 1] where F is the Force in Newtons (N)

and A is the Area ( m2 ) over which

the Force is applied.

Any relative change in dimension of a body under stress is called strain. The nature of the

strain occurring will obviously depend on the nature of the applied stress, but the strain is

measured as a ratio.

The strain occurring in a body experiencing tensile or compressive stress will be the ratio

of the change in length to the unstressed length of the body: -

IStrain ( E) = .1.LILI [ I]

For tensile stress the change in length, ( ~L ) will be an increase, and ( L ) is regarded as

positive, so the strain will be positive. For compressive stress, the change in length will be

a decrease, and the strain will be a negative quantity.

5.1.3 Elastic Moduli

If a solid body is subjected to a gradually increasing stress, and if both the stress and

resulting strain are measured a plot of stress against strain can be graphically represented

as shown in Figure 5.1.
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Over a certain range of values of induced stress, the plot is essentially a straight line, and

the slope ofthat line is called the Elastic Modulus ( E ). [ 1 ]

. stress F / A
ElastIc Modulus (E)=. [ 1 ]

stram &

: where the Force per unit area (F / A) in N/m2

When the stress is linear tensile or compressive stress, the Elastic Modulus is called

Young's Modulus (Y ).[ I]

MATERIAL YOUNG'S MODULUS

Steel 196
A1uminium-allov 70-72

P.V.C 1.0-3.5

Table 5.1 (above): Young's Moduli of some common materials.
( extracted from APPENDIX A )

5.1.4 Elastic Limit [ 1&2]

When external forces producing stress and strain are applied to an elastic body and then

removed, the body will return to its original unstressed dimensions. Most materials are

elastic in this sense for small strains, but there is a limit to the amount of strain from which

a material can recover. This limit is called the elastic limit of the material. [I]
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The relationship between stress and its corresponding strain plays an important role in the

branch of physics called the theory ofelasticity, or its engineering counterpart, strength of

materials. A typical stress-strain diagram for a ductile material is shown in Figure 5.1.

The stress is simple tensile stress and the strain is the percentage elongation. During the

first portion of the curve (up to strain of less than 1%), the stress and strain are

proportional until the point a, the proportional limit is reached. [2]

From a to b, the stress and strain are not proportional, but nevertheless, if the load is

removed at any point between 0 and b, the curve will be retraced and the material will

return to its original length. In the region Ob, the material exhibits elastic behaviour and

the point b is called the elastic limit. Up to this point, the forces exerted by the material are

conservative; when the material returns to its original shape, work done is recovered. The

deformation is said to be reversible. [2]

If the material is loaded further, the strain increases rapidly, but when the load is removed

at some point beyond b, say c, the material will not return to its original length but

traverses the thin dotted line in Figure 5.1. The length at zero stress is now greater than

the original length, and the material is said to have a permanent set. Further increase of

.oad beyond c produces a large increase in strain until a point d is reached at which

'raeture takes place. [2)

; rom b to d, the material is said to undergo plastic deformation. A plastic deformation is

rreversible. If large plastic deformation takes place between the elastic limit and the

raeture point, the material is said to be ductile. If, however, fracture occurs soon after the

:lastic limit is exceeded, the material is said to be brittle. [2)
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P.V.C. has a Tensile Strength in the range 30 to 70 MN/m2.

(Refer to APPENDIX B : iii )

Mean wind pressure at hurricane wind velocity is 1.388 KN/m2.

(Refer to Chapter 3 : Figure 3.1).

Hence, the elastic limit of the P.V.C. pipe was never in danger of being exceeded.

5.2 Resistance Strain Gauges

Strain gauges are deformation sensitive; that is, they are able to sense and respond to a

deformation in the form of a change in finite length. The most common electrical

resistance strain gauges used universally are bonded gauges. That is, the gauge is

ultimately bonded to the surface on which the strain is desired, and is therefore deformed

along with the surface.

A foil gauge is made by etching a pattern on a very thin metal foil as in Figure 5.2. The

foil is bonded to a thin base of plastic. When in use, the bonded gauge is cemented firmly

to the member under investigation, with the foil side out. An electrical current is passed

through the foil. The resistance of the element (foil) changes as the surface under it (and

therefore the gauge) is strained. The basic principle involved is Lord Kelvin's discovery

that a wire changes its electrical resistance when deformed.

Since the foil is bonded throughout its length, the gauge is able to sense a compressive

strain as well as a tensile strain. The resistance change, which is accurately proponional to

the strain, can be measured by appropriate instruments.
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A resistance strain gauge can be used on the surface of almost any solid engineering

material, such as metal, plastic, concrete, wood, glass and paper.PI

Kyowa Electronic Instruments of Tokyo, Japan provide a complete line of high

performance foil-strain gauges, their application is almost unlimited and they are usable

with most types of materials of all configurations and structures.

(Refer to APPENDIX C for the Kyowa Catalogue of Strain Gauge listings)

The gauges used during the experimental stage on the Aluminium and Stainless Steel

structures and finally the PVc. pipe are of the SELCOM TYPE (Self-Temperature

Compensating Strain Gauges). These are gauges in which the Thermal Expansion Co

efficient of the foil is controlled.

These gauges are constructed from material which has been subjected to particular

metallurgical processes and which produce very small thermal output over a specified

range of temperature when bonded onto the material for which the gauge has been

specifically designed.

SELCOM gauges can be supplied in six types depending on the application. Kyowa

manufacture strain gauges for application to Stainless-steel, Aluminium-alloy, plastics,

wood, ordinary Steel and Magnesium-alloy [4)

(Refer to Appendix C: Kyowa Strain Gauge listings page 1 and 2 Thennal

Expansion co-efficients; Kinds and Characteristics)
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Kyowa Strain Gauges used on the Anemometer pipe members were:

Stainless Steel

Aluminium

Plastics

KFG-2N-120-Cl-16 L IM 2R

KFC-2-Cl-23

KFP-2-Cl-65

The Strain Gauge listings explain the strain gauge coding system.

(Refer to APPENDIX C )

5.2.1 Properties of Resistance Strain Gauges

Consider a conductor ofunifonn cross-sectional area, A (m2) and length, L (m), made of

a material with resistivity, P ( Om ). The resistance R ( 0 ) of such a conductor is given

by: -

IR p~LI [5]

If this conductor is now subjected to linear tensile or compressive stress, for example due

to a certain wind drag-pressure/force acting on it, its resistance will change because of

dimensional changes, and because of a property of materials called piezo-resistance which

indicates a dependence ofresistivity (P) on the mechanical strain.[S]

If a foil-strain gauge, specifically selected for the type of material under test is firmly

applied to the surface of the material, any changes in dimensions of the material will cause

an identical fractional change of the dimensions of the foil-strain gauge.
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5.2.2 The Single-Active Axis Foil-Strain Gauge

The simplest strain gauge, designed to measure linear tensile or compressive strain, takes

the basic form as shown in Figure 5.2.

A change of dimension in the direction labelled the active-axis will cause a change in

resistance of the major portion of the gauge, whereas a change in dimension in the

direction labelled the passive-axis will change the resistance of only a small portion of the

total length of the gauge. Thus, the change in resistance, divided by the total resistance of

the gauge, will be much greater for strain occurring along the active-axis than for the same

strain occurring along the passive-axis.

The ratio of the resistance change which occurs for a given strain along the passive-axis to

the resistance change which occurs when the same strain occurs along the active-axis is

termed the cross-sensitivity of the gauge. [1J

The cross-sensitivity of the gauge in Figure 5.2 is approximately o. I, because the length

of wire along the active-axis is about ten times the length ofwire along the passive-axis.
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5.2.3 Gauge Factor [ 6]

The Gauge Factor of such a strain gauge is defined as the fractional change in the

resistance of the gauge, divided by the fractional change in the length of the gauge along

the active-axis : -

IGauge Factor ( K) = ~~~I

!Strain ( E) = ~L1LI [6]

ILlR /R - E x K I [6 ]

[ 6]

Thus, the fractional change in resistance of the gauge is equal to the applied strain along

the active-axis multiplied by the Gauge Factor.

Most gauges have a Gauge Factor in the range 1.8 to 2.2, the variations being mainly due

to slight differences in the gauge material and corresponding differences in the magnitude

of the piezo-resistive effect. [I]

5.3 Strain Gauge Bridge Configurations

Resistance change with applied strain is extremely small compared to initial value of strain

gauge resistance. Strain gauges are therefore used in a bridge configuration. [7]

First consider the resistance change of a single gauge attached to the circumference, near

the base ofa P.V.C. pipe.
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Kyowa Strain Gauges, fixed to the P.V.C. pipe have a Gauge Factor, (K) = 2.15 and a

resistance, (R) = 120 n. P.Y.C. has a Young's Modulus, (Y) = 2.3 GPa. Assuming a

constant Wind Stress/Pressure, (a) = 1388.52 Pa, (85 Knot wind, upper Hurricane limit

for this design), subjecting tensile stress on the P.V.c. pipe, the change in resistance of a

single strain gauge can be calculated : -

The following are the known parameters: -

K = 2.15

R= 120 n

Y=2.3 GPa

a = 1388.52 Pa

: Gauge Factor

: Strain Gauge resistance

: Young's Modulus: - P.V.c.

: Wind StresslPressure : - upper limit

Strain (f: ) = a!Y =0.6037 /If: microstrain

.'ill. = K . f: • R = 1.5575 x 10-4 Q

Hence, resistance change of a single strain gauge with applied strain is small, even when

the P.V.c. pipe is subjected to hurricane wind pressure.

5.3.1 The Wheatstone Bridge [ 7]

Figure 5.3 shows the common Wheatstone bridge. A bridge consists of four two-terminal

elements connected to form a quadrilateral. a source of excitation (voltage in this

application), connected along one of the diagonals, and a detector of voltage comprising

the other diagonal. The detector measures the difference between the outputs of two

potentiometric dividers connected across the excitation supply.
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A bridge measures an electrical property of a circuit element indirectly , by comparison

against a certain similar element. In this application the bridge configuration provides a

differential voltage.

When RIIR4 = H21R3 , the resistance Wheatstone bridge shown in Figure 5.3 is at null,

irrespective of the magnitude of voltage excitation, voltage readout or the impedance of

the detector. Therefore, if the ratio H21R3 is fixed as K, a null is achieved when RI =

KR4.

5.3.2 The Single-Element Strain Gauge Bridge [ 7]

For the majority of strain gauge bridge applications, the deviation of one or more resistors

in a bridge from an initial value must be measured as an indication of the magnitude (or a

change) of the measurand.

Figure 5.4 shows a bridge with all strain gauge resistances nominally equal. H2, R3 and

R4 are dummy gauges i.e. they are not measuring strain but form part of the bridge

completion circuitry. RI is variable by a factor, (1+x), where x is a fractional deviation

around zero, as a function ofmeasured strain.

The relationship between the bridge output and x is not linear, but for small ranges of x it

is sufficiently linear for many applications. For example, if Vexe = 10 V and the maximum

value of x is ± 0.002, the output of the bridge will be linear to within 0,1 % for a range of

outputs from 0 to ± 5mV, and to 1 % for a range 0 to ± 50 mV (± 0.02 range for x).
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The sensitivity of a bridge is the ratio-to-the-excitation-voltage of the maximum expected

change in the value of the output, in the examples given in the last paragraph, the

sensitivities are ± 0.5 mVN and ± 5 mVN.[6]

5.3.3 The Two-Element Strain Gauge Bridge [ 7 J

The bridge sensitivity can be doubled if two identical variable strain gauge elements are

used e.g. at positions R3 and RI, as shown in Figure 5.5. R2 and R4 are dummy strain

gauges not subjected to strain and form part of the bridge completion circuitry.

If R3 and RI are aligned and bonded to opposite faces of the P.V.c. pipe, the bridge

output will be doubled, but the same degree of non-linearity exists. Experiments with

Stainless-steel and Aluminium tubing (height = Im ; diameter = 25 mm) as Anemometer

hardware units, using the two-element strain gauge bridge, were conducted.

Due to the nature of Stainless-steel and Aluminium (both materials are comparatively rigid

as opposed to P.V.C., which has a much lower Young's Modulus of Elasticity, resistive

swings in the attached strain gauges are small, making it less sensitive. Signal conditioning

and amplification techniques can compensate for this but the trade-off of sensitivity against

iinearity, as well as bridge offset drift due to the higher bridge excitation voltage required

makes this an unattractive solution. [7]
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5.3.4 The Full-Element Strain Gauge Bridge [ 7 ]

The Full-element strain gauge bridge was chosen for this design. Figure 5.6 shows a

bridge consisting offour resistors, two ofwhich increase and two of which decrease in the

same ratio.

Two identical two-element strain gauges, attached to opposite faces of a thin carrier to

measure its bending, could be electrically configured in this way. The output of such a

bridge would be four times the output for a single-element bridge , furthermore , the

complimentary nature of the resistance changes would result in a linear output. This

arrangement was best suited for the design. [7]

Wind vector resultant is determined from a North-South wind vector and an East-West

wind vector in this design, and seen as two separate wind vector channels. To illustrate

how the Full-element strain gauge bridge is employed, consider one channel initially, the

North-South channel.

A full-element (all element variable) strain gauge bridge is bonded to the P.V.C pIpe

Two identical strain gauges are attached to the North face and another two to the South

face on the circumference of the P.V. C pipe. Stress in the pipe may be tensile or

compressive but the complimentary nature of the resistance changes results in a linear

output.

The East-West channel would have an identical configuration. Hence, there are eight

strain gauges bonded to the P.V.C pipe, two on the North face, two on the South face,

two on the East face and two on the West face of the pipe circumference.
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Figure 5.8: Types of straiII puges usd (Photograph I) : -

•

•

•

Stainless-steeI (left)

AIumininm (centre)

P.V.c. (right)

KFG-2N-12l1-Cl-16 L 1M 2R.

KFC-2-C1-23

KFP-2-Cl"S



Figure 5.9: £ngiDttring Data Sbttt : KFP-2-Cl~ :.
StniD gauges for plasti<:s used OD tM P.V.c.
pipe anemometer unit (pbotograpb 2)



Figure 5.7 shows the all elements variable strain gauge bridge configuration as well as

their orientation on the P.Y.C. pipe circumference, to measure bending strain in the

member.

5.4 Strain Gauge Selection

The initial step in prepanng for any strain gauge installation is the selection of the

appropriate gauge for the task. Careful, rational selection of gauge characteristics and

parameters can be very important in : - optimising the gauge performance for specified

environmental and operating conditions, obtaining accurate and reliable strain

measurements, contributing to the ease of installation, and minimising the total cost of the

gauge installation.

So vast is the available range that it is difficult to foresee any situation for which there is

no gauge suitable. Most manufacturer's catalogues give full information on gauge

selection (Refer to APPENDIX C). Any detailed treatments would be out of context in

this thesis. Essentially, the choice of a suitable gauge incorporates consideration of

physical size and form, resistance and sensitivity, operating temperature, temperature

compensation and strain limits.

Figure 5.8 shows the three types of strain gauges that were used on Stainless-steel and

Aluminium prototype Anemometers and finally on the P.V.C. pipe Anemometer

unit. (photograph 1)

Figure 5.9 illustrates the Engineering data sheets provided with KFP-2-CI-65 Strain

Gauges for plastics used on the P.Y.c. pipe Anemometer unit.(Photograph 2)
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Figure 5.10 : Strain gauge orient2tion on the circumference of the
strain gaugelP.V.c. pipe combination (Photograph 3)



Table 5.2 lists the characteristics of the Strain Gauges investigated.

5.4.1 Fixing the gauge to the P.V.c. pipe member

In fixing gauges to a body the prime aim is to ensure that strains In the body are

transmitted accurately to the gauge. The operation is quite straight-forward but requires

care and patience if the gauge is to give reliable results. The most important feature is to

ensure that the gauge is bonded evenly and securely on to the P.VC. pipe surface. It is

essential that the latter should be clean of scale and grease but left slightly roughened to

secure curing of the cyanoacrylate adhesive.

After lightly cleaning the back of the gauge, and applying a thin coating of Kyowa CC 33

A Cyanoacrylate adhesive (see Appendix C : Kyowa Cat. No. 3002A) to the P.Ve.

surface, the gauge is placed in position and pressed evenly and firmly to remove excess

cement and air bubbles. The adhesive transforms to a solid within a minute after being

pressed into a thin film between the gauge and the P V.C. surface.

The adhesive layer must be thin, continuous, and not subject to creep when subjected to

stress. Creep occurs if the adhesive layer remains fluid, so that the gauge can move

relative to the body surface to which it has been bonded. Final drying under radiant heat is

advisable, followed by an insulation resistance test of each gauge. The gauges are moisture

proofed with a marine standard silicone sealant.

Figure 5.10 illustrates the arrangement of the eight gauges on the P. V.C. pIpe

circumference.(Photograph 3)
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5.4.2 Strain Gauge Temperature Compensation [ 8 ]

The errors in strain measurement due to temperature variations can be significantly

reduced by using a second gauge to compensate for them. The earliest form of

compensation made use of the strain gauge bridge circuit to provide automatic correction

for thermal output.

The basic schematic is shown in Figure 5.11 where the active strain gauge is Rg and the

compensating gauge (or compensating dummy) is Rc. It is a characteristic of such bridge

circuits to remain balanced if equal resistance changes occur in two adjacent bridge arms.

If Rc is therefore mounted on a small, unstrained block of the same material as the

specimen and placed close enough to the active gauge location so that they both

experience the same temperature changes, resistance changes in both arms due to thermal

output will be equal, and will be cancelled in the bridge circuit. Any resistance change in

Rg due to mechanical strain will unbalance the bridge and result in an output signal. This

is potentially a very powerful form of temperature compensation and is most practical in

situations where very slow temperature changes occur. [8J

5.4.3 Temperature Compensation for the design

A special case of this compensation method is available when strain is to be measured in a

bending beam or pipe. Two identical strain gauges can then be mounted on the North face

and two on the South face of a PYC. pipe, (constituting a N/S channel) as in Figure 5.7

and 5.10. Gauges will also be bonded in close thermal proximity ofeach other.
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Bending will cause resistance changes that are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to

occur in GI and G2 and in G3 and G4, which will quadruple bridge output. Resistance

change due to thennal output will be equal in magnitude and ofthe same sign and will thus

cancel. This is referred to as a 'fully-active full bridge' and is identical to the Full-element

strain gauge bridge previously discussed.

Hence, this type of gauge configuration is suitable for linear strain gauge bridge output

and temperature compensation for the design. Furthermore maximum strain gauge bridge

output is maintained as each strain gauge is measuring wind-induced strain.

5.4.4 SELCOM TYPE Strain Gauges [ 4 ]

Improvement in temperature compensation is achieved by the use of Self-Temperature

Compensated gauges. These are gauges constructed from material which has been

subjected to particular metallurgical processes (see Appendix C) and which produce very

small (and calibrated) thermal output over a specified range of temperature when bonded

onto the material for which the gauges has been specifically designed. Gauges chosen in

this design for the p.v.c. pipe were Self-Temperature-Compensated for plastics. [4]

5.5 Strain Gauge Bridge Balancing

Thus far the self-temperature-compensated gauges for plastics have been selected. Two

gauges bonded on the North face and two bonded to the South face of a P.Y.C. pipe

connected in a full-bridge configuration, represent a North-South channel strain gauge

bridge. A further four strain gauges are bonded in the same way to the East and West

faces of the P.v.c. pipe forming an identical but separate East-West channel strain gauge

bridge
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In the discussions of the various bridge configurations, it was assumed that all anns of the

bridge have equal resistance, so that the bridge output is zero. However, in practice

resistances differ slightly in value because of manufacturing tolerances on the gauges.

Strain introduced into the gauges during fixing or static strain in the P.V.C. pipe member

must be ignored in the measurement of strain changes.

In spite of these differences, the required bridge output voltage must be zero before

application of stress to the P.v.c. pipe. The adjustment of the output voltage to zero is

termed bridge balancing. In the design, bridge offset voltage required at static stress

conditions had to be less than 19.53 mV (1 L.S.B. for the analogue- to-digital conversion

discussed later in Chapter 7).

Consider the bridge circuit of Figure 5.12.

For the open circuit output voltage to be zero, the voltage drop across ID must be equal

the voltage drop across RI, that is, the ratio's ID /(R3+ID) and RI/(R4+RI) must be

equal.

Under these conditions the reciprocals of these ratios are also equal: -

R3!R2 = R4IRI

For the bridge to be balanced, the ratio of values of the upper and lower resistors in each

side of the bridge must be equal.
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5.5.1 Single Arm Bridge Balancing [ 1]

A possible method ofbalancing the bridge is shown in Figure 5.13.

The resistance of one arm of the bridge, in this case RI, is chosen to be somewhat less

than the resistance in each of the other arms, (about 10%). A potentiometer, Rp, having

an overall resistance about 20% of that in other arms is connected in series with RI. The

total resistance Rx of that arm of the bridge can be varied by ± 10% about the nominal

value of the other arms and can be set such that: -

RxIR2 = Rgl/Rg2

The bridge output voltage will then be zero. This method is used in many strain gauge

measurement applications but is not suitable for this design. Four strain gauges are used

as arms of the bridge in this design and it is not convenient to choose one gauge with a

lower resistance than the others.

5.5.2 Apex Bridge Balancing [ 1 J

An alternative method of balancing the strain gauge bridge is shown in Figure 5.14.

In this case, the potentiometer Rp can be connected so that movement of the wiper

increases the resistance ofone arm of the bridge and simultaneously decreases the other to

achieve the required balance condition.
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5.5.3 Parallel Balancing [ 1 J

This method of strain gauge bridge balancing was chosen for the proposed design. A

10KQ; ten turn wire wound potentiometer, Rp, with resistance tolerance ± 5% was

placed in parallel with two arms of the bridge to cause simultaneous increase in the

resistance of one arm and decrease in the resistance of the other as in Figure 5.15.

The 10Kn precision metal film resistors (RA) in series with the ends of the pot restrict

the total variation in the ratio of the two arms to the range required to ensure bridge

balance. The percentage variation in the ratio is calculated as follows: - refer to Figure

5.15.

When the pot wiper is at the centre, each of the left-hand arms of the bridge is made up of

the gauge resistance in parallel with RA + Yz Rp : -

Effective resistance = (RA + 0.5 Rp) II Rg3

= 119.05 n

Ratio of the two anns = 1: 1

When the wiper is at the top of the pot: -

Upper-ann resistance

Lower-ann resistance

= 118.58 n

= 119.28 n

Ratio of upper-ann to lower-arm resistance = 0.994: 1
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Percentage variation in the ratio is 0.6 %. Bridge excitation voltage was set at 4 Volts.

Therefore adjustable offset voltage across Rp is limited to 24 mA.

The strain gauge bridge output voltage offset is applied directly to the input of the lB32

AN Signal Conditioner(discussed in Chapter 6).

Under 'no wind conditions' the input offset voltage required at the lB32 AN Signal

Conditioner input must be less than 60 !JA.
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CHAPTER 6

BRIDGE TRANSDUCER SIGNAL CONDITIONING

The purpose of any instrumentation system concerned with bending strains ill pipe

members is to enable these strains to be indicated visually to an observer or to be recorded

for future analysis.

Chapter 5 showed how a voltage representing strain in the P.v.e. pipe anemometer unit is

obtained. Techniques for converting this voltage into a wind vector voltage must be

considered.

This chapter covers the strain gauge bridge signal conditioning and begins with a brief

outline of the analogue assemblage of components initially used for wind vector signal

conditioning and the translation of wind vector voltages for the determination of true wind

velocity.

The chapter explains why this analogue method ofabsolute signal conditioning (from wind

vector to display) was aborted in favour of a precision dedicated single integrated circuit

package signal conditioner.

The operation and function of the ANALOG DEVICES IB32 AN Bridge Transducer

Signal Conditioner Le. used in the final design is described in detail.
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6.1 The initial Analogue Wind Velocity circuit

A highly specialised design, using analogue integrated circuitry for wind vector signal

conditioning and analogue manipulation of the conditioned signals for the determination of

true wind velocity was investigated and designed.

This method had been researched by the Georgia Institute of Technology in 1974.

However, at that time, limited dedicated signal conditioning and microcontroller

component integrated circuits were available to the designer.

Initially, during the earlier stages of the development of this project, it was decided that a

similar analogue design approach could be applied to the aluminium pipe anemometer unit

for the determination of true wind velocity. Although this method was attempted, it

stressed the importance of the requirement for a precision bridge transducer signal

conditioner for the conditioning of the strain gauge bridge circuits and proved beyond all

doubt that further manipulation of the conditioned signals could be achieved by using a

microcontroller Le., memory support and appropriate software packages.

6.1.1 Operation of the Analogue Wind Velocity circuit

When the magnitude of a vector quantity such as wind velocity must be measured, special

analogue techniques must be employed to resolve North-minus-South (N-S) and East

minus-West (E-W) vectors into resultant magnitude.
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With a pair of le. analogue multipliers, Motorola MC1495L [1] and several I.C.

operational amplifiers, Hams HA2705 [2], an inexpensive Strain Gauge Drag

Anemometer system was assembled.(Refer to Figure 6.1)

The prototype 1 aluminium pipe anemometer was interfaced to this circuit. The wind

induced stress force generated a drag on the anemometer which is resolved into N-S and

E-W displacements of the strain gauges bonded to the aluminium pipe.

These displacements produce two separate vector voltages Vn-s and Ve-w (outputs from

two separate strain gauge bridges). These voltages are proportional to the wind induced

stress force in the pipe, caused by the wind drag/force on the pipe. The drag on the pipe

varies with the square of wind velocity, therefore Vn-s and Ve-w are proportional to the

square of wind velocity.

Figure 6.1 is a block schematic diagram ofthe initial analogue circuit designed.

Strain gauge bridge Excitation voltage is provided from the circuit supply rails and was

fIxed between + 5 Volts and analogue-ground. All inputs were low-pass filtered (10Hz to

20 Hz) to eliminate noise and to integrate the strain gauge outputs.

The aluminium pipe/strain gauge anemometer combination proposed that a wind velocity

of approximately 2 mls would produce a signal voltage in the micro-volt range while a

velocity of 40 m/s would generate a signal in the milli-volt range (the actual

velocity/voltage output relationship was not measured as this design was shelved before

progression to the test/experimental stage was reached).
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High impedance input amplifiers ( 1 : HA2705 ) normalise the strain gauge voltages such

that a +/- 0.1 Volt to +/- 10.0 Volt range on one strain gauge input with the other input

grounded results in a 0 mA to I mA range for the analogue display meter.

Amplifier signals are then squared ( 2 : MC1495L Analogue Multipliers ), and

summed ( 3 : HA2705 used as a summing amplifier ), before they are applied to the

logarithmic amplifier ( 4 : HA2705 used as a logarithmic amplifier ), as the Vss signal.

Taking the square root of Vss would yield, Vresultant, the magnirude of the Vn-s and

Ve-w wind vector voltages. Since these individual voltages are proportional to the square

of wind velocity, Vw, the Vss voltage is a function of the fourth power of Vw.

Therefore, in order to obtain true wind velocity, Vw, the fourth root of Vss must be

extracted. [3J

Hence the following relationships are realised: -

i) Vector Voltage N/S = Vn-s

ii) Vector Voltage EIW = Ve-w

iii) Vss = (Vn-s)2 + (Ve-w)2

iv) Vresultant =(Vss)1I2 = [(Vn-s)2 + (Ve-w)2Jl!2

v) Wind Velocity =Vw = (Vresultant)l!2 = (Vss)l!4 = [(Vn-s)2 + (Ve-w)2Jl!4
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To avoid practical difficulties encountered by extraction of the fourth root of Vss, a

logarithmic stage is used. "This stage takes the natural logarithm of Vss. The output of

this stage, Vo, is logarithmic and the effect of Vw being squared doubles the output

voltage, (Vo = 2 In Vw). Note that for any desired quantity, q, related to an input signal

Vm as Vin = f(q2p) ,the output of a logarithmic amplifier with this input is Vout = 2p In

f(q)." [3]

6.1.2 Problems encountered

Several problems were encountered during the implementation of the circuit, the more

notable being offset and gain adjustments of the multipliers, random noise at low signal

levels and temperature sensitivity. The offsets of the multipliers could not be adjusted so

that squared outputs were balanced with respect to positive and negative inputs.

Furthermore, the multiplier gains could not be balanced with respect to one another.

The complicated behaviour of analogue signal conditioning, particularly attempts at

obtaining squared voltage outputs from analogue multipliers made this method extremely

limited in its practical application of vector component manipulation. The design was

aborted and it was decided that signal conditioning of the Strain Gauge bridge vector

voltages would be separately controlled by a dedicated precision analogue signal

conditioning integrated circuit. The digital signal manipulation of the conditioned analogue

vector voltages is covered in Chapter 7.

6.2 Bridge Excitation Voltage and Signal Conditioning

The separate N/S channel and EIW channel strain gauge bridge circuits used in the design

were discussed in Chapter 5. The choice ofcircuitry to produce the excitation voltage
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will depend on the degree of precision and special requirements for the system. A stable

bridge driving potential and bridge signal conditioning may be obtained through the use of

a complete signal conditioning package. For minimum component count and at a realistic

cost, complete si~ conditioners provide programmable transducer bridge excitation

voltage in addition to amplification and filtering.

6.2.1 The Strain Gauge Bridge Signal Conditioner

The ANALOG DEVICES lB32 AN Bridge Transducer Signal Conditioner [4] is a

precision, chopper based, signal conditioning component ideally suited for high accuracy

applications of load cells and bridge transducers. This device was most suitable for strain

gauge bridge signal conditioning in this design. (Refer to APPENDIX D : iii : IB32 AN

SPECIFICAnONS)

Two 1B32 AN signal conditioners were used in the design, one for the N/S channel bridge

and one for the EIW channel bridge.

The IB32 AN has the follOWing features: -

i) Reasonable cost

ii) Complete signal conditioning solution

iii) SmalI package 28-Pin Double DIP

iv) Internal Thin-Film Gain Network

v) High Accuracy

vi) Low Input Offset Tempco : ± 0.07 IJ.V/oC

vii) Low Gain Tempco : ± 2ppm/oC

viii) Low Non-linearity: 0.005% max
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ix) Higb CMR: 140db min (60Hz, G ~ 1000 VIV)

x) Programmable Bridge Excitation: +4 V to +15 V

xi) Remote Sensing

xii) Low-Pass Filter (fc=4Hz)

6.2.2 General description of the IB32 AN

The 1B32 AN takes advantages of hybrid technology for high reliability as well as higher

density. Functionally, the signal conditioner consists of three basic parts : a high

performance chopper-based amplifier, a low-pass filter and an adjustable transducer

excitation source.

The chopper-based amplifier features an extremely low input offset temperature co

efficient of ± 0.07 J.lv/oe and excellent non-linearity of 0.005% maximum over its full

gain range of lOO to 5000 VIV. The IB32 AN has a thin-film resistor network for pin

strapping the gain to 500 VIV or 333.3VIV. The gain temperature co-efficient for these

fixed gains is a highly stable ± 2ppm/oC. Additionally, the gain can be set to any value in

the gain range with two external resistors. The bandwidth of the chopper is 4 Hz at G ~

100 VIV. (Refer to APPENDIX D : iii : IB32 AN SPECIFICATIONS page Z : DYNAMIC

RESPONSE)

The integral three-pole, low-pass filter offers a 60db/decade roll-off from 4 Hz to reduce

common-mode noise and improve system signal-to-noise ratio.

The 1B32 A..N regulated transducer excitation stage features low output drift (± 40

ppm/oq and can drive 120 n or higher resistance strain gauge bridge circuits. The

excitation is preset at +10 Volts with other voltages between + 4 Volis and + 15 Volts
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programmable with external resistors. This section also has a remote sensing capability to

allow for lead-wire compensation in strain gauge bridge circuits.

The IB32 AN is fully specified over the industrial temperature range (- 250 C to + 85oC).

6.2.3 Gain setting of the IB32 AN

The differential gain of the IB32 AN can be either pin strapped or programmed externally

with two resistors. The internal thin-film gain network (Figure 6.2) provides gains of 500

and 333.3 for standard strain gauge bridge sensitivities of2mVN and 3mVN.

This is achieved by connecting GAIN SENSE (pin 12) to GAIN COMMON (pin 13) and

grounding Pin 10 or Pin 11. The strain gauge P.Y.C pipe combination had a sensitivity in

the millivolt per volt range. The gain temperature co-efficient using the internal network is

± 2ppm/OC.

Additionally, the gain can be set to any value in the gain range (up to 5000 VIV) with two

external resistors connected to Pins 9 and 13, with Pins 11 and 12 unconnected, effectively

floating the internal gain network of the lB32 AN.

To program the gain externally, two resistors are connected as shown in Figure 6.3 The

gain equation is : -

G =1 + R2/R1

Experiments with various gains were conducted before it was conduded that a gain, G =

333.3 was most suitable for the design. This reduced external component count and
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eliminated the possibility of increased amplifier gaIn drift due to further resistance

tolerance and temperature co-efficient factors being introduced by the external resistor

gain network.

6.2.4 Offset adjustment of the IB32 AN

The input referred offset adjust has the same sensitivity as the inputs of the IB32 AN. The

voltage level at iNPUT OFFSET ADJUST, (pin 3) is gained by the same factor as the

input signal to provide a ± 10 Volt output adjustment.

Figure 6.4 shows an external network and potentiometer set up for a ± 7.5 mV span at

the input, which gives a ± 2.5 Volt (7.5 mV x 333.3) output adjust capability. Wider

ranges can be chosen with appropriate resistor and potentiometer values.

However, although experiments uSing external resistors for offset adjustment were

conducted, it was decided that the elimination of external components would reduce the

cost, component count and inaccuracies introduced by increased resistance tolerance and

temperature co-efficient factors. It must be added that in a specialist design using a IB32

AN which has precision temperature co-efficient specifications, any external resistive

component used to support the design would preferably need to have a temperature co

efficient of ± 50ppm/oC.(Refer to APPENDIX D : iii : IB32 AN SPECmCATIONS page

3: NOTES)

Offset adjustment of the 1B32 AN was not required and pin 3 was connected to the

analogue-ground line. The parallel strain gauge bridge balancing method discussed in

Chapter 5 ensured bridge balance and input offset at the IB32 A," inputs at less than 60

r-tV.
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After signal conditioning and amplification by 333.3, the 1B32 clean analogue output at

zero wind velocity was less than 19.53 mY. This was suitable as a signal (after

amplification) of 19.53 mV represents one least significant bit for the ADC0820

analogue-ta-digital converter integrated circuit discussed in Chapter 7.

6.2.5 Bridge Excitation Voltage Programming

The bridge excitation section is an adjustable regulated supply with an internally provided

reference voltage at + 6.8 Volts. It is configured as a gain stage with the output preset at

+10 Volts. For a desired excitation voltage range, the trimpot value Rt and resistor value

Rext is determined by the following equations: -

10 KQ x Vrefout
Rt = -,--'---'-----'-'-~

Vexc - Vref out

20 KQ x Rt
Rext =

20 KO - Rt

At Vexc = 4 Volts:-

Rt = 2.43 x 104 Q

Rext= 113.33 KQ

At Vexc = 10 Volts: -

Rt =21.25 KQ

Rext=340KQ
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The value ofRt was chosen as 20 KQ and Red was chosen as 200 KQ for the design.

The excitation voltage of the IB32 AN is preset at la V. To decrease Vexc down to an

adjustable voltage excitation range between +4 V and +10 V a 200 KQ precision metal

film resistor must be connected between EXC.ADJ. and SENSE LOW (pins 21 and 26).

The adjustment range is then controlled by connecting a 20 Kn precision trimmer

potentiometer between pins 19 and 20. A 4.7 IlF tantalum capacitor from REF IN (pin

20) to common (pin16) is connected to lower the voltage noise at the reference input

These connections are shown in Figure 6.5.

An excitation voltage of4 Volts proved most suitable for the strain gauge bridge circuit as

this eliminated thermal output from the gauges and minimised power consumption of the

IB32 AN. Experiments proved that when the excitation voltage was adjusted beyond 5

Volts, the strain gauges produced a small thermal output due to the power dissipated

across the strain gauge bridge.

Table 6.1 shows the power dissipated In the strain gauge bridge circuit at vanous

excitation voltage settings.

Excitation Volta~e Brid~e Impedance Power Dissipation
Volts (V) Ohms(Q) Power(mW)

+10 120 883.3
+8 120 533.3

I +7 120 408.3
+6 120 300.0
+5 120 208.3
+4 120 133.3

, Table 6.1: I2R loss in strain ~aUl:!;es at various Excitation Voltal!es
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6.3 Applying the IB32 AN Signal Conditioner

The 1B32'S regulated transducer excitation stage also has a remote sensing capability to

allow for lead-wire compensation in 6-wire load cells and other transducer bridge

configurations.

6.3.1 Strain Gauge to IB32 AN lead-wire arra,ngement

Each of the strain gauge transducers described in Chapter 5 have one four meter long

screened pair lead-wire connection. The full-strain gauge bridge circuit in Chapter 5 is

configured from these lead-wire pairs on the P.C.B. in close proximity to the 1B32 AN

Signal Conditioner.

As previously described, there are two strain gauge bridge circuits, one being a

North/South channel bridge (4 strain gauges) and the other an EastIWest channel bridge

circuit (4 strain gauges). Hence, one bridge is configured with its bridge balancing

potentiometer in close proximity to a N/S channel IB32 AN Signal Conditioner and the

other is configured in an identical way to a separate EIW channel 1B32 AN.

It is more practical to explain the excitation and remote sensing capabilities of the 1B32

AN, related to one channel only, as both channels are identical.

6.3.2 Remote sensing of lead-wire

An excitation voltage of 4 Volts is applied to the P.C.B. configured strain gauge bridge

lead-wires. The remote sensing inputs of the IB32 AN may be P.C.B. connected as shown

in Figure 6.4. The resistance at the excitation and sense lines should not exceed 10 Q.
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6.3.3 Strain Gauge output signal interfacing

The strain gauge bridge output is connected via the P.c.B. configured screened lead-wires

directly to the positive input (pin 1) and negative input (pin 2) of the IB32 AN. The

chopper-amplifier gain of333.3 provides an amplifier output voltage range (chosen for the

design) between +5 Volts and -5 Volts. This voltage range is level shifted by two 10 KQ

precision metal-film resistors to produce a 0 Volt to 5 Volt range for the ADC0820

(l\nalogue-to-Digital Converter I.C.) discussed later in Chapter 7.

6.3.4 The Power Supply tracks

The IB32 AN requires a dual power supply rail and has a rated operating voltage potential

between +/- 12 Volts to +/- 18 Volts d.c. Conservatively, a +/- 12 Volt supply was

chosen for the design to minimise power consumption of the IB32 AN.
/

The Vs REG INPUT (pin 18) must be connected to +Vs (pin 17) and power supplies are

decoupled with 1 !IF tantalum and 100 pF ceramic capacitors as close to the IB32 AN as

possible. (see Figure 6.4)
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CHAPTER 7

HARDWARE: THE SIGNALlPROCESSOR cmculT

7.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the INTEL 80C32 MicrocontrolIer and its supporting circuitry.

The separate N/S and EIW channel conditioned analogue output voltage signals from the

IB32 AN Signal Conditioners are converted to two separate N/S and EIW channel digital

output voltages by the ADC 0820, analogue-to-digital converters. The N/S and EIW

channel digital voltage outputs are then connected to the memory mapped 8-bit

AddresslData bus. The Microcontroller and its supporting circuitry are responsible for

translation of these voltages into wind velocity and direction read-out for the display, as

well as for data capture to an I.B.M. P.c.

Refer to Figure 7.1 for the Signal ConditionerlMicrocontroller block schematic diagram.

The schematic diagram of the Signal ConditionerlMicrocontroller circuit is provided in

APPENDIXD.

7.2 Hardware Design

7.2.1 The Analogue-to-Digital Converter [ 1]

The ADC0820 is a CMOS 8-bit high speed microprocessor compatible NO converter.

The analogue output voltages from the EIW and N/S channel IB32 AN Signal

Conditioners are level shifted to allow the two separate AID converters (one N/S channel

and one EJW channel) to accept ± 5 V analogue inputs.
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Latched TRI-STATE outputs drive the Data bus directly as an output port without the

need for external interfacing logic. The ADC 0820 offers a 1.5 J.!S (micro-second)

conversion time and converts the 0 V to 5 V analogue input voltage range to a digital

value varying between 0 and 255, where 0 = 0 V (analogue) and 255 = 5 V (analogue).

The supply voltage and reference voltage of the ADC0820 are set at + 5 V d.c. The

ADC0820 has a built in track and hold function and does not require external clocking.

The ADC0820 was used in the WR-RD MODE (pin 7 strapped high). This reduced

conversion time down to 1.5 J.!S (micro-seconds).

The ADC0820 was chosen for the design because of its 1.5 J.!s (micro-seconds) high speed

conversion time. However, the ADC0804, 8 bit AID converter (lOO J.!S conversion time)

could have been used as it was later realised that the high speed conversion of the

analogue-voltages was not necessary.

The IB32 AN Signal Conditioner package discussed in Chapter 6 has a three-pole active

filter, (fc = 4 Hz) at its conditioned voltage output. The analogue-to-digital converter

would only have to sample these voltages at about 4 Hz. Thus the actual analogue-to

digital conversion time required would only be about 250 IUS (milli-seconds).
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The key specifications and features of the ADC0820 are:

Resolution

Conversion time

Conversion time

Total Unadjusted Error

Single supply

Ratiometric or Absolute

8 bits

2.511S MAX (RD mode)

1.5 J.LS MAX (WR-RD Mode) selected

: ±Yz LSB and ± 1 LSB

: 5V

: Absolute Reference Vref. = 5 V was reference

operation selected

7.2.2 The Processor and Latch (2 & 3 )

An INTEL 80C32 8-bit Control-Processor was used in this design. This CMOS device

features Iow current consumption. [2]

The Address/Data (ADO to AD7) bus is shared on Port 0 and the lower address byte is

latched by the 74HCS73.[3]

The 80C32 has four 8-bit Ports which are used as follows:

i) Port 0 :

Is an 8-bit bi-directionaI I/O port. It is the muItiplexed lower-order address and data bus

during access to the IB32 AN Signal Conditioners, 27128 EPROM and LTN 211 display.

ii) Port 1 : not used
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ill) Port 2 :

Is an 8-bit bi-directional I/O port. This port emits the higher-order address byte during

access to the EPROM (A8 to Al3). A14 and AlS are used as inputs by the 74HC138 to

select either the 27128 EPROM, IB32 AN Signal Conditioners or the LTN211 display.

iv) Port 3 : is used as follows: -

P3.2

P3.3

P3.6

P3.7

INTO

INTI

WR

RD

: external interrupt 0

: external interrupt 1

: external data memory write strobe

: external data memory read strobe

The Address Latch Enable (ALE) output of the 80C32 is connected to the 'c' input of the

74HCS73 Latch. The pulse from the ALE output latches the lower byte of the address

during access to the EPROM.

The reset input (RESET), will reset the 80C32 if the RESET pin is kept high for two

machine cycles while the oscillator is running. The RESET pin is connected to Vcc via a

10J.1f tantalum capacitor and to digital ground (DGND) via a resistor to reset the 80C32

automatically on power up.

Furthermore the ENVp pin is strapped to DG1\'D for external (EPROM) program

execution. The 80C32 uses the on-chip oscillator in conjunction with an 8 MHz crystal.

The crystal is connected between XI , and X2 pins.
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The 80C32 Microcontroller has the following specifications:

256 Bytes Internal Data Memory

32 110 lines (four 8-hit Ports. providing 5 Interrupts)

2x 16-bit Timers I Event Counters

64K Program Memory (16K : 27128 EPROM used)

5V Operating Voltage

3.5 to 12.0 MHz Oscillator Frequency (8 MHz used)

7.2.3 The EPROM 27128 [ 4]

The INTEL 27128 is a 5V only, 13 L072-bit ultraviolet erasable and electrically

programmable read-only memory (EPROM). The 27128 is compatible with the 12 MHz

8051 family. The standard 27128 access time is 250 nS which is compatible with the

80C32 microcontroller working at 8 MHz, chosen for this design. The 128 k (16k x 8 bit)

EPROM has 14 address lines for access of the program code.

7.2.4 The 3-t0-8 Line Decoder [5]

The Signal ConditionerlMicrocontrolIer board is memory mapped and selection of the two

separate N/S and EIW channel ADC0820 analogue-to-digital converters, 27C128

EPROM and LTN 211 display is done by the 74HC138 Decoder under 80C32

Microcontroller control. Three inputs (A , B and Cl provide a selection of eight outputs.

The C input is held low (DGND) since only the A and B inputs are required to decOde the

4 outputs required in this application.
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Decoding is as follows:

SELECT OUTPUTS

A B C

0 0 0 EPROM (27128)
0 I 0 N/S Channel A.D.C
I 0 0 EIW Channel A.D.C
I I 0 L.CD. DisDlav

The CMOS 74HC138 features high noise immunity and low power consumption and all

inputs are protected from damage due to static discharge by diodes to Vcc and ground.

The specifications of the 74HC138 are:

Typical propagation delay

Wide power supply range

Low quiescent current

Low input current

Fan-out of 10 LS - TTL loads.

: 20 I-!s

: 2V - 6V (SV used)

: 80 J.1A max

: 1 J.LA rnax

7.2.5 Quad 2-Input NAND Gate [ 6 1

The MM74HCOO is a CMOS Le. which has 4 NM'D gates. Each gate has a buffered

output. All devices have a high noise immunity and the ability to drive 10 LS - TTL loads.

All inputs are protected from damage due to static discharge by internal diode clamps to
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Vcc and ground. The I.e. uses the RD, WR and CS3 lines to generate an ENDISP enable

signal for the LTN 211 display.

The logic equation implemented by the MM74HCOO for the enabling of the display

is as follows: -

ENDISP = CS 3. (RD + WR)

The features of the MM74HCOO are:

Typical propagation delay

Wide power supply range

Low quiescent current

Low input current

Fan-out of 10 LS - TTL loads.

7.2.6 The L.C.D. Display I 7]

: 8 ns

: 2 - 6V (5V used)

: 20 !lA max

: 1 j.iA max

The LTN211 is a 5 x 7 dot, 16-character, 2 line dot matrix module L.C.D. display with

driver and controller LSI integrated circuit mounted on a single printed circuit board. The

LSI controller incorporates a built-in ROM-based character generator with 160 characters

and RAM display data with 8 characters. The module is capable of generating 160 fixed

and 8 write program characters.

The LTN 211 operates from an extensive instruction set : display clear, cursor home,

display on/off: cursor on/off: character blink, cursor shift and display shift. Contrast is

adjusted (R6) by varying the contrast voltage between OV and 5V. The display is enabled

via the MM74HCOO Quad 2-input NAc"ID gate.
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Key specifications and features of the LTN 211 are:

Character size

Supply voltage

Power consumption

DJumination mode

Data interface

7.2.7 The RS-232 Port Facility [ 8 l

: 2.96 x 5.56 mm

:+5V

: 7.5 mW

: reflectiveJtransflective

: parallel 4 or 8 bits

The MAXIM RS-232 DriverlReceiver provides the required levels for RS-232 Serial

communication between the Signal ConditionerlMicrocontroller board and the P.C. The

232 has three sections : a dual transmitter, a dual receiver and a +5V to approximately

+1OV dual charge pump voltage converter. In this application only the transmitter was

required for data capture of wind velocity readings to an 1.B.M. P.e. The voltage

converter is used to obtain the correct level on the Serial Port during the transmission of

the data to the I.B.M. P.C.

The RS-232 Serial Port is full duplex, meaning it can transmit and receive simultaneously.

The Serial Port can operate in 4 modes. For this application the port operates in Mode I

where 10 bits are transmitted or received : a start bit, 8 data bits and a stop bit.

Timer I is used to generate a baud rate of 9600. The Serial Port transmits the bits

through a Serial Buffer, (SBUF). The initialisation of the Serial Port and the transmission

of wind velocity data can be seen from routines in the program listings in the Appendix E.
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CHAPTER 8

SOFTWARE

This chapter describes the implementation and function of the software used to determine

wind velocity and direction for the display reaqout and data capture to an I.B.M P.e.

The C Programming Language is a general-purpose programming language which features

economy ofexpression and a powerful set ofmathematical software functions. C provided

the necessary mathematical functions for the manipulation of the wind vector voltages for

the determination of wind velocity and bearing. The display routine ' Putchar ' is an

Assembler Language routine which was incorporated in the C run-time library enabling the

return of ASCII characters to the L.C.D. display.

8.1 Wind Data Software Process

The block diagram, Figure 8.1 shows the basic structure of the manipUlation of wind

vector voltages for the determination of wind data.

A.

N/S and EIW channel vector voItages VI and V2 are digital voltage outputs from each of

the respective separate channel analogue-to-digital converters. These wind vector voltages

represent the amplified, filtered vector voltages produced by wind induced strain acting on

the PV.c. pipe Anemometer unit.
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B.

The instantaneous VI and V2 vector voltages are then averaged over 250 readings in a

software loop producing two separate voltages, Vn/s and Ve/w. This prevents spurious

display read-out.

Wind Velocity Software Process

c.
The wind force generates a drag on the P.v.c. pipe anemometer unit which is resolved

into N-S (North-minus-South) and E-W (East-minus-West) displacements of the strain

gauges. These displacements produce vector voltages, Vn/s and Ve/w which are

proportional to the drag on the P.V.C. pipe anemometer. Since the drag on the P.V.C.

pipe varies with the square of wind speed, Vn/s and Ve/w are proportional to the square

ofwind velocity, Vw. [ 1 ]

The wind velocity display information is derived from the Vn/s and Ve/w vector voltages.

The Vn/s and Ve/w vector voltages are squared and summed and a resultant Vp is

produced.

D.

Taking the square root of Vp would yield the magnitude of the N/S and EIW vector

voltages, Vp. However, since these individual voltages are proportional to the square of

wind velocity Vw, Vp is a function of the fourth root of Vw. In order to obtain true wind

velocity the fourth root of Vw is extracted.
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E.

A multiplication calibration factor is incorporated in the software. This is a function ofthe

amalgamated physical constants introduced by the nature, dimensions and physical

properties of the P.VC. pipe member. The resultant true wind velocity, Vt appears on the

1.CD. display readout (H) and is also captured to an tB.M. P.C. (J).

Wind Direction Software Process

F.

The separate vector voltages Vnls and Ve/w are software manipulated using the arctan

function This function divides the Vnls by Ve/w and returns a bearing to the display (H)

between 1800 and -180°.[2]

G.

This resultant bearing is simultaneously filtered through a software • if • chain, which

returns a dedicated compass direction readout for the 1.C.D. display (H). [2]

8.2 The MIKEl.C : Anemometer Test program-code

The Assembler-Program-code, PUTCHARS03 and the C-Program-code, MIKEl.C :

Anemometer Test are listed in APPENDIX E . A detailed explanation of the I\HKEl.C

C-program code and flowcharts are also provided in APPENDIX E.
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CHAPTER 9

mE POWER SUPPLY

This chapter provides a brief description of the designed power supply. The supply

provides power to the two IB32 AN signal conditioners and support circuitry.

9.1 The Power Supply Circuit

The power supply circuit is designed to supply each of the two IB32 AN signal

conditioner packages with + 12 V and - 12 V d.c. In addition to this, it provides the

INTEL 80C32 Microcontroller, 74HC573 Latch, 74HC138 Address Decoder, 27128

EPROM, LTN21 1 Display and MAXIM RS-232 Interface with + 5 V d.c.

An analogue ground line is connected to the IB32 AN analogue signal conditioners

whereas the microcontoller and support are provided with a digital ground line. The

separate ground line arrangement isolates the analogue section of the circuit from digital

nOIse.

9.1.1 Operation ofthe Power Supply

Refer to Appendix D : ii for the schematic circuit diagram and voltage regulator data

sheets. The power supply works of a 220V a.c. mains supply. A 20 V-0-20 V dual rail

supply is produced from the secondary of TI and is full-wave rectified via VI. 25 Volt

dual polarity voltages are than smoothed by Cl and C2.

The positive 28V supply voltage is provided at the VI input of the LM7805, 5 Volt

voltage regulator integrated circuit.!l] The 7805 is mounted on an adequate heatsink.

The 5 Volt and ground rails (digital ground) are provided to the microcontroller and
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support section circuitry. Current consumption of this section of the circuitry was

measured as 35 mA. Reasonably conservative power consumption of this section of the

circuit was obtained due to the use of components employing CMOS technology.

In addition to this, the dual polarity 28 V rails are extended to the LM 326 dual polarity

12V tracking regulator integrated circuit.[2] Tight regulation, transient protection and

thermal shutdown are characteristics of this 14 pin dual-in-line package.

The 12 V voltages along with the analogue ground rail (pin 11) are connected to the 1B32

AN signal conditioner. The minimum rated operating voltage for the signal conditioners is

+ 12 V and - 12 V. The current consumption of the 1B32 AN signal conditioners is

greatly influenced by the length oflead wire from the conditioner to the transducer, and by

the impedance of the Strain gauge bridge circuit. Bridge excitation voltage was reduced

to the rated minimum of 4 Volts. The combined current consumption of the two signal

conditioners was then measured as 73 mA.
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CHAPTER 10

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED

This chapter describes the problems encountered during the design of the anemometer

unit.

10.1 Elasticity of pipe members

Chapter 2 refers to the three prototype anemometer units constructed and tested before

the final P.v.c. pipe anemometer unit was designed. The three prototype units were too

rigid and had to be subjected to considerable tensilelcompressive stress before a suitable

output signal was obtained.

10.2 Strain Gauge selection

The full-element strain gauge bridge chosen for this design is discussed in Chapter 5;

(Refer to 5.3.4).

1200 Strain gauges were selected for the bridge. Excluding the value of the bridge

balancing potentiometer, the bridge impedance is 1200. Excitation voltage was set to 4

volts, the rated minimum supplied by the lB32 AN signal conditioner. Power dissipated

across the strain gauge bridge is therefore limited to 133.3 mW, limiting the resistance

change in the bridge caused by thermal drift in the gauges.

An improvement in eliminating thermal drift and resistance changes in the bridge can be

achieved by using 3500 strain gauges. Bridge impedance would then be 3500 and with
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4V excitation voltage, resulting power dissipation in the strain gauge bridge would be

46mW. Thus, thermal drift in the gauges would be negligible.

10.3 Cable interference

Initially considerable input offset drift to the 1B32 AN Signal Conditioner input caused

inaccuracy at the amplifier output This was due to the type of cable used in connection

between the strain gauges and the P.e. board. To eliminate noise in the form of interfering

signals, 50 Hz mains pickup and signal coupling via power supplies and ground paths,

screened cable pairs were used to connect strain gauges to the P.e. board.

Bridge completion is achieved on the P. C board in close proximity to the 1B32 AN signal

conditioners. Tracks connect the bridge output directly to the 1B32 AN (pins 1 and 2) on

the P. C board. The screened leadwires were originally connected to a 'screw type' in line

connector on the P.C board.

Dry joint connections caused interfering signals which produced inaccuracies at the IB32

AN amplifier output The strain gauge leadwires and shield/screen were then soldered

directly on to the P.e. board. These interfering signals were thus reduced to an

insignificant level due to improvement in the layout and construction of the leadwires on

the P C board.

lOA Bridge balancing potentiometer

The parallel strain gauge bridge balancing circuit discussed in Chapter 5 5.5.3 was

selected for the design.
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Initially, P.C.B. mount, I3 turn linear track, miniature trimming potentiometers were used

for the design. Numerous experiments were conducted using different potentiometer and

resistance values for strain gauge bridge balancing.

Finally an offboard mounted lOm, ten turn, wirewound potentiometer (tolerance 5%,

Temperature co-efficient 80 pprnloC) was placed in parallel with two arms of the strain

gauge bridge. This potentiometer and bridge balancing method was preferred over the

P.C. board mounted miniature trimmers as this eliminated bridge offset drift to an

acceptable range for the 1B32 AN signal conditioner amplifier input. MIL-specification

potentiometers would be the most suitable choice for the bridge balance circuit, but are

not readily available in the RSA.

10.5 Component selection and r.c.B. design

The initial prototype circuit design consisted of two single signal conditioner printed

circuit boards (p.c.b.). The two signal conditioner boards were connected to a separate

microcontrolIer and support integrated circuit p.c.b.

Considerable amplifier offset drift problems were experienced due to cable ground loops

and additional tolerances introduced by external resistor and potentiometer components

supporting the 1B32 AN signal conditioner.

The problems were eliminated by the design of a single signal conditioner/microcontrolIer

printed circuit board. Cable connections between the analogue and digital circuitry were

thus eliminated and two separate ground tracks, an analogue ground track and a digital

ground track were provided on the printed circuit board. This isolated digital noise which

had previously affected the performance of the signal conditioners and analogue-to-digital

converter integrated circuits.
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A further improvement was realised by careful and symmetrical routing of the ground

tracks between the printed circuit board mounted components.

Resistor and potentiometer components supporting the IB32 AN amplifier gain and input

offset were eliminated. Additional tolerances introduced by these components were thus

reduced. The internal resistor network within the IB32 AN was pin strapped for a gain of

333.3. The gain temperature co-efficient for this fixed gain is ± 2 ppm/oC. Input offset

adjustment for the IB32 AN was controlled by the bridge balancing potentiometer.

Precision resistor and trimpot components were used for excitation voltage control. These

components exhibit a temperature co-efficient of ± 50 ppm/oC maximum and have

resistance tolerances of 0.1 % and 5% respectively.

The Vcc and DGND pins of the Microcontroller and support integrated circuits were

decoupled using InF tantalum capacitors. The + 12V and - 12V power rails to the IB32

AN were decoupled with IuF tantalum and IOOOpF ceramic capacitors.

A further improvement in noise isolation was realised after power rail decoupling of the

74HCT138 decoder integrated circuit. This eliminated drift of the EIW channel ADC

output due to noise on the ADC chip select input.

An improvement in the design would be to replace the two ADC0820 integrated circuits

and the INTEL 80C32 Microcontroller with the PHILIPS 80C552 Microcontroller.

The 80C552 has eight built in analogue-to-digital converters. The additional address and

control lines between the ADC0820 and 80C32 Microcontroller would then be eliminated.

Furthermore, the possibility of ground loop voltage problems between the analogue-to

digital converter integrated circuits and microcontroller would be eliminated.
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10.6 Thennal dissipation of the strain gauges

Since the foil resistance strain gauge is a passive rather than active (self-generating)

sensor, an excitatiQn current must flow through the gauge in order to develop an output

signal. For a fixed strain level and given gauge characteristics, the output is directly

proportional to gauge excitation. Read-out instrument considerations make it desirable to

apply as much excitation as the gauge in use can tolerate without degradation in

performance. Such degradation occurs when self-heating of the grid causes an excessive

rise in either the grid-plane temperature Qr the IQcal specimen temperature. [1]

Under nQrmal conditions, essentially all Qf the heat developed in the gauge must flow

through the backing and adhesive layer into the specimen. Metallic specimens are fair tQ

excellent heatsinks, depending on their size, shape and thermal conductivity. An

aluminium-alloy specimen is superior to to a stainless-steel specimen in this respect as it

has a larger thermal conductivity property. [1]

(Refer to APPENDIX B : Properties of materials: Thermal Conductivity)

Unfilled polyvinyl-chloride (p.V.C.) is a thermal insulator rather than a heatsink, and an

appreciable amount of gauge heat must be transferred by convection when specimens of

this type are involved. [1]

(Refer to APPENDIX B : Properties of materials: Thermal Conductivity)

Errors due to gauge self-heating effects show up in several ways, principally as instability

of gauge readings (temperature induced apparent strain), even at zero load, strain gauge

creep occurring at only moderately increased ambient temperatures (creep occurs when

the adhesive layer becomes fluid), and a substantial reduction in the maximum practical
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temperature for accurate strain measurements (reduction In specified operating

temperature range ofthe strain gauge). [1]

Voids in the adhesive glueline or imperfections in the grid will result in hot spots that

degrade the strain gauge performance radically. Changes in the thermal output curve occur

due to both grid-plane temperature rise and local specimen heating. [1]

Various experiments were conducted by changing the excitation voltage to the strain

gauge bridge. Chapter 6 : 6.2.5 refers to excitation voltage programming of the lB32

AN. Table 6.1 shows the power dissipated in the strain gauge bridge at various excitation

voltage settings. Chapter 2 : 2.3.3 substantiates the reason for limiting excitation voltage

to 4 Volts.

10.7 Influence of environmental elements

The P.V.C. anemometer unit was designed to operate efficiently in the environmental

temperature range ooC to 400C. The strain gauge/P.V.C. pipe combination had to be

protected from the environmental elements. The pipe mounted strain gauges were silicone

moisture proofed with a marine sealant manufactured by Dow Coming.

The P.v.C. pipe anemometer unit designed had the following physical properties

(Extracted from APPENDIX B: Co-efficient of thermal expansion) :

Thermal Expansion Co-efficient

Length ofP.V.C. pipe

: et = 1.0 x 10-6 fOC

: L = 1 metre
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The chosen temperature range for efficient operation is between OOC and 400C. The

device was calibrated at 200C (room temperature). The change in design range

temperature and room/calibration temperature is therefore:

AT = 200C

10.7.1 Effect oftemperature on the P.V.c. pipe

Most solid materials expand when heated and contract when cooled. The P.v.c. pipe has

length L at initial temperature (room/calibration temperature) and when the temperature

increases/decreases by an amount AT, the length of the P.v.c. pipe increases/decreases by

AL. In the designed unit AL is proportional to L as they represent the same material and

are subjected to the same temperature variation. Introducing a proportionality constant a,

(Thermal Expansion co-efficient ), this relationship is :

1& = Cl. x L x A x Tl [2 l

Taking room/calibration temperature as 200C and operational environmental design

temperature range between OOC and 40oC, calculated change in length of the P.V.C. pipe

anemometer unit is :

AL = 2 x 10-5 metres

Therefore:

At OOC Length ofP.V.C. pipe = 0.99998 metres

At 400C Length of P.V.c. pipe = 1.00002 metres
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Since the length (L), of the P.v.c. pipe at room/calibration temperature is 1 metre and

the change in length of the pipe (.~L), at change in temperature (AT), of 200C is 2 x

10-5 metres, the percentage change in length (L), of the pipe is:

% Variation from original length = 0.002 %

The change in pipe length due to temperature changes is negligible. Furthermore, the Self

temperature-compensating strain gauge transducers in conjunction with the full strain

gauge bridge configuration selected for this design, bonded to the P.V. C. pipe,

compensate for this calculated change in length of the pipe. Chapter 5 covers the strain

gauge selection and bridge configuration design in detaiL

10.7.2 Effect of temperature on the Stainless-steel pipe

A prototype 1 Stainless-steel pipe anemometer unit was constructed (height = 1 metre ;

diameter = 25 mm).

Stainless-steel has a Thermal Expansion Co-efficient, a: = 17.3 x 10-6 / oC.(Refer to

APPENDIX B: Properties of materials)

IAL = a: x L x A x TI { 2 l

Taking room/calibration temperature as 200C and operational environmental design

temperature range between OOC and 40oC, calculated change in length of the Stainless

steel pipe anemometer unit is :

.1L = 3.5 x 10-4 Metres
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Therefore:

At OOC Length ofP.V.C. pipe = 0.99965 metres

At 400C Length ofP.V.C. pipe = 1.00035 metres

Since the length (L), of the Stainless-steel pipe at room/calibration temperature is 1 metre

and the change in length of the pipe (<1L), at change in temperature (<1T), of 200C is

3.5 x 10-4 metres, the percentage change in length (L), of the pipe is:

% Variation from original length = 0.035 %

The change in pipe length due to temperature changes is negligible. Furthermore, the Self-

temperature-compensating strain gauge transducers in conjunction with the full strain

gauge bridge configuration selected for this design, bonded to the Stainless-steel pipe,

compensate for this calculated change in length of the pipe. Chapter 5 covers the strain

gauge selection and bridge configuration design in detail.

10.7.3 Effect of temperature on the Aluminium pipe

A prototype 2 Aluminium-alloy pipe anemometer unit was constructed (height = I metre;

diameter = 25 mm).

Aluminium has a Thermal Expansion Co-efficient, Cl.

APPENDIX B : Properties of materials)

1<1L = Cl. x L x <1 x Tl [ 2 1

23 x 10-6 / 0c. (Refer to



Taking room/calibration temperature as 200C and operational environmental design

temperature range between ooe and 40oe, calculated change in length of the Aluminium.

pipe anemometer unit is :

Lll. = 4.6 x 10-4 Metres

Therefore:

At OOC Length ofP.V.C. pipe = 0.99954 metres

At 400C Length ofP.V.C. pipe = 1.00046 metres

Since the length (L), of the Aluminium-alloy pipe at room/calibration temperature is 1

metre and the change in length of the pipe (D.L), at change in temperature (D.T), of 200e

is 4.6 x 10-4 metres, the percentage change in length (L), of the pipe is :

% Variation from original length = 0.046 %

The change in pipe length due to temperature changes is negligible. Furthermore, the Self

temperature-compensating strain gauge transducers in conjunction with the full strain

gauge bridge configuration selected for this design, bonded to the Aluminium-alloy pipe,

compensate for this calculated change in length of the pipe: Chapter 5 covers the strain

gauge selection and bridge configuration design in detail.
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10.7.4 Effect of Gravitational Force on the P.V.C. pipe

Figure 10.1 represents an example of the exaggerated effect of gravitational force on the

P.V.e. pipe. The smallest wind force increment acting on the P.V.C. pipe anemometer

occurs between wind velocities of 0.3 mfs (light air) and 1.6 rn/s (light breeze). This

wind force increment is 3.35 N/rn2. This information is extracted from Chapter 3

Figure 3.1 : The Beaufort Scale of Wind Forces

If we assume the P.v. C. pipe mass (rn), to be 350 grams with the pipe fixed such that its

length is almost parallel to the earth's surface, the maximum allowable tilt angle (before the

smallest wind force increment is affected), of the p.v.e. pipe relative to the earth's surface

is calculated as follows:

F down = mg sin e

Therefore e = 77.60

where g = 9.8 m/s2 [ 2 1

This is an exaggerated representation of the gravitational force acting on the P.v.e. pipe

and calculation shows that the smallest wind force increment is only affected by

gravitational force when the pipe is at an angle of 77.60 relative to the earth's surface.

Hence, we can assume that the operation of the P.V.c. pipe Anemometer unit is not

affected by gravitational forces acting on it.
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10.7.5 Susceptibility of the pipe members to lightning strikes

The Aluminium-alloy, Stainless-steel and P.V.C. pipe members have the following

Resistivity (p) properties.

(Extracted from APPENDIX B : Properties of materials: Resistivity) : -

The Resistivity, (p) of a conductor is described as follows: -

The current density (J) in a conductor depends on the electric field (E), and on the

nature of the conductor. The Resistivity (p) of a particular material is the ratio of electric

field to current density: -

Ip ~I [3]

The resistivity is the electric field per unit current density. The greater the resistivity, the

greater the the field needed to establish a given current density. A perfect conductor

would have zero resistivity and a perfect insulator an infinite resisti,~ty. Metals and alloys

have the lowest resistivities and are the best conductors. The resistivities of insulators

exceed those of metals by a factor of the order 1022.
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Consider a conductor ofunifonn cross-sectional area, A (m2) and length, L (m), made of

a material with resistivity, P ( Dm ). The resistance R ( D ) of such a conductor is given

by: -

IR p~LI [4J

The anemometer pipe members had the following physical dimensions: -

Stainless-steel lm 25 mm 0.025 m2

(prototJpe 1)

Aluminium-alloy lm 25mm 0.025 m2

(protOl)lIe 2)

Aluminium-alloy I.Sm 25 mm 0.045 m2

(prototype 3)

P.V.c. lm 40 mm 0.04 m2

(final design)
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The calculated resistance (0 ) of the various anemometer pipe units are as follows: -

Hence, of the anemometer pipe members constructed, the Stainless-steel anemometer

(prototype I) has the lowest resistance and is therefore the most susceptible to lightning

strikes. The Aluminium-alloy anemometer pipe members (prototype 2 and 3) also have a

low resistance and are susceptible to lightning strikes.

The P.V.C. pipe anemometer has a high resistance (characteristic of an insulator) and is

therefore not as susceptible to lightning strikes as the Stainless-steel and Aluminium-alloy

anemometer pipe members.
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CHAPTER 11

TEST RESULTS

The objective of this thesis and dissertation was to design and develop an anemometer

with no rotating parts suitable for data Jogging interfacing.

11.1 Results

The important characteristics of the designed anemometer are resolution, sensitivity and

drift of anemometer output at zero wind velocity. Wind velocity levels indicated a

maximum wind velocity resolution of better than 2 m1s. Experiments and calibration were

conducted in the wind tunnel at Stellenbosch University.

The response is linear. The scatter results from uncertainties lil both the PVC pIpe

Anemometer readings and the reading of the calibration manometer for wind velocity since

fluctuations in both were averaged by eye. Furthermore, when completely shut the

hydraulically operated doors in the wind tunnel exhibited a gap of 3 cm, which represented

a further uncertainty. The Anemometer was calibrated for zero wind velocity with the

doors in this condition. It is certain that a small amount of air was dragged through the

tunnel because of the gap in the doors. The Anemometer and calibration manometer were

therefore adjusted for null wind velocity under this condition.

Theoretical and experimental results are in good general agreement. Observed wind

tunnel velocity agreed well with analytical prediction, particularly after software

calibration.
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Initially wind velocity overspeeding was experienced. The software calibration factor was

reduced from an amplification factor of 10.0 to 4.0 for corrected wind velocity display

read-out. Wind velocity in the range 2 m/s to 35 m/s was then recorded.

B:EAU~ DESCRIPTION
..........

AcruAL WATER MEAN MEAN AVER LTmll
FORT OF l\1ANQ.; ~1ANO- WI!'"DVEL. WIND WIND DISPLAY
NO. WIl\"D METER METER RANGE FORCE VEL. REAJ).

•
HEIGHT OUT

"'" M'
PRUSt.;'Rn

B WIND CONDITION mm m......... roIs N/m2 mls m/S

• CALM ..... **•• <003 **** 0 ****

1 LIGHT AIR 0.05 2.45 0.3 to 1.5 0.48 0.9 1

z LIGHT BREEZE 0.39 2.73 1.6 to 3.3 3.83 2.5 2

3 GE:'<TLE BREEZE 1.37 3.52 3..4 to 5.4 13.41 4.4 4

• MODERATE BREEZE 3.27 5.06 5.5 to 7.9 32.10 6.7 6

5 FRESH BREEZE 6.41 7.61 8.0 to 10.7 62.72 9.4 9

6 STRO:'<GBREEZE 11.26 llSt 10.8 to 13.8 1I0.12 12.3 11

7 ~IODERUE GALE 11.63 16.70 13.9 to 17.1 172.37 15.5 16

8 FRESH GALE 26.~ 23.83 17.2 to 20.7 258.55 19.0 19

9 STRO:'<GGALE 37.70 32.96 20.8 to 24.4 368.68 226 23

I. n'HOLEGALE 51.40 ~.06 24.5 to 28.4 502.7~ 26.5 27

11 STORM 68.5-1 57.94 28.5 to 32.6 670.32 30.6 32

u HURRlC."'''E 88.12 73.81 32.7 to 36.9 861.8~ 3~.8 36

13 ........... 112.60 93.~ 31.0 to 41A 1l0L1~ 39.2 40

Figure 11.1 : Wind tunnel test results
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Tbe wind tunnel at tbe Univ. of Stellenboscb sbowing the foUowiog ("""'loft'" ricJ>I) : -

•

•

•

•

•

Water Manometer: test apparatus for the measurement of wind pressure in the bJllllel

LB.M. compatible penonal computer: logged data displ2yed on the P.c. screen

Signal conditioner, Microcontroller and LC.D. display housing (abo"" P.c.)

Hydraulic door controller

The P.V.C. pipe anemometer mounted in the wind tunnel (backgroond)



Wind tunnel with hydraulic doors shut ( gap between the doors is clearly visible)

Wind tunnel with hydraulic doors open ( fan is visible)



Figure 11.1 is a representation of the BEAUFORT SCALE OF WIND FORCES and

the incorporated wind tunnel test results.

The last column includes the recorded display output in m/s, although in later experiments

wind velocities in excess of41 m/s were recorded. The third and fourth columns represent

conversion tables for the water manometer calibration device. Water manometer level

height is calculated as follows: -

Density of water: ( Pwater) =1000 Kg/m3 III

Gravitational acceleration: ( G) =9.8 m/s2

H_oIf"= mean wind force
*p.....xG

* Courtesy of Stellenbosch Fniversity Dept. of :\[echanical Engineering

The water level manometer height is a calculated value. In order to obtain manometer

readings of actual air pressure in the wind tunnel a conversion table is provided at the

tunnel. This is provided for the calculation of the change in manometer water level height

as a function of air pressure in the tunnel. This level (liPwater) is the actual visual

calibration level setting on the manometer in mm (water). This is calculated as follows: -

Density of air: (Pair) = 1.2 Kg/m3 [ 2 1

1&_ H-~.981 *

* Courte5Y ofStellenbosch l:niwrsit~.. Dept. of :'\led13.nical Engineering
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CHAPTER 12

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This circuit concept and realisation has wide ranging applications in the sensor market, not

only as a wind velocity and direction indicator, but as a general air-flow measurement

device.

The device itself could be used as a calibration instrument in wind tunnel experiments.

Many possible applications exist. In fulfilling the imposed design criteria there are a

number of applications which can benefit from the system. This design used a strain

Gauge!P.Y.C. pipe combination as a wind detector, however, other sensor de...~ces can be

interfaced to the designed dual channel Strain Gauge Signal ConditionerlMicrocontroller

circuit module and with appropriate software changes various options are available.

Typical applications include barometry, air and fluid flow measurement and motion

sensmg.

Furthermore the versatility of strain gauge and strain gauge derived transducer products

for use in Electronic, Mechanical, Civil and Architectural fields from strain sensing to data

capture is vast. The Strain Gauge Signal Conditioning and Microcontroller circuit

designed is suitable for the following types of strain derived measurement : -

(i) Torque measurement

(ii) Displacement measurement

(iii) Acceleration measurement

(iv) Pressure measurement
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The designed anemometer unit IS simple, robust and has reasonably low power

consumption. Although the unit has not been tested in the field, a serial port has been

provided for recording purposes. The biggest advantage of the designed unit is the design

simplicity of the P.V.C. anemometer unit and the versatility of the signal

conditioner/rnicrocontoller circuit as a 'stress/strain detector, signal conditioner,

analyser and recorder module'. The unit is also reasonably inexpensive and cost

compares favourably with conventional cup-anemometers available on the market.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • •
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APPENDIX A

ANEMOMETER BLOCK DIAGRAMS

CONTENTS:

i) The Ventimeter

ii) The Cup-Anemometer

iii) The Hot-wire Anemometer

iv) The Sonic Anemometer

v) The three-dimensional Pressure-sphere Anemometer

vi) The Drag Anemometer

vii) The Strain Gauge Anemometer

viii) The Piezo-electric Anemometer
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PHOTO-CELL

•
•

• •
11

TOOTHED WHEEL

LIGHT

P.C.BOARD

THE CUP ANEMOMETER



APPENDIX A

GOLD PLATED
STAINLESS STEEL

SUPPORTS

\.

FINE WIRE
WIND FLOW

SENSING ELEMENT

•
•

• • •
III

THE HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETER
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b --0+\

d

Ultrasonic transducers (a) are mounted

on the frame constructed from threaded

brass stock (b). Lock nuts (c) are used

to hold the components in place and to

adjust the sensor spacing by moving the

sleeves (d). The electrical connections

to the transducers are through shielded

cable and plugs (e).

c

t

b
c

THE SONIC ANEMOMETER SENSING HEAD
__________________________________--.i
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FRONT ELEVATION

Z-SECTlON

PRESSURE PORTS

45 deg.

from AXIS

A-SECTION

PRESSURE PORTS

47,S deg.

feom AXIS

, ' , A, ,

0 ~ 0

z
, ,

jO

@Y ----~----- -----0\-------- y

0/

z
\ -,
" 0 Q °A

PRESSURE PORT

HOUSING AND MOUNTING

PRESSURE PORT

HOUSING AND MOUNTING

1

Front and cross-section views of the Anemometer head.
with Y and Z coordinates shown in front view.

THE PRESSURE-SPHERE ANEMOMETER
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•
STRAIN GAUGE

TOP ELEVATION

THIN
STEEL _
BEAM

STRAIN
GAUGE -
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SPHERE - r

SPHERE ....

SIDE ELEVATION
VERTICAL

STEEL _

MAST

STRAIN GAUGES

I

THE STRAIN GAUGE ANEMOMETER
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APPENDIXB

PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS

CONTENTS:

i) Aluminium-alloy

ii) Stainless-steel

iii) P.~.<=.

* Table of mechanical properties of engineering materials

Material Tensile strength Young's modulus Co-efT. of thermal
exoansion

MN/m2 GN/m2 x 10-b/oC

i) Aluminium-alloY 320-550 70-72 23

ii) Stainless-steel 295 196 17.3

iii) P.V.c. 30-70 1.0-3.5 0.5-1.0

*Extracted from: -

BENHAM, P.P.

CRAWFORD, RJ.

"Mechanics of engineering materials"

- Appendix C : pp610-pp611
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• Heat transfer and resistance properties of engineering materials

Material Resisitivity Thermal Conductivity

p k

Q.m J.s-l.m-l.(co)-1

i) Aluminium-alloy 2.63 x 10-8 210

ii) Stainless-steel 7.2 x 10-8 16.2

iii) P.V.c. > 1013 0.14

·Courtesy of the CSIR
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APPENDIXC

STRAIN GAUGE LISTINGS

CONTENTS:

i) Kyowa Electronic Instruments: CAT. NO.3001B

ii) Kyowa Electronic Instruments: CAT. NO. 3002A
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APPENDIX C : i

i) Kyowa Electronic Instruments: CAT. NO. 300lB
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:~

STRAIN GAGES
A complete line of
high performance strain gages
and accessories

CAT. NO. 30018

I I



11

I

/I,\\

Gage Pattern ---------'

Gage Resistance
in n (No indica- 1-------'
tion for 120n)

• Kyowa Strain Gage Coding System
KF R-5-350-C1-11 L30-3

Resistive MaterialtTr ~'Zit~ ~Ie~-Wi~e.
& Base Material 0 In l~tlOn or
Classification ga.ges with 2·lead·

wire.

Gage Length Lead Wire Provision.
in millimeters Figures indicate lead

wire length in cm.
No indication f,.;

gage le
00'

SELCOM Gage@)
Most of Kyowa gages are of the SELCOM ISelf·Temperature-Compensatlng)
type, which is free from the effect of temperature vaflatlons. It is a gage in
which the thermal expansion coeffiCient of the foil or wire IS controlled.
If [he right type of gage is used for the fight material, zero shift should be Within
~ 1.8x10"r C, whICh means that h I9h accuracy measurement is assured.
SELCOM gages can be supplied In SIX types depending on the application 
wood, conStruCtion steel, stainless steel, aluminum alloy, and magneSium alloy.

CompabDIo _·1 Tha'maf expansion Lat"fillu,.Js a.a. c;:olor
masunng objKt ClAffw:ieilt in coding -

Wood I 5.0 x 10""/oC 5 -
Ordinary steel, concrete 10.8 x 10""/oC 11 Red

Suinless steel 16.2 x 10.. / J C 16 Orlln9_

Aluminum .lIoy 23.4 x 10"'oC 23 Green

Magnesium alloy 27.0 x 10""'oC 27 Yellow

Plastics 65.0 x lO"'oC 65 -

'9€ Package bears the gage's specifica
'the case of the SELCOM gages, suit
ng materials for immediate identifi
'oper application.

Uctor Strain Gages
I a semiconduCTor resistive element,
far greater sensitivitY than foil or

They can also be connected directly
Oes for measurement.

Purpose Gages
~ty for strain measuring of metals at
:"'oeratures and classified into twO

'0: gages and wire gages. Foil gages are
, resistant foil (mainly copper-nickel
c/eral microns in thickness bonded on
:s n film and etched in desired panerns
;age configurations. They feature uni
:y, durability, large current capacitY
characteristics over long periods.
~ages with lead wires are anracting
""1:0n as they elim inate the need for
:"Ig. Kyowa's range of gages with lead
'<:nsive and here too Kyowa can more

the fast increasing customer demand.
:Ihich were popular in earlier stages

,"y of strain gages, are today used for
lOses only.

Jrpose Gages
, to general-purpose gages, Kyowa
'e following special-purpose gages to
~sible applications.
~ ongatlon gages/high temperature gages!
·~Slstive gages/low temperature gages!
:;dge:slembeddment gages/bending gages/

'os

a~es are capable of measuring all kinds of strain, rang
i:iatic strains to dynamic strains of some thousands

l,e:1 as impact strains. Their application is almost un
~d they are usable with all kinds of materials of all
nons and structures, without handling problems.
.oped with testing equipment in conformitY with
:::s National Aeronautical Standards (NAS 942) and
"an Standards (VDIIVDE 26351, Kyowa is always
;atisfy the most demanding customer's requirements.

:raduced Japan's first strain gages about 35 years ago.
:1, Kyowa has continued manufacturing and develop
:' and newer gages so much so that today high per·
: Kyowa gages are actively serving in all the industrial
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Kinds &Characteristics
inds and Important Characteristics of Kyowa Strain Gages

Bending stren in
high preS$Ur8
vessals

General sua'5S.
nanr.aucer

Trar;5ducer with
fine outPUt
linearity

High ou'tpu t
transducer

Zero-drih
temperature
compensated/
general strain

lrltltrnal sue!.S in
monar or alike

I n DC magnetic

fielO

Under high
potential

Zero-drift tam·
perature compen
sated/transducer

In AC
! magnetic field

f'C-12.
CC-33A

PC·G. CC·33A,
PC·12. EP-18,
PC-13

CC-33A,
PC-12. EP-18

'I PC-G, PC-l 2
CC-33A

PC-12,ICC-33A

I PC-12.
\ CC-33A

I PC-12. EP-17

I
lE5 Only),
CC-33A

IPC--6. CC-33A

2 x 10"

2 x 1rf

4 x H/

1 x 10"

KC

Embeddment Gage Acryl -10- ...,0 0-+50 0.3%
KM

Non-inductive Gl!9& Polyim ide -196- ... 180 0--+150 1%
KFN

~~ Non-magneto- Special:: :; resistive Gage Phenol -196-"'180 2%
~. Alloy Wire
:: :. KBN

Z Shielded Gage Cu-Ni Phenol i -196- ... 150 .,.10- ... 100
KFS Foil 0.5%

.",
Sending St~ain Gage Cu-Ni

Plastics!~ KFF Foil
-50- ...80 +20- .,.60 0_2%

General PUrp058
Gage P·type Si PhenOl -50-+170 0_3%

KSP

,~
Dual-element
self~temp. P-type S, Phenol -50- ... 170 "'20--70
compensatlng N-type 0.3%

KSP-F2

Self-temperature
comp. N-type Si Phenol -50-+170 .,.20-+70 0.3%

KSN

, High OutPut ?'-type Si Phenol -50- ... 170 03%KSPH

Ultra High Linearity ?-t'fpe Si PheoQI -SQ- ... l1{l 0.3%KSPL

-~--"<""~.-~~---~ -,..,-~~~ ...--::'"...,.. ~~~~~...",.-""'"""""~ .......=:"--~~------...._---"----

- - - - - -
- , - - -;. ":--- -, - ,

- ~

- --t-- - - - -- - - -
-

Foil Phesutr G-ve Cu-Ni Phester -196-.'50 I +10-+100 2."" I 4.5 X 10· pC-G, CC-33A. General/re,idual

I KFC Foil PC-12. stress, tran$ducer,
-196-+180 1~ Feil Suain Gage Special

Polyimide 0-+150 2.2% : 1.0xltf
PC-5, CC-33A. General $tress,, KFR AHoy Foil PC-12. EP-18 tran~ucer,

• Foil PolyimidllGage Cu-Ni
-196--1-200 I • 4.0 x 106 PC-G, CC-33A, Genollfal/residual,

KFD Foil
Potvimide +10-... 100 2.3% PC-12, EP-18 stress, transducer,

• i.' i
Paper Gage Cu-Ni

I Paper -100-+80 +10-+80 1.5% I 1.6 x 10s CC-33A. I General stress,

K Wire
•

BC·1' ! plaster model UISt

Foil Strain Gage Special
Poly imide -196- ...250 , +10-+250 I 2.1% ; 2.0 x 10s PC-6. PC·12 i

Gen~~al streSS, KFH Alloy Foil , unde~ high temp.,
i I

;,
!

High Temp. Foil Special
i

Gene~al stress

~ ;
Gage Alloy Foil

Asbenos -50-+350 +10-+300 I 1.0% 2.0;1( 10s PI·32
I under high temp.

KFA
,

;

!
! ., SPOt Welding i General stress- High Temp_ Gage Ni-Cr ;Ni-C~ -50-+500 0-+500 0.3%

1 ;I( 104

~ i KH-G3 Wire ; HC-25A I under high temp.

0 High Temp. Gage Special StainleS5 -50-+350 ) \ ';
.,

Gene~al stress
+10-+300 I 0.5%

1 ;I( 107 SPOt weld i"g
KH-G4 Alloy Foil STeel I under high temp.

~2"; Foil Strain Gage Special i Polyimide I -269-+180 i -200-"5Q l 2.Z% 1.0;1( 106 PC-6. CC-33A. i General stress

J~' KFL Alloy Foil , UC-26 I under low temp.

High Elong-Foil Cu-Ni I I I i,

I ! High elongationt ;, Gage Fo,l
Poly imide -10-+80

i
10% 1.0 x 10· fp-la Imainly in metals

KFE

~ ; Ultra High Elor1g. Cu-Ni Special i ;
;

EC·30, ! High elongation
:; : Foil Gage Wire Plastics i

-10- ... 80 i i
20% , x 104

CC-33A I mainly in plastics
-; KLM I

,

:: i High Elong. Gage Cu-Ni I I ! 1,6 X 10' • High elongation

IKC Win~
Paper -10-+60 6% EC·l0 ! mainly in wood

, Foil Gage for

I I
,

, I I I I.i Cu-Ni General stress in
Plas"tics Foil

Phester -20-.,.80 +10-+60 ! 3% 1 .,0- CC·33A
..:~ KFP

plastics or all',(e

j1 Water-proofed Gage Cu-Ni ! Phester I
. I ICC-33A , I Outdoor.

-10-+90 +10-+90 2.6% 3 x 104 I. KFW Foil , ; ; PC·12. EP-18 '.
u<\(jerwater

, Foil Phester Gage Cu-Ni
, ,

-196-.,.150 ; PC·6. CC·33A I i; Phester , ... 10-.;-100 2.8% 4.5;( 10· General StreSS, KFC Foil ; PC·12, EP·18 ;· ,

Phene, Gage Cu-Ni
i Phester ; -196-+150

,
.,.10-+80 i 1.5 x 10'

PC-G, CC·33A I I
1.8% General stress

Remerks

·Self-tem
perature
compensat·
ing type
(SELCOM
GAGE) nOt
;lvailaole.

In ac
coroance
with
NAS

Strain level I
in accOrd;;lnce ]

w"" NAS, il
::1500xl0--6
.1 half ampli
rude 500.10" •
• ; alTernating I

::500x10'" )
.3 alternating I

::.1000x10'"

COlored letters I
and figures '
indicanJ adMe
sives u$ad tor
Character istics
testIng.

:ecifications are slJbject to change without notice for Improvement.
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leral Purpose
I·Purpose Gage

=!'
Cl (with 3 lead wires)

R.tn.-:wIu.
In)

KFC Phester Foil Strain Gage
This gage has a metal foil sensitive element back
ed by phester. phenol resin degenerated with
epoxy. and is compatible with most adhesives of

(with 2 lead wires!

the thermo-euring and room-temperatUre-curing
types, and features ease of bonding, superior
creep characteristics, and is versatile in applica
tions.

With Srn 3-lead-wire

KFC-2-Cl-11 L500-3

KFC-5-Cl-11 L500--3

KFC-5~Cl·11 L.3Q

I

The last figure/s in a
KFC-S-<:l·11 L100

2.1 5 2 10x3.4
gage designa"tion indi-

KFC-S-eT-l1 L3QO cates the length (in
KFC-S-el-11 LSOO , eml of 2-e.ooductor

KFC-2-el-11 L3Q I 1 parallel vinyl clad

KFC-2-Cl-1' L1QO copper leads w i'th "the

K FC-2·C 1-11 L3QO
2.1 2 2.3 I 7.:2x3.7 10 exception that gages

KFC-2-Cl-11 L500 of which gage length
is less than 1mm are

KFC-l-Cl-11 L 15 I

I wit:h polyester clad
KFC-l-Cl-11 L30 2.1 1 1.4 i 4.2x2.8 copper leads.

KFC-03-Cl-l1 L15 i
2.1 0.3 1.4 I 3_5x2.7 I Also available uponKFC-03-C1-11 L30 I reQuest: are: Gages

KFC-S-D16-11 L30 with 16 in the end
KF'C-5-Dl6-11 L100

I
I 2.1 5 1.' 911

of its designation
KFC-S-D16-11 L300

i I
(for st:ainles!! steeD;

KFC-5~Ol6-11 LSOO 23 (tor aluminum
120

i I alloy); and 27 (forK FC·2-D16-11 L30
magnesium alloy).KFC-2-Dl6-11 Ll00

I
,

K FC-2-016-11 L300 2.1 2

I
1.4 , <pS

KFC-2-Dl6-11 L500 ! PC-6

I I
, ,

"
-196 -+150"C

KFC-l-D16-11 L15

I 2.1 1 1.4 <P4 I PC-12
KFC-l-Dl6-11 L30 , -10 -- +so"C, I 5
KFC-5-D17·11 L30 ,

I I

,
I CC-33A, ,

-10 - +80~CKFC-5-D17-11 L100

I
,

I
KFC-5-D17-11 1-300 2.1 5 1.' i <P" EP-18
KFC-S·017-11 1-500 , I i -10 - ... SO"C

KFC-2-017-11 L30

I
I I

, I
KFC·2-D17_11 l..100

I
I !

2.1 2 1.4
,

<PSKFC-2-017-11 L300 IKFC·2-D17-11 1-500 i i

KFC·l-D17_11 L15 I <p5 IKFC-1-D17-11 L30 2.1 1 1.4, I

(with 31.ad wi"s)

Gages for use wittl stainless steel (16 in t"'e designation end), and alumi-
nurn alloy {23j and magnesium alloy (27) are available upon reQuest_

(Standard typel
,

I PC-6I KFC-3Q.-Cl_(11. 16,23.27) 2.1 30 3.3 37x5.2
I KFC-2Q.-C1-\1',16.23,27) 2. i 20 28.x8

I -196-+T50~C
I 5 IPC-12I
I KFC-1Q.-Cl (11,16,23,27) 2.1 10 3 16x5.2 -196 - + 150~C,

KFC-6-Gl-(11, 16, 23. 27\ 2.1 6 1.7 10x3.4
] CC-33A

10 I -196 - +120"C
KFC-S-C'-(", 16, 23, 27) 2.1 5 2.2 10x.3.4 , EP-18

KFC-J...Cl-(11.16. 23, 27) 2.1 3 2.2 8»4_2 -50- +100"C

K FC-2-Gl-( 11. 16, 23. 27} I
2.1 2 2.3 7.2x3.7 : Gage partem 09 and

i KFC-1-e'-(1" 16.2:3.27) 120 2.1 1.4 4.8x2.4 I 019 gages are with
I 100mm long poly-

KFC·03·C,_(1" 16.13, 271 2.1 0.3 1.4 3.5x2.4 \ ester clad copper

KFC-2-Dl (11,16,23,27) 2.1 2 3.2 10)(8.5 \18005. OtHer gages
are with 25mm long

KFC-2-D2-(11. 16. 23. 27) 2.1 2 3.4 12)(7 I Silver clad copper

KFC·2-03-{11. 16, 23. 27) 2.1 2 3.6 11 x 11 I leads.

KFC-2-D4-( 11, 16,23,27) 5
2.1 2 3.4 12x12

KFC-l-D4-(11, 16,23. 27} 2.1 1.7 7>7

K FC-2·0S-(1'. 16, 23. 27} 2.1 2 3.4 17»17

04

.~J=-.
._~

016

03

:' .
"-~---'

01

Cl

02

-16 (with 2 lead wires)

~yE.=~..

~\ .. _-=:::n:--=-==:___,.. /

---<c,~===== _
17 (with 2 lead wires)

~--------------------------



High Elongation· for Plastics· Waterproofec
;qh Elongation Strain Gage

Resist- G_ Dimensions (mm)
G_ ApplicmloanceType valuo - Gage IGrid I IIaso - 011_

1nl (AppJ
Iongth width LxW P** ", Remarks

,~!-

Cl

KFE High Elongation Foil Strain Gage
When used with CC-15A adhesive, this gage exhi
bits epoch-making foil gage performance in that
it measures high elongation strains as great as 8
to 10%. Superior in creep characteristics and gage

factor uniformity to conventional high-elong;;
lion gages. Can be used in the elastic ragion in th
same manner as general-purpose gages.

KFE-S-Cl 2.1 5 2.0 11x3.4
EP-18 up to app.
10% strain

120 10

KFE-2.cl 2.1 2 2.2 8x4.2
EP-18 up to app.
8% strain

KLM Ultra High Elongation Strain Gage

A9
With a special plastic film as its base, this gage is
so constructed as to prevent stress concentration
from occurring at the junCture of the resistive

element and gage lead. It can be used on a smalleJ
range of elastic material such as hard rubber 01
plastics.

EC-30 up to app.
200"<' strain

KL High Elongation Strain Gage
With carefully selected Japanese paper as its base,
this gage permits ease of bonding to wood and

other porous materials.

A4 KL-1Q.A4 1.8 10 2.8 28x10
EC·10 up to app.
6% s"train

120 10

KL-6-A4 1.8 " 4.8 20x10
EC·10 up to app.
6% $"train

"in Gage for Plastics

KFP Foil Strain Gage for Plastics
This SELCOM gage is suitable for comparatively
high elongation strains in plastics and other mate
rials. Ease of bonding and superior temperature

characteristics permit highly stable and accurate
measurement.

Cl

K FP-2-C 1-65 2.1 i 2 I 2 10x4.7 CC-33A -2D-+80°C
120

I U se surface treating
KFP-5-C1-65 2.1 5 2.5 13x5.2 agent, 5-8 together10
K FP-2-35Q.C 1-65 2.1 2 -I 2.4 10x5.2 for cementing Teflon,

350
i polyethylene, etc.

K FP-5-35Q.C1-65 2.1 5 2." 13x5.2

l~rproofedStrain Gage

1 KFW-5-C1-(11,16,23)L..100

I I I I 30x12 I CC-33A
! KFW-5-C1-(11.16,23)L..500 2.1 5 2 -10-+9o"C

\ KFW-2-Gl-{ 11,16,23\1.. 100 I I I I ! 10 PC-12 -10-+9<fc

I KFW-2-C1-(11,16,23H.500 2.1 2 2.3 30x12 I EP-18 -10-+90'" C
I I , The last figure in a
\ KFW-5-D16-(11,16.23JL100 I I 2.1 ! 5 I 19 I 21x18 i 'type rlesignatlon
, KFW-5-D16-(11 ,16,23)LSOO

I

indlcaces "the lengthlKFW-2-D16-01,16,23JL100 i
120

I I
I (cm) of 2 parallel, ,

21)(18 ">jiny\ lead wires_KFW-2·D1&-( 11,16,23)LS 00 i I 2.1 2 1.4 I, No insula"tion resist-!KFW-5-D17-(11,16,23JL100 i I I i I 5

i ance decrease w i"th
2.1 5 1.9 I 21x18 II KFW-5-D17-(11,16,23JL500 ! over 100 hours'

I

i I

I I I
wa,er SUbmersion! KFW-2-D17-{11,16,23JL1QO

2.1 I 2 1.4 21 x18 (lOO kg/cm:).! KFW-2-D17-(11,16,23JL500 I ,
I

with 3 parallel vinyl
lead wires, Sm long

flexibility of the resin used, ease of bonding even
to curved surfaces is insured.

5

22.1

2,1
'20

K F\r\I'5-C1-( 11 ,16,23l L.5QQ-3

KFW-2-C1·( 11,16.23JL..500·3 i

KFW Waterproofed Strain Gage
Waterproof construction with a coating of spe
Cial resin on this KFC·type gage permits outdoor
and even underwater application. Due to the high

(w;th 2 lead w;resl

(with 3 lead wires)

Cl

D16

D17

I
, .-+-.-~

~'-r--

I~·: ...~
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IPrinciple of strain gages

Strain gage

- Displacement

~
~Data_

(tlAA-lOOA)

~
~
Instrumentation Tape

"""""" (Fm'67llA)

.~
'---------"

MWticonditioner0 ..... _

(MCC Seneo,

~
.........
~ .

-Acceleration

Strain gage ,

-Torque

• A variety of peripherals from
Kyowa

Many peripheral instruments are
available from Kyowa including in·
strumentation tape recorders and data
processing equipment: the former
record physical variables of all speeds
from very fast (Vibration and impact) to
very slow (lasting over many hours);
and the latter serves data processing
and analysis on measuring sites.

• A strain gage also serves as a
sensor device.

Strain gages are actively serving in all
industrial and research fields as not
only efficient measures of stress
measurement but also sensor devices
with which all physical variables are
converted into eiectric signals.

• Strain amplifier is a ''must".
A change of electrical resistance thus
detected is very small. Generally, this
detection is made in the form of a
voltage signal from a strain·gage
bridge circuit. Hence, there is the need
for a strain amplifier which excites a
bridge circuit and sufficiently amplifes
a generated voltage signal.

When pulled, a metal's electrical
resistance increases and wh~n com
pressed, it decreases.

Metal - Pulled - - Compressed ..-

r~ AT l- ti1 ::J-
8ongation

Compression

Resistance
Resistance increases. decreases.

'-- rTIf---'
tz]

'-
rssJ

~

Leadwire

Foil grid

When pulled or compressed,
ametal changes its electrical
resistance.

The structure of a strain gage
'''ain gage is so constructed that a
•:al resistor element, i.e. a metal foil
c. is formed on a carrier matrix
."ing) made of an insulation
':enai such as piasctis. This metal
,stor element changes its electrical
.slance in proportion to the
GOIlude of an external load applied.

This change is proportionate to
the magnitude of occurring
,Iongation or compression.
ar is, a strain, tensile or corn·
.ssi'e, of a metal can be detected
.measurement of a change of elec
:al resistance. This is the principle
(; strain gage.

Astrain gage is bonded to the
rtace of a measruing
iective.

,"cain gage is bonded to the surface
:: measuring objective using an ex
LsI'le adhesive. A strain gage is then
c'~ated or compressed in one body
"- 2 measuring objectiVe.



Strain gage coding system

'.GE PATTERN . SELF·TEMPERATURE·COMPENSAnON (5-T-C)
,SISTANCE IN OHMS EXTENSION LEADWIRE
criVE GAGE LENGTH LEADWIRE LENGTH'I'" 0'~~"ro,~rCOLOR OF LEADWIRE

-- __ -'- -'--'--

KFG·10·120·C1·11 L 1M 2 R
-- -.-- T-r- -,..

I
30: 30 mm 2N: 2 mm (0) *C1 pattem with 2·wire flat cable
10: 10 mm 1 : 1 mm R: Red (~tandard)

S: 5 mm 1N: 1 mm (0) White(W), green(G), yellow(y) and black(B) are
3: 3mm 02:02mm available upon request.
2: 2mm *C1 pattem with 3-wire cable

R: Red stripes (standard)
Small matrix model Blue(L) and yellow(Y) are available upon request.

I
* D16 pattem with 2·wire cable

S: Red (0°) and white (90°)

Cl : Uniaxial
* D16 pattem with 3-wire cable

S: Red stripes (0°) and yellow stripes (90°)

~~I 11 *D17 pattern with 2·wire cable
S: Red (0°), green (45°) and white (90°)

* D17 pattem with 3-wire cable
S: Red stripes (0°), blue stripes (45°) and yellow

D16: Biaxial, 2-element
stripes (90°)

90° stacked rosette

t@A 15C: 15 cm 1M: 1 m,

IQQ
~ 3OC: 30 cm 3M:3m

5M:5m

L: Stranded copper wire, flat cable,

- vinyl insulation
N: Solid copper wire,

J17: Triaxial, 3-element 45° polyester insulation

rectangular stacked rosette

~
5-T-C Thermal expansion Matrix Applicable material
Code coefficient (PPMl"C) calor

11 10.8 Red Iron, Concrete
16 ~ 16.2 - Orange Stainless steel, Copper
23 23.4

,.
Green Auminum. Tin

27 ~~ 27.0 Yellow Magnesium

-

-



:FG gage listings

leral performance
"",islance: 1200± 0.411 or 1200± 0.00
faclor. 2.10 ± 10%

Je life: 1 x 10' cycies (strain level: ± 1500 micro-strain)
I lim~: 5% (at room temperature)
'90 resistance: l00Mfl
",sated temperature range: + 10 to +80oC

.ling temperature range: - 20 to +100°C

• Gage dimensions

Matrix length

1Gage length I

I I

•~
~===

: -

KFG-30-12O-C1·)(x Nl5C 2
KFG-30-12O-C1-XX N30C 2

120±O.8
120±0.8

\\

2.1
2.1

30
30

3.3
3.3

37
37

5.2
5.2

10
10

15 cm
30 cm

I : - :3 :I.
KFG-30-12O-C1·XX L1M 2 R 120±O.8 2.1 30 3.3 37 5.2 10 lm
KFG-3Q.12Q.C1.)()( UN 2 R 120:!:.O.a 2.1 30 3.3 37 5.2 10 3m
KFG-3Q.l2O-C1·n LSM 2 s:. 120±O.8 2.1 30 3.3 37 5.2 10 5m

1 :

KFG-3O-12Q.C1·XX UN 3 R
KFG-JG.12O-C1·XX l5M 3 R

120:o..a
120:!:.0.8

2.1
2.1

30
30

3.3
3.3

37
37

:
10
10

3m
5m

3-wire
system

- __ns are suD/eel co change wIthout notice for improvement. H: Insert desired S-T-C code in spaces marked xx.

6



-Gage characteristic data

10 124 6 8
x IO'C;YCLES

,o

KFG-~lzo.cH I....,---
100- No.2---
50r Na.J---

"'AX.O"",=>=_~=.....:=::...~._KfC·S-CI·11
-50- No.l ---
-IOO~ No.2---

z No..l---

~ lDOr KFG-SolZO-CI-11
..... 50-
~ ZERO 0"",~:::;'==;",,:S""'=-- GAGE INSTAllATION
~ _~_ ~z

5 -IOO~ FAILED AT
cs 100- 120XIO"CYCLES

=: !(Fe 5<1·1 r
~ 50-

MIN.Or"""-:;:;;;;;;="""'===~- GAG[ INSTAl.J..AnQN
-50~ £!!3 NOl

rAILED AT
-100.... 99XIO"CYCl..ES

w

'"z<r
u

• Fatigue life
The result of a test ccnducted z
in conformity with NAS 942 ~
Std., shown at right, has proven t;;
a fatigue life of 12><10' cycles, ~
far superior to conventional ~

gages.

C·33A adhesive

instant adhesive is exclusively
;nod for use with KFG gages and
des superior workability. Used
KFG gages, the adhesive fully ex·
s ils high performance.

~-oanurt. j

;:.C~RE~I_NM~GA~E~E_N~~g::;·T~l;~ J

, CC-33A
'..~ 2grx 1

2grx5

'component Ethyl·",·
cyanoacrylate

"ling -196 to + 120°Cetature range
, One·minute

remen:ts thumb pressure,
0.5 to 1kgflcm'

.. Ufe 4 months at + 100C

'9aliOn 5% at +25°C
""lily
-itabIe gages KFG, KFC, ete.

• Strain limit
KFG gages has proven a strain
limit of 5% or higher, which
doubles the strain limit of con
ventional gages.

I
"I
";0

z ,-
~ ,-
8

" ,.
~
~

1r

I r

KfG.5.IZO-G I-II ; _
STRAIN WilT -,
S lOQ /

,;

23£ S 6
.wECHANlO.L STR,AlN(%)

:,------------, IO'G-5-T2O-CI'l1

eleakage resistance
KFG gages deliver leakage "UD:

resistance far superior to con- "'"ventia! gages thanks to the " "'" .~

~ DJ>
newly developed backing. s = ,

~
~ ,,'"
•
~ ""..0

D~c
~

,.,
;

""
,

" " '" """"-""

14
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CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS

CONTENTS:

i) SIGPROC.SCH

ii) POWER SUPPLY CIRCUIT

iii) DATA SHEET: 1B32 AN Signal Conditioner

iv) DATA SHEET: Ll\1326 Voltage Regulator
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ii) POWER SUPPLY CIRCUIT
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"ANALOG
"'OEVICES

Bridge Transducel
Signal Conditionel

FEATURES
Low Cost
Complete Signal-ConditioniJig Solution
Small Package: 28-Pin Double DIP
Internal Thin-Film Gain Network
High Accuracy

Low Input Offset Tempco: ",0.07/LVrc
low Gain Tempco: '" 2ppml"C
low Nonlinearity: '" 0.005% max
High CMR: 140dB min (60Hz, G=1000VNI

Programmable Bridge Excitation: + 4V to + 15V
Remote Sensing
low Pass Filter (fe =4Hzl

APPUCATIONS
Weigh Scales
Instrumentation: Indicators, Recorders, Controllers
Data Acquisition Systems
Microcomputer Analog 110

'ENERAL DESCRIPTION
lodel IB32 is a precision, chopper-based, signal-conditioning
}ffiponent ideally suited. for high-accuracy applications of load
:Us and bridge trarlsducers. Packaged in a compact 28-pin
!astic double DIP, the lB32 takes advantage of hybrid technology
Ir high reliabilitY as well as higher channel densitY. Functionally,
le signal conditioner consists of three basic pans: a high per
!n:tJ.ance chopper-based amplifier, a low~pass filter and an ad
:stable rransducer excitation source.

he chopper-based amplifier features exuemely low input offset
:npco of ",O.07fLVI"C (RT!, G=500VN) and excellent nou
1tarity of ±O.OOS% max over its full gain range of lOO (0

iJOVN. The lB32 has a thin-film resistor nerwork for pin
capping the gain to 500VN or 333.3VN (for 2mVN and
nVrv load cells). The gain tempco for these fixed gains is a
gmy stable ± 2ppml"C. Additioually. the gain can be set to
:Y value in the gain range with two external resistors. The
1pliiier also has a wide-range input referred zero suppression
,ability (±lOV), which can easily be interfaced to a D/A
OVener. The bandwidth of the chopper is 4Hz at G= lOOVN.

It integral three-pole, low-pass filter offers a 60dBIdecade roll
~ from 4Hz to reduce common-mode noise and improve system
;Ila]-to-noise raoo.

le lB32's regulated transducer excitation stage features low
:PUt drift (±4Qppml"C tYP) and can drive l20n or higher
:isranee load cells. The excitation is preset at + lOV with
:e'voltages between +4Vand + l5V programmable with
cerna.! resistors. This section also has remote sensing capabilitY
allow for lead-wire mmpe.nsation in 6-wire load cells and
:er bridge configurations.

"'lTIatlon furnished by Analog Devices is believed to be accurate
: reiiable. Ho.......ever, no responsibility is assumed by Analog Devices
:~ use; nor for any infringements Q~ patents or other rights of th"lrd

.. ,'::$ which may result from its use. No license is granted by implica-
Or otherwise under any patent or patent rights of Analog Devices.

The IB32 is folly specified over the industrial ( - 25°C to + 85°C)
temperature range.

DESIGN FEATURES AND USER BENEFITS
Pin-Strappable Gain: The internal resistor network can be pin
strapped for gains of 500VN and 333.3VN for 2mVN and
3mVN load cells. The tracking network guarantees a gain tempco
of ± 6ppml"C ma.~.

Custom Trimmable Network: For volume applications, the
lB32 can be supplied with a custom laser trimmed gain network.
Contact factory for further information.

Wide Range Zero Suppression: The output can be offset by
± JOV for nulling out a dead load or to do a tare adjustment.

Remote Sensing: Voltage drops across the excitation lead-wires
are compensated by the regulated supply. making 6-wire load-<:ell
interfacing straightforward.

Programmable Transducer Excitation: The excitation source is
preset for + lOV dc operation without external components. It
is user-programmable for a + 4V to + 15V de range (@ lOOmA)
to optimize transducer performance.

Low-Pass Filter: The three-pole active filter (fc=4Hz) reduces
60Hz line noise and improves system signal-Io-noise ratio.

One TechnologyW.y; P. O. Box 9106; Norwooci,. MA 02062-9106 U.S.A.
TeI: 6171329-4700 Twx: 7101394-6577
Telex: 174059 Cables: ANALOG NORWOQOMASS



r.1FICATI0NS (typicaI@ +25"& and Vs = ± 15V unless olheIwise noted)

IB32AN

(-- _._--
-- -----'--

-l ~ 0_05(1_27lGRID

---

-- - 21 0 - 1.64
(41.7)
MAX

- 0 8 -

-0 - ·_·~-o-

o _- -;;=

-- --0 .-- -- - -----0-,-

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm)_

---03 --.260---
------ ----~
---0--------- _. - -----0----

- -0 -- .-- -------0-----

-0------- --------- ·--0....:-

--0 1-- - ._-- 28 0--·

BonOMV1EW

~-

----0 14 ------ ---15 0---

PIN DESIGNATIONS

PlN FUNCTION i PIN FUNCTION

1 + INPUT 15 V,
2 , -INPUT 16 COMM, INPUTOFFSET ADJ 17 +V,

• NC 18 +VsREG
5 NC ,. REFOUT
6 NC 2. REFIN
7 NC 2' EXCADJ
8 SIGNALCOMM 22 NC

• EXTGAINsET 23 NC,. 333.3 GAIN 2. NC
11 500 GAIN 25 NC
12 GAlNSENsE 26 SENSE LOW
13 IGAlNCOMM . 27 SENSE HIGH
14 !VOUT '211 Ve:o;c OUT

!

-1-5"r-_.-_86_12_"8_'M_AX_~'Ij~AX
0.15 f

13.8) MIN 0.01 to.25)
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=O.lV
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4Hz
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"'IOV
:±:SmA
0_6!l
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3
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: Other Gains

~ge

~I Gain Setting

:.quation
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'emperature Coefficienr1

:onlinea;iry
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)ifset Voltage, RTI
ill,@ +25OC.G=lOOOVN
m-Up Drift,G ~ lOOOVN,lOmin
remperature( ~ 25°C to + 8S"'C)
= IOOOVN
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: Shon Circuit Duration (to Ground)
,r(RESPONSE --- -----~---------~-~
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:B Gain Accuracy, G= lOOViV

G~ lOOOVIV

;'''·er

?Time,G=lOOViV, ±lOVOurplll
:0.=:0.1%

.SS FILTER
e,ofPoles
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I Offset Adjust Range
------_._~----~----.

31.'S CURRENT
I~ 25°C
emperarure( - 25°C to + 85°C)
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'-OLTAGERANGE
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JJOViV, @'6OHz
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--_._---

,OISE
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:I,G= lQOOVIV
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OCTPm-~-------------':":'=--'------------
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(Continued on next page)
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~od.1 IB32AN

3RJDGEEXClTATlON
Regulator Input Voltage R.a.ngc:
Output Voltage Range
Regulator Input/Output Voltage Differential
OutputCurrem4

Regulation, Output Voltage vs. Supply
Load Regulation, I L = lmA to SOmA
Ourput Voltage vs. Tempcrarurc( - 2S"Cro + 8S"C)
OutpurNoise,O.lHzro IOHz5

Reference Voltage: (Internal)
Sense & Excitation Lead Resistance

+9.SVto +28V
+4Vro + 15V
+3Vto +24V
lOOmAmax
~O.OS%IV

:to.l%
±4Oppml"C
300"Y pop
+6.8V:!::5%
IOfimax

'OWER SUPPLY
Voltage, Rated Performance
Voltage, Operating
Current, Quiescenro

:~'YIRONMENTAL

Temperature Range
Rated. Performance
Operating
Storage

Relative Humidity
-------~-~

ASESlZE

:!:: 15V de
:t 12Vto ± 18Vdc
+4mA, -lmA

----

-2S0Cto +8SoC
-4Q°Cto +8SoC
- 4O"C to + lOO"C
oto 95%, Noncondensing, @ + 600 e
-- -------
0.83" x 1.64" x 0.2S"
(~!)_~.41--? )(__~_~~~~)~~ ._.

OTES
""sing internal nelWork for gain.
:or pin-srrappedgain. Thetempcoofthc: individual thin-film resistors is ~ 5Oppm?C max.
Vp-p60Hzoommon-mode signal uscdin test sc:rup.
>entelmArCfrom +5O"C.
i IJ,.F capaciIOrfrom REF IN (Pin 20) toCOMM.

:.xcluding bridge excitation c:urreD.t and. with DO loading on the output.

Jecif1Cllrions subject to change without notice.

AC1224 Mounting Card AC1224 Connector Designation

PIN FUNCTION PIN FUNCTION

T VEXcOUT 1 + INPUT
U SENSE HIGH 2 -INPUT
V SENSE LOW 12 VOUT I
X REFOUT 19 -Vs

iy REFIN 20 COMM
Z EXCADJ 21 +Vs

I,22 +VsREG
I

The ACI224 mounting card is available for the IB32. The AC1224
is an edge connector card v.'ith a socket for plugging in the
IB32. In addition it has provisions for sv..itch selecting internal
gains as well as installing gain resistors. Adjustment pots for
offset, fIne gain and excitation are also provided. The AC1224
comes with a Cinch 2S 1-22-30-160 (or equivalent) edge
connecror.

ot

. ,

18 01
"=""... G; "-G '0 gl o-=eJ:!

RSG-~ Ig1lI;~-El
0. <>==< "0,

"
,0 0' G-~~_s

,: ;

1* ~I'~,~ 18 si ="117 Gi:=.:.-i-El 10
'0

GC:C}o
<>C£:Je

-4 .~
i11.73' '

'I!

~1 4S'"'J' ~'.j.

("

0.37'5 f"'I
15.'>3. U
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~National
~Semiconductor

Voltage Regulators

LM125/LM225/LM325/LM325A, LM126/LM326
Voltage Regulators

General Description Features

These are dual polaritv tracking regulators design
fli to provide balanced potitive end flegative out
put ¥oltages at current up to 100 mA. the devices
are let for i1S V and '112 V outputs respectively.
Input voltages up to ±30 V can be used and there
is provision for adiustable current limiting. These
devices are available in three package types to
accomodate various power requirements .od
temperature ranges.

• ±15V and ±12V tracking outputs
• Output current to 100 mA
• Output voltages balanced to within 1% (LM125.

LM 126, LM325A)
• Line and load regulation of 0.06%
• Internal thermal o~ef1oad pfOtection
• Standby current drain of J mA
• Externally adjustable current limit
• Internal current limit

Schematic and Connection Diagrams
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Absolute Maximum Ratings
nput Voltage

'Nced Vo' IMinllNote 11
'orced Vo:' (Max' (Note 11
lower Dissipation ',Note 2)
~rput Short-Circuit Duration (Note 3)
)peratihg Temperature Range

LM126
LM326

Storage Temperature Range
lead Temperature tSoldering, 10 seconds}

±JOV
-Q.5V
·O.5V

Internally limited
Indefinite

-5S
0
C to +12S

o
C

oOe to +70°C

--6S"C 10 +lSO"C
JOO"C

Electrical Characteristics LM126/LM226/LM326 (Note 2)

PARAMETER

Output Voltage

lM'26. LM325

Irput-OutI'lUIDiffefl!nlial

line Regollttron

'_oad Regulation
'1

0
' '

'10

~'Hd Regulati.on QVf'f Tempeu'Ult! Ral~
'1 0 '

'1 0

~'j!PUt Voltaqe Balana!

lM126. lM326

;\ltPU~ vo,\~Over Temperature- Range

lM126

LMJ2f>

)-'DII ,Circuit Current limit

'Jlout Noi~le Voltugl!'

:-:1I'[;..-e Slandbv Current

.:r>(} Term Stabilitv

-"~'mal Ae<;islance Junction 10 Case INole 41
lM 126/LM326H

'.r,ction to Ambient LM326N

CONOHtONS

V,'" " 15V 10 JOY
'l '" 20 mA, T. '" 25 C

V1N "' ISV 10 JOV. Il " 20 mA

11. =.010 5OmA. V1N ,. 'JOV.

T,'" 25 C

I I wo 0 to 50 mA, V IN '" 4 30V

P $ PI'.M.ll, 0 '5 '0 :5 SO mA

15VS 'VINI~ JOV

Tj '" 2S'C

T i " 25"C, BW '" 100 la kHr

Tj '" 2S'·C.I L ,. 0

Tj '" 25 C, I l '" 0

""N

11.8

11.5

2.0

II,G8

11,32

TYP

12

2.0

20

30
50

40
70

'0.3

760

100

1.75

31

02

45

150

MAX

17]

12.5

10

20

la
10

20
20

!115
'250

12.32

12.68

30

50

UNITS

v
v

v

mV

mV

mV
mV

mV
mV

mV

mV

v

v

".

mA

~Vrm~

.nA

mA

';.,/kHr

'CNI

Ol~ 1: That voltage 1o which the output mav ~ foreM withoul dama9'i!' 10 the d~ice.

iOt! 2= Ur1I~. otherwise !p«ified. the!l! .pKilieatlon' apply fOt' T·"5S"C 10 -f150"C on LM126. T,-O"C 10 +115"C on
\026, V'N*:t20V. 'L,!O mA, IMAX*I00 mA, PMAX"'2.0W for tha TO-5 H Pac:klt~ 'MAX.. 1()O mA 'MAX"lOO mA,
1.1 AX" 1.0W for the DIP N P~k8glt.

i.,~. J: If tM junc-tion t!:~atu,~l!xteem 150"'C the output she" ciu;ui\ duration is 60 seconds.

;ot, 4: Without. heet nnk, the thennal re,i!ttan~ junction to ambil!nt 01 thfl TO·5 Package i' abouI t5{f' Ctw. With. '·III·at
~~, the effective thlnnal rnhtancI can onl'( -,,,roach Ihe' junction to tl!"e va1ul!t ~i(i~, ~"di"g on the ettidency of
"! Jink.
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i) PUTCHAR.S03 : Assembler Language Program

ii) MIKEl.C : Anemometer Test; C-program code
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i) PUTCHAR.S03 : Assembler Language Program
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--------------------------------------------------;
PUTCHAR.S03

int putchar (int val);

;
;

;
80C552. Prints on serial port o. ;
for text output. Can be modified for other ;

ware configurations. ;
--------------------------------------------------;

MODULE
EXTERN
EXTERN
PUBLIC
RSEG

r:
CJNE
MOV
MOV
LCALL
SJMP
LCALL
RET

PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
MOV
MOV
CJNE
MOV
MOV
JNB
CLR
SJMP
MOV
MOV
MOVX
ANL
JNZ
MOV
JNZ
MOV
MOV
MOVX
SJMP

:MOV
MOV
MOVX
POP
POP
POP
POP
RET
END

putchar
R

10 stream
putchar
CODE

R3,#OAH,PLAIN
A, #ODH
R3,A
SEND_IT
POUT
SEND IT

R+O
R+l

DPL
DPH
Rl,#io stream
A,@Rl 
A,#02H,lcd
A,R3
153,A
TI,$
TI
s out
DPH,#80H
DPL,#02H
A, @DPTR
A, #80H
wait
A,@Rl
command
DPL,#OlH
A,R3
@DPTR,A
s out
DPL, #OOH
A,R3
@DPTR,A
DPH
DPL
_R+l
_R+O

; SELECTED REG BANK

; LF (\n)?
Yes, first CR

Address of SBUF
; wait for transmission

Jump out
; Address H of LCD display

Address L of status register
Read status
Bitmask 'busy' bit

; Repeat if bUsy
Test io_stream

; io_stream= LCD DATA

Send byte
; Jump out

io_stream= LCD_COMMAND

Send byte
Clean up
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ii) MIKEl.C : Anemometer Test; C-program code
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********************************************************************/
MIKEl.C : Anemometer Test */
MIKE '92 */

********************************************************************/

ADCO wr Ox2000
ADCl wr Ox4000

W[6}= IOW " .,
SW[ }= "SW " .·S[6}= "s " .,
SEE J= "SE " .,
E[6}= "E " .•
NE[ }= "NE " .,
N[6}= "N " .•
NW[}= "NW " .,
NU[ ]= "NULL " .·

/* Hardware Addresses */

/* Text Strings */

ude
'lde
ude
ude

ne
le

ne

',e
1e

le

le QO
le Ql
,e Q2
le Q3

le
le

<stdarg.h>
<stdio.h>
<io51.h>
<math.h>

DATA
COMMAND
RS232

LINE_l
LINE 2
CLEAR

OxOO
Ox01
Ox02

Ox80
OxCO

-OxOl

22.5
67.5
112.5
157.5

/* Stream for output

/* LCD Commands

/* Dividing Angles

*/

*/

*/

io stream = DATA;
x, y;
offx= 128, offy= 128;
angle;
speed;
calfactor= 4;

/* Global Variables */

( void )

io stream= COMMAND;
putchar ( Ox38 );
putchar ( OXOC );
putchar ( Ox06 );
putchar ( CLEAR );
io stream= DATA;

/* Function Set
/* Display Set
/* Entry Mode
/* Clear display

( void

*/
*/
*/
*/

output (TMOD, Ox21 );
output (THl, OXFD);
set bit ( TRl_bit );
output (SCON, Ox70 );
output (PCON, OxOO );

capture_data ( )

/* Set Timer 1 Mode */
/* Set Timer 1 Reload */
/* Start Timer 1 */
/* Set Serial Port Mode */
/* Reset SMOD */

/* Get average ADC read */



led char
for
{

i= 0;
( i= 0; i< 250 ; i++ )

write XDATA ( ADCO wr,OO ); /* Start A/D conversion */
write-XDATA ( ADCl-wr,oo );
while-( read bit(INTO bit»; /* wait for ADC */
while ( read-bit (INTl-bit) );
x+= (float) (-Offx- read_XDATA( ADCl_wr »; /* Read */
y+= (float) ( offy- read_XDATA( ADCO_wr »;

}
x/= 250.0;
y/= 250.0;

process_data )

/* Average */

angle=
speed=(int)
direction=

get_angle
get speed
get=direction

x, y );
x, y );
) ;

( char function )

io stream= COMMAND;
putchar ( function );
io_stream= DATA;

( double inl, double in2 )

return (pOW( (inl*inl+ in2*in2), 0.25 )* calfactor );

get_angle ( double inl, double in2 )

return ( atan2( in2, inl ) * 180/3.141593 ) ;

*get_direction ( )

if ( !x && !y ) return ( NU ) ;
if ( ( Q3<= angle ) I I ( angle< -Q3 » return ( W ) ;
if ( ( -Q3<= angle )&& ( angle< -Q2 » return ( SW ) ;
if « -Q2<= angle ) && ( angle< -Ql ) ) return ( S ) ;
if ( ( -Ql<= angle )&& ( angle< -QO ) ) return ( SE ) ;
if « -QO<= angle ) && ( angle< QO ) ) return ( E ) ;
if ( ( QO<= angle )&& ( angle< Ql » return ( NE ) ;
if ( ( Ql<= angle )&& ( angle< Q2 ) ) return ( N ) ;
if ( ( Q2<= angle )&& ( angle< Q3 ) ) return ( NW ) ;

%2.0u m/s \n", speed );

set_disp( LINE_l );
set_disp( LINE_l+ll);
set disp( LINE 2 );
set=disp( LINE=2+12);
io stream= RS232;
prIntf ("Wind Speed:
io_stream= DATA;

( void

printf
printf
printf
printf

("%+3.0f %+3.0f ", x, Y );
( "%+3.0f ", angle );
( "S= %2. Ou m/s D= " ,speed);
( II%S", *direction );

main ( void )



t_display ();
.t rs232 ( );
He ( 1 )

capture_data ();
process_data ();
display_data ();
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iii) Flowchart: MIKEl.CIPUTCHAR.S03
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MIKE1.C : ANEMOMETER TEST

FLOWCHART
MIKE1.C

ENDIX E : .. START

------ .._------- .. _.... _--------- .. -----_.-_.-._-_.---- .._--._.-.-

INITIALIZE DISPLAY
5.1

I INITIALIZE RS-232

i 5.2

--- ----------- - - - -- - - -- -- -- -- - -- ------ -- ----.---- .--- -- - -- - ------

---. - ._-- -- --- -- _.--- --- - -- - - - --- .--- -- .. --.- - -- -- --_.- --- --. --- .. - ----

r CAPTURE DATA 5.4
,

!
PROCESS DATAI 5.5

i

DISPLAY DATA 5.6

-.-._-- -- -- -- - --- -- -- --- - - - -- - -- ..... - -- -------- ------- --- -- - - - ---

MAIN
PROGRAM.

INITIALIZATION:
ROUTINES :

Refer to explanation of
C-program code in APP
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iv) Flowchart: capture-data routine
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The capture_data routine (5.4)

FLOWCHART

RefcT to section 5.4 of the MIKE1.C
C-program code: capture_data.

YES

READ A. D.e. "'HUE i

I

Il'lCREX£NT

COUNTEIl

i

YES

A.D.C. U'A.DIN<i

out

NO

NO
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v) Detailed explanation of MlKEl.C C-program code
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Explanation of the MIKEl.C C-program code

1. Header Files

The first lines of the program-code consists of the following directives:-

#include
#include
#include
#include

<starg.h>
<stdio.h>
<io5I.h>
<math.h>

The #include directives at the beginning of the source file access the function prototype

declarations for library functions from headers. The details of how headers are accessed

are implementation dependent. #include is a way of combining declarations together for a

large program.

#include directives guarantee that all the source files will be supplied with the same

definitions and variable declarations. The properties of library functions are specified in

more than a dozen Header Files.

When the name ofa library is bracketed by < and > a search is made for the Header File in

a standard set of places, for example, on U1'l1X Systems, typically in the directory

/USRlINCLUDE.
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1.1 The Standard Header <starg.h>

The standard header <starg.h> contains a set of macro definitions that provide facilities

for stepping through a list offunction arguments ofunknown number and type.

1.2 The Standard Header <stdio.h>

The Standard Input/Output Header File <stdio.h> includes input and output functions,

types and macro's defined in <stdio.h>.

<stdio.h> tells the compiler to include information about the standard input/output library.

This library implements a simple model of text input and output. A text stream consists of

a sequence of lines, each line ending with a newline character. The library maintains

input/output control during system operation by ensuring that input/output functions are

implemented correctly.

1.3 The Header <io51.h>

This library contains information supporting operation of the 8051 family of

Microcontrollers.

The header file <io51.h> declares library register functions, type and macro's for the 8051

family of Microcontrollers for use by the compiler.

1.4 The Header <math.h>

The header <math.h> declares mathematical functions and macro's. This library uses

double precision floating point numbers. The powerful set of mathematical functions

provided by this library, particularly the trigonometric and power series functions were
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most suitable for the software calculation of wind velocity and direction from the

information provided by the N/S and EJW channel analogue-to-digital converters.

For example in the get_angle routine for the software calculation of wind bearing/angle in

the C program-code the arctan mathematical function is implemented as follows: -

C-code:

( atan2 (in2, inl ) " 180/3.141593 )

Trigonometric operation returned:

tan-1 ( in2/inl ) in the range [ -it , it 1

Angles for trigonometric functions are expressed in radians. Conversion to degrees is

implemented by multiplying by 1800 and dividing by 3.141593 (it).

In the get_speed routine for the software calculation of wind velocity the following

mathematical function calculates the 'square' of the N/S channel, the 'square' of the E/W

channel, sums them, then calculates the 'fourth root' of the result and finally multiplies this

value by a calibration factor. The procedure is as follows: _

C-code:

( pow ( ( inl "inl + in2"in2 ), 0.25 ) " calfactor)

Mathematical function:

( in12 + in22 )114 x calfactor
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2. The #define lines

The #define lines define the symbolic names and symbolic constants. #define takes the

following fonnat : -

#define name replacement text

The #define lines define a symbolic constant to be a particular string of characters. Any

re-occurrence of name will be replaced by the corresponding replacement text. The

symbolic constants are written in uppercase letters.

2.1 The DATA, COMMAND and RS232 #define lines

#define

#define
#define
#define

name

DATA
COMMAND
RS232

replacement text

OxOO
OxOl
Ox02

The #define DATA, COMMAND and RS232 symbolic constants make program-code

easier to read and debug. It is easier to recognise and understand text in the program-code

than to debug program-code where hex-addresses appear frequently. These #define lines

represent the software stream for output to the LTN211 display and the RS-232 Serial

port.

2.2 The LINE_I, LINE_2 and CLEAR #define lines

#define name replacement text

#define LINE 1 Ox80
#define LINE 2 OxCO
#define CLEAR OxOl
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The #define lines LINE_I, LINE_2 and CLEAR are the symbolic constants for the

L.C.D. commands for the transmission of ASCII characters to the L1N211 display

module. The starting address for line 1 of the display is Ox80. OxCO defines the address

for line 2 of the display and OxO1 defines the clear display command.

2.3 The ADC 0 and ADC 1 #define lines

#define

#define
#define

name

ADCO wr
ADCl wr

replacement text

Ox2000
Ox4000

These #define lines define the hardware addresses of the North/South channel A.D.e.

(Qx200Q) and the EastlWest channel A.D.e. (Ox4000).

2.4 The QO, Ql, Q2 and Q3 #define lines

#define name

#define QO
#define Ql
#define Q2
#define Q3

replacement text

22.5
67.5
112.5
157.5

The #define lines QO, QI, Q2 and Q3 represent the dividing angles for the software

calculation of wind compass direction and character string generation (e.g. "NW" text

string) from the wind bearing/angle (e.g. 1200) value returned after the get_angle

routine.

Figure A is a geometric representation of the wind direction compass positions and the

wind bearing/angle relative to the wind dividing angles.
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3. The "char" type name specifiers : Wind Direction Text Strings

char W [ 1= "W " .,
char SW [ I = "SW " .,
char S [ ] = IfS " .,
char SE [ I = "SE " .,
char E [ I = "E " .,
char NE [ I = "NE " .,
char N [ I = "N " .,
char NW [ I = "NW " .,
char NU [ I = "NULL " .,

The char type name specifiers are character declarations for the wind compass direction

text strings used in the program for transmission of wind direction text information to the

display. These declarations announce the properties of the variables. Here, the 8 wind

direction compass positions and the 'NULL' zero wind vector string are declared as

characters.

The char declaration declares a list of variables, "W " to "NULL ", six characters

wide. The char declaration is a single byte variable capable of holding one character in the

local character set. These direction text strings are preceded by pointer variables used by

the program-code to return to the direction text strings.

4. The Global Variables

The C-programming language has the facility for declaring global variables. Globals are

declared outside of all program routineslblocks and classes. This facility allows the

declared variables to retain their values throughout the program.
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4.1 char io_stream = DATA;

The char declaration declares the properties of io_stream as a variable pointer for the

transmission ofDATA output to the display.

4.2 float x, y ;

The x and y variables are declared as single precision floating point numbers. They are

normally used when variables are to be in conjunction with mathematical software

functions. The values returned to x and y represent the AD.C. digital offset voltages and

are represented as a single byte having any value between a and 255. A float is a 32-bit

quantity with at least six significant digits and may have a fractional part.

These variables can have AD.C offset values between a and 255 (128 when zero wind

vector is translated during 'no wind conditions'), where a represents an AD.C analogue

input voltage of av, 255 represents an input voltage of +5 V and 128 represents an

analogue input voltage of 2.5 V.

The x and y variables are the actual values at the outputs of the N/S and EfW channel

AD.C's. These are global variables used in the get_angle, get_speed and get_direction

subroutines for the process_data routine and printf statements. These routines use the x

and y global variables for the determination of wind bearing/angle, wind velocity and wind

compass direction. The results are used to display this data on the L CD display.
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4.3 float offx = 128 , offy = 128

The x and y variables are also displayed as a measure of wind vector offset values from the

N/S and EIW channel offset values. A float is a 32-bit quantity. The program statement

which reads as follows is a representation ofthis: -

float offx = 128 , offy = 128

These declared float variables are used for the calculation of the A.D.C. offset voltages in

the program routine capture_data.

4.4 double angle;

Here angle is declared as a double precision floating point number since the get_angle

routine uses the atan2 Y/x mathematical C-function and the value returned to angle will

have a fractional part.

4.5 int speed;

The variable speed is declared as an integer. Integer variables have no fractional part.

Wind velocity readout will be a positive integer value 2-digits wide and with no decimal

places. Declaring speed as an integer is part of a "rounding off" process for displaying a

wind velocity range from 0 rn/s to 99 rn/s.

4.6 float calfactor;

The calibration factor, calfactor is declared as a single precision floating point number.

The calfactor value is used in the get_speed subroutine which uses the 'square, sum and

fourth route' C-mathematical function discussed in 1.4.
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5. The "main" function: The start of program execution

return type
void

function name
main

argument/parameter
(void)

The return type of main is void, which states explicitly that no value is returned. The

void return type specifies an empty set of values. It is used as the type returned by the

main function which generates no value. The program begins executing at the

beginning of main (the function name). Every C-program structure must have a main

function.

main calls other functions to perform routines and libraries included in the source file.

The libraries included in the source file are listed at the beginning of APPENDIX E :

(Refer to Section 1 : Header files ).

The main function also receives void as an argument/parameter value. The term

argument/parameter is used for an expression passed by a function call such as main. main

is defined to be a function with the void argument which indicates that there are no

arguments for main.

The program is divided into 5 functions called from main:

void main (void)
{

init_display ();
initJs232 ();
while (1)
{

capture_data ( ) ;
process_data ( ) ;
displaLdata ( ) ;
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}
}-

The function called init_display, initializes the LTN211 LCD. display module.

initJs232 initializes the serial port for transmission of data to an I.B.M. P.C.

while (1) is used as a "loop forever" instruction. This is followed by the routine

capture_data which reads in the A.D.C. N/S and EIW channel x and y variable values

(Refer to Section 4 : Global Variables) and averages each x and y variable over 250

readings.

The process_data routine uses these averages x and y float variables to process the

data and return angle as a double precision floating point number (Refer to Section 4 :

Global Variables).

The display_data routine uses the printf statement to display the following processed

data as an LTN211 LC.D. display read-out: -

Wind Vector Channel N/S Offset (as a value between -128 and +127)

Wind Vector Channel E/W Offset (as a value between -128 and +128)

Wind AnglelBearing as a value from +1800 to -1800

Wind Velocity as a value between 0 m/s and 99 m/s

Wind Direction as a character string of 8 direction compass positions
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5.1 The init display routine

return type

void
{

function call
init_display

argument/parameter

(void)

io_stream= COMMAND;
putchar ( OX38) ;
putchar ( OxOC) ;
putchar ( Ox06) ;
putchar ( CLEAR) ;
io stream= DATA

}

The init_display routine is the first function called from main. The void argument

indicates that no arguments are declared for init_display.

The LTN211 L.e.D. display module initialization procedure is as follows:-

Refer to Figure B, the instruction set for the LTN211 display module.

The Assembler language routine "PUTCHARS03" is used for cursor control and text

output to the LTN211 and to the IBM P. e. screen. The 'putchar' function is incorporated

in the C-runtime library enabling the return of ASCII characters to the display and P.e.

'putchar' will print a character each time it is called, for example: -

putchar (c)

prints the contents of the integer variable 'c' as a character.

The io_stream= COM.MAND line sets the LTN211 display for the acceptance of

commands. The command address is hex 01, the replacement text defined in the # define
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lines of the C-program code. The Assembler language program, "PUTCHARS03" sets up

the command address of the LIN2ll.

putchar (0x38) returns a value hex 38 as "Function set" command to the LIN2l!.

DL = 1 sets the display to accept 8 bit inputs.

putchar (OxOC) returns hex OC as a command to the display. The least significant bit

DO is set low to disable blinking of the character at the cursor

position (B=O). Dl is set Iow, and the cursor is switched off (C=O). D2 is set high,

setting the display on (D=l).

putchar (Ox06) returns hex 06 as an "Entry mode" command to the display. Display

freeze is enabled by setting DO Iow (5=0). D1 is set high to increment the cursor

position each time a text character is sent to the display (l/D=l).

putchar (CLEAR) uses the defined replacement text OxOl defined in the program

code. The LTN2ll is cleared after the command set-up initialization and is ready to

accept DATA.

The io_stream= DATA sets up the address for data to be sent to the LIN2l!. (For wind

data information as a display read-out).

5.2 The initJs232 routine

Documentation on the software serial interfacing, the Serial Port Control Register and

Timer and Serial Port modes is in APPENDIX E : vi

output ( TMOD, 0x21 ) ;
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The first line of the routine sets up the Timer/Counter Mode Control Register

(TMOD) to operate in timer mode (clT=O). Timer 1 is set to operating mode 2 as an 8-bit

auto reload timer. (Refer to APPENDIX E, Figure 6 : TMOD)

output ( THl, OxFD ) ;

This sets Timer 1 to a reload value of hex FD. Timer 1 is used to generate a baud rate of

9.6 K at the oscillator frequency, fose of 11.059 l\1Hz. (Refer to APPENDIX E, Figure

15 : Timer 1 Baud Rates)

set bit

This line starts Timer 1. TRl is the Timer 1 run control bit in the Timer/Counter

Control Register. The counted input hex FD is enabled to Timer 1 when TRl = 1 and

GATE = 0 (Refer to APPENDIX E, Figure 6 :TMOD and Figure 8 : TCON).

output ( SCON, Ox70 ) ;

This line sets the Serial Port Mode. It specifies the Serial Port Control Register (SCON)

for operation as an 8-bit DART with a variable baud rate. (SM 0 = 0; and SM 1=1 for

mode I operation). SM 2 = 1 is set to allow multi-processor communication between the

80C32 Serial Port (RXD and TXD) and the LB.M. P.e. REN = I is set to enable serial

reception (Refer to APPENDIX E, Figure 14 : SCON).

output ( PCON, OxOO ) ;

This line resets the Serial Port Mode Control Register, (SMOD). The Power Control

Register (pCON) is cleared, clearing the most significant bit which

clears SMOD (Refer to APPENDIX E, Figure 28 : PCON).
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5.3 while (1)

The C-code, while (1) is not proceeded by the semi-colon ' ;' which indicates that this

individual statement is terminated here.

while (1) is a continuous loop, ("loop forever") and continues to read in information from

the A.D.C. channels (capture_data); calculate wind velocity and direction from this

information (process_data) and display this data on the L.C.D. display and to the I.B.M.

P.C. screen (display-data).

5.4 The capture_data routine

void

{

capture_data ()

unsigned char i= 0 ;
for (i= 0; i< 250; i++)
{
write_XDATA (ADCO_wr,OO);
write_XDATA (ADCI_wr,OO ) ;
while ( read_bit (INTO_bit) ) ;
while ( read_bit (INTl_bit) ) ;
x+= (float) (offx- read_XDATA (ADCI_wr»;
y+= (float) (offy- read_XDATA (ADCO_wr»;

}
xI= 250.0 ;
y/= 250.0;

The capture_data routine reads in the A.D.C. N/S and EfW channel 8-bit values (from 0

to 255 depending on v.ind vector force) and averages these over 250 readings before
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returning float variables to x and y. The averaging of the AD.C. channels prevents

spurious readings for the eventual display read-out

return type
void

function name
capture_data

argument/parameter

( )

The first line declares the function name as capture_data. The return type of

capture_data is void which states that no value is returned. The method of

communicating data between functions is for the calling function to provide a list of

values called arguments, to the function it calls. The parenthesis proceeding the function

name surrounds the argument list In this code, capture_data is defined as a function that

expects no arguments which is indicated by an open/empty list inside the parenthesis.

unsigned char i= 0 ;
for ( i= 0; i< 250; i++)

The type qualifier unsigned char is always positive or zero and obeys the laws of

arithmetic modulo 2n where n = number of bits in the type. Here there are 8 bits. Unsigned

char variables can have values between 0 and 255. (The AD.C channels were averaged

over 250 readings).

The for statement is a loop. Within the parenthesis are the parts of the loop. The three

parts are separated by semicolons.

The first part of the loop is the initialization: _

i= 0 ;

This is done once before the loop proper is entered.
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The second part is the test controlling the loop: -

i< 250;

This condition is evaluated and if true, the body of the loop is executed. The body of the

loop lies between the parenthesis expressions { and }. The body ofthe loop commences at

{and ends at}.

This loop will read in 250 N/S channel A.D.C. values and 250 EfW channel A.D.e.

readings. These readings will be added and each result is then returned to x and y

respectively. These readings must then be divided by 250 for calculation of an average

reading. The condition is, "is i less than 250" The less than sign, < is the relational

operator.

The body of the loop is described as follows. Input and output use the read and write

system calls which are accessed from the programs through two function calls named

write XDATA and read XDATA.- -

write_XDATA (ADCO_wr,OO);
write_XDATA (ADCl_wr,OO);

These statements initialize ADCO and ADC1 channels and start the analogue-to-digital

conversion. ADCO and ADCl represent the N/S and EfW ADC channels respectively.

The first argument is the address where data is to go to, (hex 2000 for ADCO and hex

4000 for ADCl). The 2nd argument is the number of bits to be transferred. The value

00 represents a single byte which is transferred.

while (read_bit (lJ.~TO_bit) ) ;
while (read_bit (INTl_bit) ) ;
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These while statements wait for each ADC conversion by reading the interrupt bits of

each ADC. Once a full 8-bit conversion is completed, the interrupt bit is set in the

ADC.

x += (float) (offx- read_XDATA (ADCl_wr));
y+= (float) (offy- read_XDATA (ADCO_wr));

The x and y global variables were declared as float in the program code. otTx= 128 and

otTy= 128 global variables were also declared as floats.

The 8-bit values read in from the ADC channels (values between 0 and 255 depending on

the wind vector force) are subtracted from the respective otTx and otTy values (128).

Thus at zero wind vector force (128) the float variable returned to x will be zero. The + =

mathematical operator indicates that values are read in and added to x and y until 250

readings are read in. Once 250 readings are read in, the loop condition is completed and

the program exits from the body of the loop.

x/= 250.0
yl = 250.0

The resultant values in x and y are divided by 250 and the average values are then returned

to x and y as global float variables.
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5.5 The process data routine

The process_data routine consists of3 parts: -

angle = (x,y);

: - which will calculate the wind bearing/angle in degrees from the assigned x and y global

float variables and return an assigned double precision floating point number to angle.

speed = (int) get_speed (x,y);

: - which will calculate the wind velocity from the assigned x and y float variables which

are type cast as integers and return an assigned integer result to speed.

direction = get direction ( );

- which will asSIgn a pointer to direction for the text strings

"W '1 ,"SW,"S",'tSE","E", If"NE","N","N'W" and "NULL II declared as 'char' (character

strings) in the program code (Refer to Section 3).

angle = get_angle (x,y ) ;

After the capture data routine, the returned global float variables x and y are the

averaged N/S and EIW AD.C. channel values.

From these x and y global variables an angle in degrees is returned to angle as a double

precision floating point number: _

double angle;

This value is calculated from the called function named get_angle: -
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( a tan 2 ( in 2, in 1 )" 18013.141593);

return type
double
{

return
}

function name
get_angle

arguments/parameters
( double in 1, double in 2 )

This function uses the assigned x and y float variables to determine wind bearing/angle as

follows: -

The resultant return type is cast as a double precision floating point number (double). The

arguments/parameters type cast the x and y global float variables as double precision

floating points, ( double in 1, double in 2).

return ( a tan 2 ( in 2, in 1 )" 180/3.141593)

calculates a value in degrees and returns this value to angle as a double precision floating

point number as follows: -

a tan 2 (in 2, in I ) calculates a value in radians as tan-I inZ/inl in the range [-II,+II].

* is the multiplication operator. The value in radians multiplied by 180/3.141593 or 180m

will result in a wind bearing/angle in degrees. This double precision floating point number

is returned to 'angle' (see section 4 : global variables).

The routine get_speed returns an integer to speed which is the value for wind velocity.

speed = ( int ) (x,y);

The assigned global float variables x and y are type cast as integers and a resultant integer

will be returned to speed. (Refer to Section 4 : Global Variables).
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The wind velocity value is calculated from the x and y float variables which are type Cl

as double precision floating point numbers in the get_speed function. A double precisil

floating point result is returned from get_speed. This resultant double precision floati

point number is then type cast! assigned as an integer in the speed = ( int ) statement.

The resultant integer is the value for calculated wind velocity. This value is calculat

from the called function named get_speed: -

( pow ( (in 1 ;. in 1 + in 2 ;. in 2), 0.25);' calfactor)

return type

double
{

return
}

function name
get_speed

arguments! parameters
(double in 1, double in 2)

The type casting procedure of the resultant return type and of the global float variable!

and y as double precision floating point numbers is identical to the method described in t

get_angle routine.

return ( pow ( (in 1 ;. in 1 + in 2 ;. in 2), 0.25);' calfactor);

calculates a value in rn/s and returns this value to speed as a double precision floati

point number. speed ( int ), type casts this number as an integer.

The mathematical representation of this calculation is as follows: -

(in12 + in22)1I4 x 4

calfactor was declared as a float and is equal to 4. The multiplication operator is t

symbol *.
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The get_direction routine returns a pointer to direction in the statement : -

direction = ( );

This is a pointer to the declared text strings: -

"W","SW",ttS","SE","EtI,"NE","N","NW" and "NULL tt which are declared as

characters. (Refer to section 3)

return type

char
pointerl function name

" get_direction ( )
argument

The variable return type is specified as a character, char. The' de-referencing operator

when applied to a pointer accesses the object the pointer points to. get_direction has no

arguments.

The first line at the if chain checks the x and y global variables and if they are both zero, a

pointer value, (NU) is returned to direction. The ! symbol is the logical 'not equal to'

operator in the C-prograrnming language.

The statement is explained as follows: -

if not x & not y
: return pointer NU to 'direction'

If x = zero and y = zero then !x = 1 and !y = 1. Therefore Ix && !y = 1 and return a

pointer NU to 'direction'.

This condition/result will only occur when the N/S and EI\V channel analogue input

offset voltages are both less than + or - 19.53 mV( 1 least significant bit for the

A.D.e. conversion stage is equal to an analogue voltage of 19.53 mY).
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Figure B is a representation of the wind direction dividing angles for the detennination of

actual wind compass direction. The proceeding if chain from line 2 to line 9 to compare

the value in degrees in angle to detennine the pointer position for the eventual display of

character strings discussed in Section 3. The 11 is the logical 'or' operator and && is the

logical 'and' operator. This is explained as follows (Refer to Figure B) : -

if +157.50 <= 'angle' " 'angle' < -157.50
: return pointer W to 'direction'.

if -157.50 <= 'angle' && 'angle' < -112.50
: return pointer SW to'direction'.

if -112.50 <= 'angle' && 'angle' < -67.50
: return pointer S to 'direction'.

if -67.50 <= 'angle' && 'angle' < -22.50
: return pointer SE to 'direction'.

if -22.50 <= 'angle' && 'angle' < +22.50
: return pointer E to 'direction'.

if +22.50<= 'angle' && 'angle' < +67.50
: return pointer NE to 'direction'.

if +67.50 <= 'angle' && 'angle' < +112.50
: return pointer N to 'direction'.

if +112.50 <= 'angle' && 'angle' < +157.50
: return pointer NW to 'direction'.
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5.6 The display-data routine

The display_data routine is a routine that is used to display N/S and EIW AD.C. channel

offset, wind bearing in degrees, wind velocity in m1s and wind direction as a compass

direction character string.

This appears as an LTN211 liquid crystal display read-out.

The display_data routine also displays wind velocity data to the screen of an LB.M. P.C.

via the RS232 Serial Port.

Within the display-data program routine is the set_disp function which sets the LTN211

cursor and line positions for display of wind information. The LTN211 is a 16 character, 2

line L.C.D. display module.

In init_display, io_stream address was set to DATA after initialization of the display.

The display is ready to accept data. The cursor is set to the beginning of the first line of

the L.C.D. display.

print f ( )

printf writes formatted data to standard output. Returns the number of characters

transmitted or a negative value if an error was encountered. Output is performed through

library function putchar which is adapted in the Assembler language program

"PUTCHARS03" for the targeted LTN211display and mM P.e. screen display.
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A summary of the printf conversion specifiers are shown below. Each conversion

specification is introduced by the % modulus operator. Conversion specifications are

within the brackets.

% {flags} {field width} {.precision} {char}

flags: -
+ signed values will always begin with plus or minus sign.
space values will always begin with minus or space

field width: -
Number of characters printed.

.precision: -
Number of digits for floating point value conversion.

char: -
f: floating point constant
u : unsigned decimal value
s : string constant

The function printf, prints a character to the display.

function name

print f

("argument I", argument 2, argument 3) ;

( "%+3.0f %+3.0f ", x, y ) ;

This statement prints the global float variables x and y (ADCO and ADC 1 offset) to the

display.
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printf is a library function in <stdio.h> that prints output , the string of characters

between the quotes. The format for printing the parenthesised list of arguments is as

follows: -

The first, % + 3.0f indicates that argument 2, the global float, X, must be printed as a

floating point number (denoted by 0, three digits wide (denoted by 3) with no decimal

places after the decimal point (denoted by .0).

The flag + indicates that this is a signed value and will always begin with + or - sign.

Argument 3 is formatted in the same way. The formatted argument variables x and y have

values from + 128 to -127 and are the ADC N/S and E!W channel offset values.

function name

print f
("argument I", argument 2) ;
( "%3.0f", angle);

This statement prints the wind bearing/angle to the LeD display. The display cursor is

moved to LINE! + 11 on the display.

angle is printed as a value between -180 and +180.

The display cursor is advanced to the beginning ofline 2 of the LTN211 display.

function name

printf
("argument I", argument 2);

("S= %2.0u mls D= ", speed) ;

The characters S =, proceeded by the argument 2 (the value for wind velocity, an integer

variable), proceeded by a space and then by the characters rn/s is printed on line 2. The
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actual value printed between = and m/s is an unsigned decimal number, 2 digits wide with

no decimal places.

This is the wind velocity display read-out and can only be a positive number from 0 to 99.

(The hardware anemometer unit was designed to measure wind velocity in the range 0 m/s

to 45 m/s.)

A space, then the characters D = , proceeded by a space are also printed on line 2 of the

display after the string, S= ** m/so

The display cursor position is advanced to line 2 + 12.

function name

print f

The character strings,

("argument 1", argument 2) ;
("o;os", "direction);

"W", "SW", "S", "SE", "E", "NE", uN", "NW" and

"NULL" are printed to the display immediately proceeding the D = and space characters

of the printf statement discussed in the previous paragraph.

The * direction, argument 2 is a pointer to direction which in turn holds a pointer to

these character strings.
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The 8 compass direction positions are thus displayed for example as : -

D=NE

or as: -

D=NULL
(under 'no wind' conditions)

The io_stream address is then set to the RS232 Serial Port address for printing of wind

velocity information to the LB.M. P.C. screen: -

function name

print f
("argument 1", argument 2)

( "Wind Speed: %2.0u m/s \n", speed);

This prints the text,' Wind Speed: 40 m/s '(example for wind velocity value = 40) on the

LB.M. P.C. screen.

The format is the same as for the previous printf statements. \n, is the new line character,

which when printed advances the output to the left margin on the next line for reception of

the next wind velocity reading.

Wind velocity readings are instantaneously displayed and updated on the screen.

io_stream = DATA

The io_stream = DATA statement then sets the io_stream address for the acceptance of

the next data.
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APPENDIX E : VI

vi) INTEL 80C32 Port structures and initialization
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INTRODUCTION

8051, 8052 AND 80C51
HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

• The EPROM versions of the 8051AH, 8052AH and
8OC5lBH

Thi, chapter presents a comprehensive description of
L"te an-chip hardware features of the MCSll-51 micro
controllers. Included in this description are

• The port drivers and how they functiorl both as
ports and, for Ports 0 and 2, in bus operations

• The Timer/Counters

• Tne Serial Interface

• The Interrupt System

• Reset

• The Reduced Power Modes in the CHMOS devices

The devi.ces under consideration are 11sted in Table l.
As it becomes unwieldy to be constantly referring to
each of these devices, by their individual names, we will
adopt a convention of referring to them generically as
805 Is and 80515, unless a specific member of the group
is being referred to, in which case it will be specifically
named. The "805Is" include the 805lAH, 8OC5IBH,
and their ROMIess and EPROM versions. The "8052s"
are the 8052AH, 8032AH and 8752B~.

Figure 1 shows a functional block diagram of the 8051s
and 8052s.

Table 1. The MCS·51 Family 01 Mlcrocontrollers

Device ROMless EPROM ROM RAM 16-blt Ckt
Name Version Version Bytes Bytes Timers Type

8051AH 8031AH 8751H,8751BH 4K 128 2 HMOS

i
8052AH 8032AH 87528H 8K 256 3 HMOS

80C518H 80C318H 87C51 4K 128 2 CHMOS

Special Function Registers

A m.p of the on-chip memory area called SFR (Speci.1 Function Register) space is shown in Figure 2. SFRs marked
by pre:ntheses are resident in the 8052s but not in the 80515.
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Figure 1. MCS-S1 Architectural Block Diagram
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FF
F7
EF
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CF
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PO SP DPl DPH PCON
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EO
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00
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88
80
AS
AD
88

!Xl
88

so
Figure 2. SFR Map. ( .•• ) Indicates Resident [n 8052s, not In 8051s

Note that not all of the addresses aTe occupied. Unoc
Cupied addresses are not implemented on the chip.
Read accesses to these addresses will in general return
random data. and write accesses will have no effect.

User software should not write Js to these unimpJe
m<nlcd locations. since they may be used in iuture
MCS-51 products to invoke new features. In that case
the reset or inactive values of the new bits will always
be 0, and their active values will be 1".

1bc [unctions of the SFRs are outlined below.

ACCUMULATOR

ACe is the Accumulator register. The mnemonics for
Accumulator-Specific instructions. however, refer to
the Accumulator simply as A.

to hold a 16-bit address. It may be manipulated as ;-.
16-bit register or as two independent 8-bit registers.

PORTS 0 TO 3

PO, PI, PI and P3 are the SFR lalohes of Ports 0, I. :
and 3. respectively_

SERIAL DATA BUFFER

The Serial Data Buffer is actually two separate regis
lers. a transmit buffer and a receive butTer register
When data is moved to SBUF. it goes to the transmi·
buffer where it is held for serial Iransmission. (Movinr
a byte to SBUF is what initiates the transmission.
Wh~n data is moved from SBUF.. it comes from th·
receive buffer.

B REGISTER

The B regisrer is used during multiply and di\'id~ oper
ation$. For other instructions it can be treated as .moth
er $eralch pad register,

TIMER REGISTERS

Regis'er pairs (THO, TLO), (THI, TU), and (THI
TL2) are. the i6-bil Counting registers for Timer/Coun
ten O. 1, .lnd 2. respectj\·e!y.

PllOGRAM STATUS WORD

.Tht rSW r~gister contains program stalU$ information
t:i delailed in Figure 3.

STACK POINTER

.The Stack Pointer Regisler is 8 bits wide. It L.. incre
lllC",ed before data is stored during PUSH and CALL
"p.c:cutions. While the stack may resIde anywhere in on~

t;hip RAM, the Stack Pointer is init~1iZed 10 07H after
.. reset This causes the stack to begm at location aSH.

.oATA POINTER

oj;,. D_'> Pointer (DPTR) cons~ls of a high byte
{DplJJ _nd > low byte (DPL). lIS Intended funotion is

CAPTURE REGISTERS

The regisrer pair (RCAP2H, RCAPIL) are lhe Car
tore registers for the: Timer 2 "Capture Mode." In. chi'
mode. in response to Ll transirion at the 8052"s TIE::"
pin, TH2 and TL2 are copied into RCAP2H anl
RCAP2L Timer 2 also has a l6-bit lluto-reload mOOt'
and RCAP2H and RCAPIL hold the reload value fo
this mode. More about Tim~I'" 2'5 re:nures in a 1::1tt:
section..

CONTROL REGISTERS

Special Funotion R.gisters lP, lE. TMOD, TeON
nCON. SCON, and peON contain control and statu
bits for the: inrerrupt system. the Timer/Counters. a.nt
lhe ser1;ll port. They are described in later sections.

7-5
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(MSal

Cy~ ASl

(lSal

RSO~ p

NOTE:
The conlents of (ASt. RSO) enable the working register bank' as
follows:

Sym"'" PoalUon

cv PSW.7
AC PSW.6

FO PSW.5

AS' PSW."
ASO PSW.3

Canyflag.
AuxiliarY Carry nag.
(FOl" SCD operalions.'
FtagO
(Available 10 the user for genersl
purpose,.)
Register bank solee! control bits 1 &.
O. Set/cleared by software to
determine working regislsr bank (see

Note).

Symbol

ov

p

Po~tlon

PSW.2
PSW.l
PSW.O

(O.O}-8ank 0
(O.l}-Bank 1
(1.0}-8anJo:: 2
(U}--6ank 3

Name and Significance

Ovenlow flag.
User definable nag.
Parity nag.

SeVcleared by hardware each
instruction cycle 10 indicate an oddI

even number of "one" bits in the
Accumulator, i.e., ENen parity.

(OOH-07K)
(08H-OFH)
(lOH-17H)
(18H-1FH)

Figure 3. PSW: Program Status Word Register
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INTERNAL
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~EAO

LATCH

INT BUS

"DOA/O....TA
"cc

READ CONTROL
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A. Port 0 Bit

AOOR
'cc

PoE"'o CONTROL

LATCH

INT, BUS

WAITE
'0
LATCH

READ
p,"
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C. Port 2 81t

Figure 4. 8051 Port Bit Latches and 110 Buffers
·See Figure 5 for deta.ils of the internal puBup_

PORT STRUCTURES AND
OPERATION
All four ports in the 8051 are bidirectionaL Each.con
sists of a latch (Special Function Registers PO through
P3). an output driver. and an input buffer.

The output drivers of Ports 0 and 2. and the input buff·
ers of Port O. are used in accesSes to external memory.
In this application, Pon 0 outputs the low byte of the

external memory address. time·multiplexed with the
byte being written or read. Port 2 outputs the high b)'le
of the external memory address when the address is 16
bits wid~ Othen\o'ise the Port 2 pins continue to ~I
the P2 SFR content.

All the Port 3 pins. ane (in the 8052) two Port I pin.
are multifunctional. They are not only port pins., but
also serve the functions of various special features u
listed on the following page.

7·6
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·Pl.O and Pl.l serve these alternate functions only on
th, 8052.

Port Pin
·P1.0

'p 1.1

P3.0
P3.1
P3.2
P3.3
P3.4

P3.5

P3.6

P3.7

Alternate FunctIon
T2 (TImer/Counter 2
external input)
T2EX (TImer/Counter 2
Capture/Reload trigger)
RXD (serial input port)
TXD (serial output port)
INTO (~xternal interrupt)
INTl (external intenupt)
TO (Timer/Counter 0 external
input)
Tl (Timer/Counter 1 external
input)
WR (external Data Memory
write strobe)
RD (external Data Memory
read strobe)

ADDRlDATA BUS). To be I15Cd as an input. the port
bit latch. must contain a t. which turns otT the output
driver FEr. Then, for Ports J, 2. and 3. the pin is
pulled high by the internal pullup, but can be pulled
low by an external source.

Port 0 differs in not having internal puUups. The puBup
FET in the PO output driver (see Figure 4) is used only
when the Port is emitting Is during external memory
accesses. Otherwise the pulIup FET is off. Consequent
ly PO lines that are being used as output port lines are
open drain. Writing a I to the bit latch leaves both
output FETs olT. so the pin floats. In that condition it
can be used a high-impedance input.

Because Ports 1, 2. and 3 have fixed internal putlups
they are sometimes caJled "quasi~bidirectional" pons,
When configured as inputs they pull high and wiil
source current (IlL. in the data sheets) when externally
pulled low. Port 0, on the other hand, is considererl
"true" bidirectional, because when configured as an in
put it floats.

TrIe alternate functions can only be activated jf the cor
responding bit latch in the port SFR contains a 1. Oth
er.. ise the port pin is stuck at O.

I/O ConfiguratIons

figure 4 shows a functional di.agram of a typical bit
latch and 110 buffer in each of the four ports. The bit
!.atch (one bit in the port's SFR) is represented as a
Type D flip-flop, which will clock in a value from the
internal bus in response to a "write to btch" signal
(rom the CPU. The Q output of the flip-l1op is placed
C!1 the internal bus in response to a "read latch" signal
from the CPU. The level of the port pin itself is placed
an the intnnal bus in response to a "read pin" signal
from the CPU. Some instructions that read a port acti
yale the "read latch" signal, and others activate the
"read pin" signal. More about that later.

A! shown in Figure 4, the output drivet"S of Ports 0 and
2 are switchabk to an internal ADDR and ADDRI
DATA bus by an internal CONTROL signal for use in
t:tlernal memory aCcesses, During e;r.;ternal memory ac·
c.::s.ses., the P2 SFR remains unchanged, but the PO SFR
!ets Is wrirten to it.

Also sho~n in Figure 4, is that if a P3 bit latch contains
1 I, then the output level is controlled by the signal
bbele:d "alternate output function:' The actual P3.X
pin level is always <lvailable to the pin's alternate input
j~nction, if any,

Perts 1, I, and 3 ha·.e internal pullups. Port 0 has open
dnin outputs. Blch I/O line can be independently used
~ an inpuE or an output. (Ports 0 and 2 may not be
llSed :l.S general purpose 1/0 when being used as the

7·7

All the port latches in the S051 have Is written to them
by the reset function. If a 0 is subsequently written to a
port latch, it can be reconfigured as an input by writing
altoit.

Writing to a Port

In the execution of an instruction that changes the val·
ue in a port latch, the new value arrives at the latch
during S6P2 of the final cycle of the instrucrion, How
ever, port latches are in fact sampled by their output
buffers only during Phase 1 of any clock period, (Dur
ing Phase 2 the output buffer holds the value it saw
during the previous Phase 1). Consequently, the new
value in the p<Jrt latch won't actually appear at the
output pln until the neht Phase I, which will be at SIP 1
of the next machine q-de.. See figure 39 in the: Internal
Timing section.

If the change requires a 0·to-1 tr:lOsirion in Port I. 2, or
3, an additional puHup is turned on during SiPI and
SI P2 of the cycle in which the transition occurs. This is
done to increase the transition speed. The extra pullup
can source about 100 times the current that the nannal
pullup can. It should be: noted that the internal puUUp'5
~re field~ffect transistors. not linear resistors. The pull
up arrangements are shown in Figure 5.

In HMOS versions of the $051, the fixed part of the
puUup is a depletion-mode. transistor <;Io'ith the gate
wired to the source. This transistor will allow the pin to
source about 0.25 mA when shorted to ground. In
panlle1 with the fixed pl111up is an enhancement-mode
transistor, which is activated during 51 whenever the
port bit does a Q..lo-I tr:ansition. During this interval. if
the port pin is shon.:d to ground. this extra transistor
will allow the pin to source an additional 30 mA.
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Vcc

2 DSC. PEFlIQOS

,J~~
ENHANCEMENT MODE FET

270252-6

A. HMOS Configuration. The enhancement mode transistor
Is turned on for 2 asc. periods after Q makes a 0-to-1 transition.

'cc

( 2 csc, PEAIODS

6
FAOM PORT

LATCH

IN;:'!) T <>--~C 1-------<:
DATA

RE.o,O
PORT PIN

B. CHMOS Configuration. pFET 1 Is turned on for 2 osc. periods after Cl
makes a 0-to·1 transition. Durlng this time, pFET 1 also turns on pFET 3
through the Inverter to form a latch which holds the 1. pFET 215 also on.

Figure 5. Ports 1 And 3 HMOS And CHMOS Internal PUllup Configurations.
Port 2 Is Similar Except That It Holds The Strong Pullup On While Emitting

1s That Are Address Bits. (See Text, "Accessing External Memory".)

270252_7

In the CHMOS version.<i. the pullup consists of three
pFETs. It should be noted that an n-channel FET
(nFEn is turned on when a logical 1 is applied to its
gate. and is turned ofT when a logic31 0 is applied (0 its
gate. A p-channel FET {pFED is the opposite: it is on
when its gale sees a O. and otT when its gate sees a 1.

pFETI in Figure 5 is the transistor that is turned on for
2 oscillator periods after a o-to-1 transition in the port
latch. While it's on, it turns on pFET3 (a weak pull.
up), through the inverter. This inverter and pFET form
a latch which hold the 1.

Note that if the pin is emitting a 1. a negative glitch cn
the pin from some external source can turn off pFET3,
causing the pin to go into a l1eat state. pFETI is a very
weak pullup whkh is on whenever the nFET is afT, in
traditional CMOS style. It',_only about I/Il' the strength
or pFET3. Its function is to restore a 1 to the pin in the
event the pin had a 1 and lost it to a glitch.

7·8

Port Loading and Interfacing
The output buffers of Ports 1,2. and 3- can each dri\
LS TIL inputs. These ports on HMOS versions can
dnyen ir: a normal manner by any TTL er NMOS
cuit. Both HMOS and CHMOS pins can be driven
open-collector and open-drain outputs, but note thal
to-I transitions will not be fast. In the HMOS devic~

the pin is dri .... en by an open-eollector output, a 0-1,
transition will have lo be driven by the relativel)· w(

depletion mode FIT in Figure 5{A). In the CHM
device. an input 0 turns off pullup pFET3. leaving 01

the very weak pullup pFETI to drive the transition.

In e:~ternal bus mode, Port 0 output butTers. can ~
drive 8 1.5 ITL inputs. As port pins, they require ext
nal pullups to dri .... e any inputs.
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CPL

INe

DEC

DJNZ

Read-Modify-Write Feature

Some instructions that read a port read the latch and
othen read the pin. Which ond do which? The instruc
tions that read the latch rather than the pin are the ones
Ihat read a value. possibly change it. and then rewrite it
to the larch. These are called "read-modify~write'~ in
!tructions. The instructions listed below are read-mod
iry-write instructions. When the destination operand is
.. port, or a pon bit; these instructions read the I:ltch
ralher than the pin:

ANL (logic,l AND. e.g.• ANL PI, A)

ORL (logical OR, e.g., ORL P2, A)

XRL (logical EX-OR, e.g., XRL P3, A)

]BC (jump if bit = 1 and clear bit, e.g.,
lBC PLl, LABEL)

(complement bit, e.g., CPL P3.0)

(increment, e.g.• INC P2)

(decrement. e.g., DEe P2)

(decrement and jump if not zero, e.g.,
DJNZ PJ, LABEL)

;lOY, PX.Y, C (move carry bit to bit Y of Port X)

CLR PXY (clear bit Y of Port X)

sHB PX.Y (set bit Y of Port X)

It is not obvious that the last three instructions in this
list are rezld*modify~write instructions. but they are.
They read the port byte, aB 8 bits, modify the addressed
bit, then write the neW byte back to the latch,

The reason that read-modify-write instructions are di
r~ted to the latch rather than the pin is to avoid a
~sible misinrerpretation of the voltage levet at the
pin. For example. a port bit might be used to drive the
base of a transistor. When a I is written to the bit, the
lran51stor is turned on. If the CPU then reads the same
pert bit at the pin rather than the latch, it will read the
base voltage of the transistor and interpret it as a o.
Reading the latch rather than the pin will return the
correct value of 1.

ACCESSING EXTERNAL MEMORY

Acc~es to external memory are of two typtS: acc~es
to eJlemaI Program Memory and accesses to external
Data Memorv. Accesses to external Pragrant Memory. ~
use sIgnal PSEN (program store enable) as th!....£.e3d
!tfcbc. Aceoses to external Data Memory use RD or
WR (alternate functions ofP3.? and P3.6) to stmb<: the
memory. Refer to Figures 36 through 38 in the Internal
tming section.

F~ches. rram extemal Program Memory always use a
l6-bit address. Acces.ses to external Data Memory can
"" either a 16-bit address (MOYX @DPTR) or an
!-bit address (MOVX @Ri).

7-9

Whenever a 16-bit address iJ UJed. the high byte of the
address com~ out on Port 2. where it is held for the
duration of the read or write cycle_ Note that the Port 2
drivers use the '!olrong puHup3 during the entire time
that they are emitting address bits that are Is. This i!'

.during the execution of a MOYX @DPTR instruction.
. During this time the Port 2 latch (the Special Function
Register) does not have to contain ls, and the contents
of the Port 2 SFR are not modified. If the ~temal

memory cycle is not immediately followed by another
e.ttemal memory cycle. the undisturbed contents of the
Port 2 SFR will reappear in the neAt cycle.

If an S-bit address is being used (MOYX @Ri). the
contents of the Port 2 SFR remain at the Port 2 pins
throughout the external memory cycle.. This.will faciE
tate paging.

In any cas~. the low byte of the address is tim~-mu!ti~

ple.led with the dJ-ca byte on Port o. The ADDR/
DATA signal drives both FETs in the Port 0 output
buffers_ Thus, in this application the Port 0 pins are not
open-drain outputs, and 00 not require external pull
ups. Signal ALE (Address Latch Enable) should be
used to capture the address byte inro an external latch.
The address byre is valid at the negative transition of
ALE. Then, in a write cycle, the data by[e to be written
appears on Port 0 just before WR is activated, and re
mains there until after WR is deactivated. In a re;1(j
cycle, the incoming byte is accepted at Port 0 just be
fore the read strobe is deactivared.

During an)" acc~s to external memory, the CPU writes
OFFH to the Port 0 latch (the Special Function Regis
ter), thus obliterating whate:'{er information the: Port Q

SFR may have been holding. If the user writes la Port 0
during an extemal memory fetch, the incoming code
byte is corrupted. Therefore, do not write to Pan: C jf
t::1.ternal program memorj is used.

E.ltemal Program Memory is accessed under two con
ditkms:

1) Whenever signal EA is acti·/e; or

2) Wheneter the program counter (PC) contains a
numlxr that is larger than OFFFH (lFFfH for the
8052).

This requires that the ROMless versions have EA wired
Iow to enable the lower 4K (8K for the 3032) program
bytes to b<:: fetched from extemal memory.

When Ihe CPU is executing out of external Progra.m
Memory, all 8 bits of Port 2 are dedicated to an output
function and may not be used for general purpose I/D.
During external program fctch~ they OUlput the high
byte of the Pc. During Ihi! time the Port 2 dri'le" use
the strong pullups to emit PC bits that are 15,

TIMER/COUNTERS
The 8051 has two 16-bit Timer/Counter registers: Tim
er 0 and Timer 1. The 8052 has these two plus one
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morc: Timer 2. An three can be configured to operate
eithl:T as timers or event counters.

In the "Timer" function. the register i~ incremented
every machine cycle. Thus, one can think of it as count
ing machine cycle!. Since a .machine cycle consists of 12
osciHator ~riods. the coum rate is Vu of the oscillator
frequency.

In the "Counter" function. the register is incremented
in response re a I-to-O transition at its corresponding
external input pin, TO, TI or (in the 8052) D. In this
function, the external input is sampled during S5P2 of
every machine cycle. When the S3mples show a high in
one cycle and a low in the ne,.;t crcle. the count is iocrc
mented. The new count value appears in the register
during S3P 1 of the cycle following rhe one in which the
transition was detected. Since it takes 2 machine cycles
(24 oscillator periods) to recogniz.e a l·to-O transition.
the ma..~imum count rate is IfH of the oscillator fre
quency. There are no restrictions on the duty cycle of
the external input signa!, but to ensure that a given
level is sampled at least once before it changes. it
should be held for at least one full machine cycle.

In addition to the "Timer" or "Counter" selection.
Timer 0 and Timer I haye four operating modes from
which to select. Timer 2, in the 8052. has three modes
of operation: "Capture," "Auto~Rdoad" and "baud
rate g~nerJ.tor."

Timer 0 and Timer 1

These Timer/Counters are present in both the 8051 and
the 3052. The "Timer" or "Counter" function is select·
ed by control bits cif in the Special Function Register
TMOD (Figure 6). These two Timer/Counters have

four operating modes. which are selected by bit-J
(Mt. MO) in TMOD. Modes O. 1. and 2 are the s
for both Timer/Counters. Mode 3 is different. The
operating modes are described in the following tex

MOOEo

Either TImer in Mode 0 is an 8-bit Counter wit
divide·by-32 prescaler. This I3-bit timer is MC
compatible. Figufe 7 shows the Mode 0 operation 2

applies to Timer 1.

In this mode. the Timer register is conCigured a
\3-Bit register. As the count rolls over from all Is to
Os. it sets the Timer interrupt nag TFl. The cauo
input is enabled to the Timer when TR I = J ::md ~j!

GATE ~ 0 or INTI ~ 1. (Setting GATE = I alle
the Timer to be controlled by extemal input INT1,
facilitate pulse width measurements.) TRI is a con!
bit in the Special Function Register TCON (fjgure
GATE is in TMOD.

The l3·Bit register consists ofaH 8 bits ofTHl and t

lower 5 bits ofTLl. The upper 3 bits ofTLl are lnc
terminate and should be ignored. Setting the run n
(TR I) do~ not clear the registers.

Mode 0 operation is the same for Timer 0 as for Tim
I. Substitute. TRO, TfO and INTO for the corr~pon

ing Timer I signals in Figure 1. There are two dilTcre
GATE bits, one for Timer 1 (TMOD.7) and one fl
Timer 0 (TMOD.3).

MODE 1

?\iode 1 is the same as Mode O. ex:cert that the Tlm{
register is being run with all 16 bits.

(MS81 (LS8j

I GATE" c/T' M1 MO GATE Cl':' M1 .·~O J\ I\,

Timer 1 Timer 0

GATE

CIT

Galing control wherl set. nm~/Counlef"x" i~ enable-d
only while "Itn x pm;5 Mi<;h and ··TRx" centrol pIn IS

set. 'Ilhen cleared nm~ "J." i~ enac{e<j "..h9l'\e'#el'

"TAx" conlfol bit j~ sal \

Ttmer er Counter Selector cleared 101 T.mer operaoon

{inpvllrom infernal ~lem c!odcl. 56t fO( Counter
operation (input from <orx;" input ptn).

."
o

o

,"0

o

o

Operating Moc!~

B.ttl Timer/Counler 'iHx" """In "Tu·' as :·t;!

presca\er.

1B-b'! Timer/Counter "THx" and ''Tu'' are

caSC2de{i; t."Iere ~ no presca!er.

a.bil aulo-re!oad T:mer/Counler "iHl(" held! I
value wr.id'l i, to be retcaded Into ',Lx" ead'l

time it OVerf:OW5.

{Timer Ol TLO is om 6-bit Tuner/Counlef
COf\troHed by the "Standard T:mer 0 control bots..

THO ~ 8:"1 a-bit tL.'TI6! OI1iy controlled t:y Timet 1

CO(ltroll)o15_

(rl!Tler 1) Timer/Counter 1 Slopped.

Figure 6. moo: Timer/Counter Mode Control RegIster
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C/T ~ 0

_____1CIf. 1
T1 P1N_ -

TR1------1

GATE

INTERRUPT
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Figure 7. Timer/Counter 1 Mode 0: 13·81t Counter

(MS81

TF1 TR1 TFO TRO IEI IT1 lED

(LSB)

ITO

Symbol

TF1

TRI

TFO

TFlO

Posltlon

TCON.7

TCON.6

TCON,.:!

Name !Ind SIgnIfIcance

Timer 1 .overtlow Flag, Se! by
hardware on Timer/Gcunler o....erflow.
Cleared by h<!rdware when processor
vectorS 10 interrupt routine.

Timer 1 Run control bit SetJdeared
by softWare to tum Timer/Counter 0(11

,".
Timer 0 Qverllow Flag. Set by
harCw'are on Timer/Counter overflew

Cleared b)' l"~dware .".\"'.el"\ pra<;eSSCf
\lectors to interrupt roubrls.

Timer 0 Run control bit. Sal/cleared
by software la turn Timer/Coonler anI

otf.

Symbot

IEl

ITI

:Ea

ITO

Poslt!ort

TCCN.3

TCCtU

TCON.1

TCCN.O

Interrup! 1 Edg~ flag. Sel ~y hard".... ar'.!
""nen e~lernal inlerr';PI eo<;€I
deJected. C:eared ·...nen interrupt
processoo.

lnlarrupl1 Type control bit Se~J

c~earoo by svftwarEll0 specify ~alling

edge/Iow level tr.~gered Eix1ernal
intern.Jpls

Inlern.Jpt 0 Ecg", flag. Set by rarCWBrq

... r,en external in\el1'\.'Pl edge
detec!eO_ C:eared when intsrT'.rpt

processed_

Inlel'1'Upt 0 TyPe contrel bit Sel!
cleared by sot:-...are la sPEl'diy falling

oogeJIO'H \e-~<J\ ttiggsled e~emal

interrupts.

FIgure a.TeON: TImer/Counter Control Register

MODE 2

Mode 2 configures the Timer register as an g·bit Coun
ter (TLI) with automatic reload. as shown in Figure 9.
Overtlow from TLl not only sets TF1. but also reloads
TU with the contents ofTHI. which is preset by soft
.·are. The reload leaves TH I unchanged.

Mode 2 operation is the same for Timer/Caun!er 0.

1I0DE 3

Timer 1 i:t Mode 3 simply holds its count. The effect is
the szme as setting TRl = O.

7·11

Timer 0 in Mode 3 establishes TLO and THO as tw

separate counters. The logic for Mode 3 on Timer 0 i
shown in Figure lOo TLO uses the Timet" 0 control bil'-'
cif. GATE. TRO. INTO. and TFO. THO is locked inl·
a timer function (counting machine cycJe!) and take
over the use afTRl and TFJ from Timer 1. Thus, TH(
now controls the "Timer , .. interrupL

Mode 3 is provided for applic3{ions requiring an extr:
8·bit timer or counter. With Timer 0 in Mode 3. :ll

8051 can look lik~ it has three Timer/Counters, and :11

8052. like it has four. When Timer 0 is in Mode -:
Time!' 1 can be turned on and ofT by switching it out (l

and into its own Mode 3. or can still be used by lh
serial port as a baud rate generator, or in fact. in an·
application not requiring an interrupt.
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Tl"'fof --l1OT~l

'" ------i"

171 ''''fEFUlUPT
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Figure 9. Timer/Counter 1 Mode 2: 8·Blt Auto-Reload

I -TO PIN ..J1 CIT • t

TRO ---~--1

GATE

CONTROL

TLO
(l!Ihlh}

r-----__ lNTERRU?T

1/12 fose------------R+-1...._\_;_~_~_)..J~_1L_TF_t_~ ""ERPURT

J CONTRe:...
TR' ~

2.70252-1 !

Figure 10. TImer/Counter 0 Mode 3: Two a·Bit Counters

Timer 2

Timer 2 is a J6-bit Timer/Counter which is prese:lt
only in the 8052. Like Timers Q and L it can ope;~te

either 25 a timeT or as an event counter. This is selected
by bit eIT2 in the Special Function Register T:CON
(Figure 11). It has three o~rating mod~: "capture,"
"auto-toad" and "baud rate generator," which are se·
Jeered by bits in T2CON as shown in Tabte 2.

Table 2. Timer 2 Operating Mode.

o I 0 I' 16-bit Auto-Feloaa
o 1 1 16-bit Capture

1 I X 1 Baud Rate Genera:o
X X I 0 (off)

7-12
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Tamer 2 overflow flag $St by a Tlfller 2 overflow and must be cleated by software.
TF2wii1 not be set ""hen eether RClK .. 1 Of TClK -- 1.

Timer 2 external flag set when either 8 capture Of roloed Is caused by a n09ative
transition on T2EX and EXEN2 - 1. When Timer 2 interrupt I, eheblod. EXF2 ='

wilt cause the CPU 10 ...actor 10 the "Timer2lnlemJpt foutine. EXt=2 must be
cleared by software.

Receive dock flag. When set, causes the serial port 10 usa Timer 2 overllow
pulses 'or its receive dock in Modes 1 and 3. AClK "" 0 causes Timer 1 overllow
10 be used ror the receive clock.

Transmit dock flag. When saL causes the !9rie! port 10 use Timer 2 overflow
pulses for its transmit dock in modes 1 and 3. TCLK = 0 causes Timer 1
overflows to be used ror the transmit dock.

Timer 2 external enable flag. When sef, allowj; a capture or reload 10 occur as a
result 0' a negative lransition on T2EX it Timer 2 ij; not being Uj;ed 10 clock Ine
~ariai pert. EX'EN2 = 0 cause'! Timet" 2 \0 Ignore evanl~ a1 T2'EX.

Startlstoo control for Timer 2. A logic 1 starts the timer.

Timer or counter select. (Timer 2)

·0 = Internal timer (OSC/12)

1 = External event counter (Ialling edge triggered).

Capture/Aeload nag. When set, captures will occur on negalive tranSItions at
T2EX ir EXEN2 = 1. When cleared, auto·reloads will occur either "t'Vith Timer 2
OV1;ir1JO~ Of" negative lransitions at T2EX when EXEN2 = L When either ACLK
= 1 Of" TClK = 1. this bit is ignored artd the limer is forced to auto-reload on
Timer 2 overllow.

,,,S8l
TF2 EXF2

Symbol Posl'l1on

TF2 T2CON.7

EXF2 T2CON.6

ACLK T2CON.5

TClK T2CON.4

EXEN2 T2CON_3

TA2 T2CON.2

C/f2" T2CON.1

GP/~ T2CON.O

"eLK TCLK EXEN2 TA2 c/T2
(Lse)

CP/I'tC2

figure 11. nCON: Timer/Counter 2 Control Register

In the Capture Mode there are two options which are
s<lected by bit EXEN2 in nCON. If EXEN2 ~ O.
then Timer 2 is a 16-bit timer or counter which upon
Q\'erflowing sets bit TF2, the Timer 2 overflow bit,
which can be used to generate an interrupt. If EXEN2
= 1. then Timer 2 still does the above~ but with the
~dded feature that a I·to-O transition at external input
nEX causes the current value in the Timer 2 registers.
TL2 and TH2, to ~ captured into registers RCAP2L
.nd RCAP2H. respectively. (RCAP2L and RCAP2H
are new Special Function Registers in the 3052.) In
addition, the transition at TIEX causes bit EXF2 in
T2CON to be set. and EXFl, like TF2. can generate an
interrupt.

The Capture Mode is illustrated in Figure 12.

In the auto-reload mode there are :::!.g:J.in two option5.
1thich are selected by bit EXEN2 in T2CON. If
E.XEN2 = 0, then when Timer 2 roUs over it not only
Sd.! TF1 but also causes the 1imer 2 registers to be
reloaded with the 16-bit value in registers RCAP2L
and RCAP2H. which are prese' by sof'ware. If EXEN2
• I, then 1imer 2 still does the above. but with the
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added feature that a I-to-O transition at e:t:ternal input
T2EX will also trigger the 16-bit reload and set EXF2.

The auto-reload mode is illustrated in F:gl.1re J 3.

The baud rate generator mode is selected by RCLK
I and/or TCLK = 1. It will be describe:d in conjunc.
tion with the serial port.

SERIAL INTERFACE

The serial port is full duple", meaning it can transmit
and receive simultaneously. It is also receive:.buITered,
meaning it can commence reception of a second byte
before a previously received byte has b«n read from
the receive register. (However. if the !irst byte: still
hasn't been re:Jd by the time reception of the second
byte is complete, one of the bytes will be lost). The
serial port receive and transmit registers are b<lth ac.~

ces.sed at Special Function Register SBUF. Writing to
SBUF loads the transmit register, and rading SBUF
accesses i1 physically separate receive register.
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f--!-O'1o-+--~-------------J Em

Figure 12. Timer 2 In Capture Mode

'T1"ER 2
INTERRUPT \

270252-12

The serial port can operate in 4 modes:

I\1ode 0: Serial data enters and e"its through RXD.
TXD outputs the shift clock. 8 bits are transmitted/re~

ceived: 8 data bits (LSE first). The baud rate is fixed at
1/11 the oscillator frequency.

'Mode 1: 10 bits are transmitted (through TXD) or re
ceived (through RXD): a start bit (0). g data bits (LSB
first), and a stop bit (1). On receive, the stop bit goes
into RBS in Special Function Register SCON. The
baud rate is '1ariabl~_

Mode 2: t 1 bits are transmitted (through TXD) or re
ceived (through RXD): a start bit (a), 8 data. bits (LSB
first), a programmable 9th data bit. and a stop bit (1).
On Transmit. the 9th data bit (rBB in SCON) can be
assigned the value of 0 or L Or. for e1;ample, the parity
bit (P, in the PSW) could tit: moved into TB8. On re
ceive. the 9th data bit goes into RB8 in Speciai Functon
Register SCON, while thestop bit is ignored.. The baud
rate is programmable to either V:u or !j,<t the oscillator
frequency.

l\.fode 3: t I bits are transmitted (through TXD) or re·
ceived (thrctlgh RXD): a start bit (0), 8 data bits {LSB
first},.e. programmable 9th data bit and a stop bit (1). In
fact, Mode 3 is the same as Mode 2 in all respects
except the baud rate. The baud rate in Mode 3 is vari
able.

In all four modes, transmission is initiated by any in
struction that uses SDUF as a destination register. Re
ception is initiated in Mode 0 bv the condition RI = 0
and REN == 1. Reception is' initiated in the other
modes by the incoming start bit if REN = J.
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MUltiprocessor Communications

MQd~ 2 and 3 have a special provision for multipro
cessor communications. In these modes, 9 data bits are
received. The 9th one goes into RE8. Then comes a
stop bit. The pclrt can be programmed such that when
the stop bit is received, the serial port interrupt will 1Y.
activated only ir RB8 = 1. This feature is enabled by
setting bit 5M2 in. SCON. A way to use this feature ir.
multiprocessor systems is as foliows.

When the master processor wants to transmit a block or
data to one of several slaves, it first sends out an ad·
dress byte which identifies the target slave. An eddrtsS
byte differs from a data byte in that the 9th bit is 1 in an
address byte and 0 in a data byte. With 5M2 = I, no
slay/: will ~ interrupted by a data byte. An addre::<.s
byte, however, will interrupt all slaves, so that e.:lcn
slave carl. examine the received byle and see if it is lxing
addressed. The addressed slave will clear its 5M2 bit
and prepare 10 receive lhe data bytes that will be com·
ing. The slaves that weren't ~ing addressed leave their
SM2s set and go on about their business, ignoring the
coming data bytes.

5M2 has no eiTeet in Mode 0, a.nd in I\fode 1 c:!n c.e
used to check the validity of the step bit. In a Mod: !
reception. if 5M2 = 1, the receive interrupt will not be
3.ctivated unless a valid stop bit is received.

Serial Port Control Register

The serial port control and status register is the Special
function Register SCON, shown in Figure 14. Th;!
register contains not only the mode selection bits, but
a.lso (he 9th data bit for transmit and receive cras and
RS8), a.nd the serial port interrupt bits (TI and RI).
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UEN2

Figure 13. Timer 21n Auto-Reload Mode

\MS8j (LSB)

L-~s~M~o'--L~s~M~,,-"-,s~"~2=--.L_P~E_N~I--,A~8~a'-LT~I'--.l_~R~IL~

n"fR 2
JItfTE RRUPT
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l'l!:ere SMO. SM1 specify the serial pert mode. as !al!ews:

Sl,lO 5"" Mode ~scrlptlon Baud Rate

0 0 0 shift register ~~~/12

0 1 1 8-M UART variable

1 0 2 9-bit UART fo,c. /54

'"
'~~J32

3 9-bil UART ...anable

, SM2

, REN

enables the mul!iprocesSOf'
commumcatlOn feature'n MOdes 2
and 3. In Mode 2 Of 3. if 5M2 's set to
1 lhen RI wiil net be ac~rvaioo if tll"
19ceived 9trl data tit (;::''58) i, O. In
Mode 1. ij SM2 = 1 tt'"en RI W1il nct
be ae:.....aied if El valid step tIt was ~ot

received. In Mode 0, 5M2 should be
o.
enables serial receplicn. Sel by
Sonware 10 enaCle receptiOn. C:ear
by 'c'~are to disable res.::epC:cn.

• Tea

• REa

• TI

• RI

is the 9th data bit that will be

transmitted in Modes 2 and 3. Sel or
c!e1!lr tJy scM'ware ss desired.

in Mode9 2 and 3, is the 9:h data tit

lnat was received. In Mode 1. if 5M2

= O. RSa ~ '.1"1e step bit \hat was
received. In Moce 0, Rea is not u~.

is lran,mll int8rn.Jpt flag. Set tly

harC'wsre at tha end ot the 8t.h bit !.Irr.e

'In Mode O. er et l1'1e b6ginning or fhe

':09 tit in the cll"let' mcce'3. \1"1 aM"!

sena! trensm,ssiofl. Mus! be c:leared

by 9ol1'Nare

Is rs-:-eiva interrupt flag. Set by

r.areware at the end 0' the 61/'1 011 t:me

in Mode Q. or halfway \rrOlJ9h the slep

cif time in the oU'er modes. in any
serial receptlon {except see 5M2}.

Must be c!e8red by soh"...<!re.

FIgure 14. SCON: Serial Port Control Register

Baud Rates

The bJud rate in Mode 0 is fixed:

OsciI1a.tor Freeuency
Mode 0 Baud Rate = 12 .

The bJud roue in Mode 2 d~nd~ on the value of bit
SMOD in Sp<ci.1 FuneliQn Register PCON. If SMOD
-= 0 (which is the value on resee), the baud fate Vu the
oscillator frequency. If SMOD = 1. the baud rate is
Vu tht oscillator frequency.
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, 2s!'.tOD
~!ode 2 Baud Rate = ---x (Oscillator Frequency)

64

In the 8051. the baud nHes in Modes 1 and 3 are deter
mined by the Timer I overflow rate. In the 8052, these
baud rates CJn be determined by Timer t. or by Timer
2, or by ooth (one for transmit and the other for re
ceive).
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Using TImer 1 to Generate Baud Rates

When Timer I is used as the baud I11te generator, the
baud rates in Modes I and 3 Jlre d«:rennined by the
Timer J overflow rate and the value of SMOD as fol
lows:

Modes 1. 3 2SMOD
Baud Rate = --- X (Timer 1 Overflow Rate)

32

The Timer 1 interrupt should be disabled in this appli
cation. The Timer itself can be configured for either
"timer" or "counter" operation, and in any of its 3
running modes. In the most typical applications, it is
configured for "timer" operation, in the auto-reload

mode (high nibble of TMOD = OOIOB). In that ca!

the baud rate is given by the formula

Mod.. I. 3 2SMOD Oscillator Frequency
Baud Rate = --- X ===::..:.=.::>.:.=:e.

32 12< (256 - (TBI)]

One can achieve very low baud rates with Timer I b
leaving the Timer 1 interrupt rnabled. and configurin
the Timer to run as a 16-bit timer (high nibble (
TMOD = c()()lB), and using the Timer 1 interrupt t

do a 16-bit software rdoad.

Figure 15 lists ....arious commonly used baud rates ane
how they can be obtained from Timer 1.

Timer 1
Baud Rate lose SMOD Reload

C/T Mode
Value

Mode 0 Max: 1 MHZ 12 MHZ X X X X
Mode 2 Max: 375K 12 MHZ 1 X X X
Modes 1,3: 62.5K 12 MHZ 1 0 2 FFH

19.2K 11.059 MHZ 1 0 2 FDH
9.6K 11.059 MHZ 0 0 2 FDH
4.8K 11.059 MHZ 0 0 2 FAH
2.4K 11.059 MHZ 0 0 2 F4H
1.2K 11.059 MHZ! 0 0 2 E8H
137.5 111.986 MHZ 0 0

I
2 lOH

110 6MHZ 0 0 2 72H
110 12 MHZ 0 0 1 FEEBH

Figure 15. Timer 1 Generated Commonly Used Baud Rates

Using Timer 2 to Generate Baud Rates

In the 8052, Timer 2 is selected as the baud rate genera
tor by setting TCLK and/or RCLK in T2CON (Figure

,,-------'

11). Note then the baud rates for transmit and receivt
can be simultaneousiy d"LITe-rent. Setting RCLK and/or
TCLK puts Timer 2 into its baud rate generator mock,
as shown in Figure 16.

210252-14

Figure 16. TImer 21n Baud Rate Genenltor Mode
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The baud rate generator mode i3 similar to the auto-re·
load mode. in that a rellover in TH2 C3USd the Timer 2
registers to be reloaded with the l6-bit vaJue in registen
RCAP2H and RCAPlI.. which arc preset by software.

Now, the baud rates in Modc:s 1 and 3 are detennined
by Timer 2'5 overflow rate as follows:

TIma-1 Overflow Rate
Modes 1.3 Baud Rate =

The Timer can be configured for either "timer" or
"counter" operation. In the most typical applications, it
is configured for "timer" operation (Cm = 0). "Tim
et" operation is a little different for Timer 2 when it's
being used as a baud rate generator, Normally, as a
limer it would increment every machine cycle (thus at
l/n the oscillator frequency). As a baud rate generator.
bowever, it increments every state time (thus at V2 the
oscillator frequency). In that case the baud rate is given
by the formula

Mc.Qe5 1, 3 Oscillator Freqllency
Baud Rate = -c--;---:::-:-----::::-:---::=-'::::--=':::-:=_=_:_;_

32x [65536 - (RCAP2H. RCAP2L)}

"herc (RCAP2H, RCAP2L) is thc contcnt of
RCAP2H and RCAPlL takcn as a 16-bit unsigned in
teger.

Timer 2 as a baud rate generator is shown in Figure 16.
This Figure is valid only if RCLK + TCLK = I in
T1CON. Note that a roUaver in TH2 does not set TF2,
and will not generate an interropt. Therefore, the Timer
2 interrupt does not have to be disabled when Timer 2
u in the baud rate generator mode. Note too, that if
EXEN2 is set, a I-to-O transition in T2EX will set
EXF2 but will not cause a reload from (RCAP2H,
RCAP2L) to (TH2, TL2). Thus when Timer 2 is in use
13 a baud rate generator. T2EX can be used as an e;Hra
el.femai interrupt. if desired.

Ir should be noted that when Timer 2 is running CTR2
= I) in "timer» function in the baud rate generator
mode. one should not try to read or write ili2 or TL2.
Under these conditions the Timer is being incn:mented
tyerj state time. and the results of a read or write may
not be accurate. The ReAP registers may be rod. but
shouldn't be written [0, because a write might overlap a
relead and cause write and/or reload errot'3. Turn the
Timer off (dear TR2) before accessing the Timer 2 er
ReAP registers, in this case.

More About Mode 0
Serial data ent~n Md exits through RXD. TXD out~

put! the shift dock.. 8 bits are transmitted/received: 8
data bits (LSH first). The baud fate is fi.xed at Y12 the
O!.ciilatof frequency.

Figure \7 shows a simplified functional diagram of the
kriaJ port in Mode 0, and associated timing.
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Transmission is initiated by any instruction that us~s

SBUF as a de5tination register. The "write to SBUF'
signal at S6P2 also Joads a I into the 9th position of the
transmit shift. register and tells the TX Control block to
commence a transmission. The internal timing is such
that one full machine cycle will elapse Ixtween "write
to SBUF,'" and .activation of SEND..

SEND enables the output of the shin register to I hl"
alternate output function line of~PJ.O, and also en:lble"
SHIFT CLOCK to the aIternate~output function line at
P3.1. SHIFT CLOCK is low during 53, 54, ond 55 01
every machine cycle. and high during 56, S I and 52. At
S6P2 of every machine cycle in which SEND is active.
the contents of the transmit shift register are shifted tc
the right one position.

As data bits shift out to the right, zeroes come in fron)
the left. When the MsB of the data byte is at the outpu1
position of the shift register, then the 1 that was initi;:rJ
ly loaded into the 9th position. is just to the left of th'
MSB. and all positions to the left of that contain zeroes
This condition flags the TX Control block to do on,
last shift and then deactiv:He SEND and set TT. Both 0'

these action3 occur at SIP I er the 10th machine cyel l

after "write to SBUF."

Reception is initiated by the condition REN = 1 an(
RI = O. At S6P2 of the next machine cycle. the R)
Control unit writes the bits 11111110 to the receiv'
shift re31ster, and in the next dock phase activates RE
CEIVE.

RECEIVE enables SHIFT CLOCK to the alterno'·
output function line of F3.1. SHIFT CLOCK mJ.h'·
tnmsitions at S3P land S6P I of every machine cyc]c
At S6P2 of every machine cycle in which RECEIVE i
ac!i"·e. the contems of the receive shift register are shift
ed to the left one position. The value th3.t comes il
from the right is the value tnJ.! was sampled at the P3.!
pin at S5P2 of the same machine eye]<=:.

As data bits come in from the right, Is shift out to [h
left. When the 0 that was initially loaded into the right
most position arriyes at the leftmost position in the shif
register. it flags the RX Control block ro do one la"
shift and load SBUF. At SlPl of the 10th machin·
cycle after the write to SCON that cleared RI, RE
CEIYE is cleared and RI i.s set.

More About Mode 1
Ten bits are transmitted (Ihrough TXD), or re::ei\"(··
(through RXD), a start bit (0), 8 data bits (LSB firs"
and a stop bit (I). On receive. the stop bit goes into
RBg in SCON. In the 8051 the baud rate i.s determinC"
by the Timer 1 overilow rate. In the 8052 it is deter
mined either by the Timer 1 overflow r;lte. or the Time
2 overflow rate,. or both (one for transmit and the O!hc
for receive).

Figure 18 show:! a 'implified functional diagram of th
serial port in Mode I, and associated timings for tran c

mit receive.
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(MSB) (LSe)

SMOO ! . CI_-.L..::Gc.Fc.'-'~ PO I 10l

Hame and Function

Oot.tbie Baud rate bit. When set 10. I
and T.met' 1 b vsed 10 generale baud
rate, and the Serial Port"u~ in
modes 1,2. or J.

\Reserved)

(Reservedl

PCON.6

PCON.5

PeON."

GF, PCON.3

GFO PCON.2

PO PeON..1

10l PCON.O

SMOD PCON..7

Symbol PollUon

(Reserved)

General.purpose fl2g bil

General·purpose flag Oil

PD.....er Down bi\.. Setting this tril

activates po.....er do...." operation.

Idle mode bit. Settmg L"l~~ bil activate,
itUe mode opera,lJon.

If 1, 8re written ICl PO and IDL al the same time, PD lake5
precedence, The reset value ot PCON is (OXX:XOOOO).
In tne HMQS device9. the PCON regis'.er only :::onI81r., SMOO.
The other lour bits are ,mplsmenlsd only Jr1 the CHMQS ce'.,ce,
User sol'tHare should nel(er wnte \'$ to I.mimp(emenlS'd bit~. ~.,r".c'i!

they may be used in future MGS-Sl products.

1n the HMOS device:! the PCON register only contains
SMOD. The other four biu are implemented only in
the CHMOS device:!~ User software should never write
15 to unimplemented bits, since tbey may be used in
future MCS-51 products.

IDLE MODE

clock 'ignal i, g..o::I ofT to the CPU. In Power Down
(pD = 1). the oscillator is frozen. The Idle and Power
Down modo an: a.ctivate:d by :setting bit.! in Special
Function Regi!:ter peON. The address of this register
is 87H. Figure 26 detail.! its contents..

An instruction that 3dS PCON.O causes that to bo: the
last instruction e];.ecuted before going into the Idle
mode. In the Idle mode, the internal dock signal is
gated arT to the CPU, but not to the Interrupt, Timer,
and Serial Port functions. The CPU status is preserved
in its entirety: the Stack Pointer, Program Counter,
Program Status Word, Accumulator, and all other reg
isters maintain their data during Idle. The port pins
hold the: lOglcat ste.tes. they had at the time Idle was
activated. ALE and PSEN hold at logic high levels.

There are two ways to terminate the Idte.. Act~vatien ef
any enabled interrupt will Cause PCON.O to be cleared
bJ hardware, terminating the Idle mode. The interrupt
will be serviced, and following RETI the next instruc
tion to be executed will be the one following the in·
stmction that put the Oev1ce into Idle.

1H"T!l'lllVP,.
~-t--C>Sl.'Il""'"~IH,

~n=-..com
~C~J

i5i:
270252-22

Figure 27. Idle and Power Down Hardware

Figure 28. peON: P~werControl Register

The nag bits GFO and GFl can be used to give an
indication if an interrupt occurred during normal oper-'
ation or during 2.n Idle. For example, an instruction
that actintes Idie can also set one or both nag bits.
When Idle is ter:ninared by an interrupt, the interrupt
servicc routine can examine the flag bits.

The other way of te;minating the Idle mode is with a
hardware reset. Since the dock osci]lawr is still run
ning. the nard'),:are reset need.s to be held active fer en:y
two rr:aci1ine cyc:es (24 oscillatOr paiods) to comFir::l~

the r~et.

Tne signai at the RST pin clears [he IDL b!t directly
and asyncnronously. At this time. the CPU r~'J~,::S

program executio'1 (rom where it left off; that is. at the
instruction follo';,'ing the one. that invoked the lck
Mode. As snown in Figure 25, two or three: machl:1e
cydes of program e;:ecution may take place before the
internal r~et aigonthm takes control. On-chip hard
.... are inhibits access to the internal RAM during this
time, bur access to the port pins is net inhibited, To
eliminate the pos.sibiiity of une.\pected outputs at the

\ port pins. the instruction follo .... ing the one that inyok~
Idle should net be one that writes 1.0_ a port pin or to
external Data R..A..M_

POWER DOWN MODE

An instruction that set.s PCON.l caus~ tbat to b-e the
last instruction c.~ecuted before going iJlto the PO<;lo·er
Down mode.. In the: Po ....er Down mode,. the on-cbip
oscillator is stopped_ With the clock frozen, all fur-c-
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